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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of tfiis dissertation is to achieve a higher level of ondastanding of the adoption 
and diffusion process of conservation technology on Iowa farms. The tools used in this discovery 
process are a qualitative analysis of farmers' perceptions of conservation technologies, an analysis of 
the adoption and difRision model, and the formulation of a local dq)endency theory to explain the 
patterns of adoption on Iowa farms. Specifically, this investigation comes to the conclusion diat die 
Iowa farmer is trapped in a dependency situation that is controlled by the government, trans-national 
corporations, and local capital, a triad known as the triple alliance. The resulting dependency hampers 
the adoption of technologies that do not benefit the triple alliance. 
The argument is based on an USDA funded study of mid-western farmers known as 
the Management Systems Evaluations Area project, or MSEA. The socio-economic portion 
of the study employed the focus group and case study methods of investigating farmers' 
reaction to the conservation technologies of ridge tillage and permanent vegetative filter 
strips. The studies revealed a dependency situation on the farm that was preventing the 
adoption of the two technologies. As a result, the dependency theory of international 
development was reformulated to the local level of abstraction to explain the adoption 
process in relation to conservation technology adoption. The use of dependency theory to 
explain the adoption of conservation technology overcomes the traditional shortcomings of 
the widely accepted adoption model that originates from the modernization theory of 
development and the concepts of rational choice and the free market The reformulation 
provides an understanding of the conservation technology adoption process that better fits the 
current sociopolitical situation of the Iowa fermers. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"There isn't one grain ofanything in the world that is sold in a free markeL 
Not one! The only place you see a free market is in the speeches of 
the politicians." 
Dwsyne Andreas. CEO of die Archer Daniels Midland Co. 
(Carney 1995: 44) 
As social scientists we should find it di£Gcult to dispute the words of Dwayne Andreas. 
When we contemplate Mr. Andreas' remarks, when we consider that labor markets are controlled by 
governments and borders, and when we take into account that capital and money markets are taxed, 
regulated, and artificially supported globally, die concept of die firee market is no longer a suitable 
reality. In addition commodities in all their forms face tariffs, price supports, and any number of other 
price regulations. Given these realities, die concept of the fi'ee market should seemingly be totally 
alien to everyone. However, this is not the case. The social sciences and the field of economics base 
many of their theories and assumptions on the finee market The result is that social scientists not only 
receive, but also convey obscured pictures of what is really happening in the social world; something 
that good social theory application should prevent. 
The adoption and difi^usion model of technology adoption is a case in point Beginning widi 
the time of the Ryan and Gross seed com studies (1943), through Rogers' books on adoption and 
difiiision (1983, 1995), to modem proponents of adoption and difiiision such as Nowak (1983, 1987, 
1992), the model has been based on the concept of the fiee market and the rational choice of the 
consumer. As consumers of any commodity move into a world of globalization where die economy is 
increasingly controlled and manipulated by trans-national corporations (TNCs), governments, and 
local capital, die adoption and diffusion model of technology adoption should be called into question. 
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Thesis Statement 
Assuming that in the modem ^stem of globalization there is no free market, especially in the 
business of agriculture, the possibility exists that diere is another tfaeory or model that better explains 
adoption and diffusion, or the lack of adoption and difiiision, than do the accepted models and 
theories. The thesis of this dissertation is that under the current system of globalization of the world 
economy the adoption and diffusion model no longer gives an accurate picture of technolo^ adoption 
at the farm level. As an alternative, 1 propose that a dependency situation exists between agribusiness, 
which includes TNCs, the government, and local capital, to be referred to as '^ e triple alliance*^, and 
the farming community. This dependency is similar to the dependency situation that exists between 
the developed world and the developing world. For this reason, I further propose that the international 
dependency theory of development can be applied at local levels of the farming community to better 
explain adoption and diffusion of technologies on the farm. 
The case of conservation technology adoption on the farm is an example of the problems that 
the adoption and diffiision model has when it is applied through the filter of the free maiket. 
Proponents of conservation technology rely on the adoption and diffusion model, its assumptions of 
the free market, and the rational choice of the consumer for conservation technology adoption (Nowak 
1983, 1987, 1992). The reality is farmers do not readily adopt conservation technologies. One 
explanation for this problem is that the farm economy is one of the more regulated and strictly 
controlled economies in the industrialized world (Chinn 1984). These controls bring into question the 
concepts of the free market and the rational choice models of adoption. 
Recently, a regional study concerning the water quality issues from non-source point pollution 
throughout the Midwest encountered this phenomenon. The study, known as Management Systems 
Evaluation Areas (MSEA), was a United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) fimded project 
with goals directed at persuading farmers to voluntarily adopt conservation technologies on the farm. 
As part of this study, the Iowa State University Sociology and Economics Departments were asked to 
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study Iowa ^nners and their reaction to conservation technologies. When the principal investigators 
of the socio-economic portion of die MSEA project first started planning dieir methodolo^ they 
decided to investigate conservation technolo^ design attributes diat either weie hindering or 
promoting die adoption of ridge tillage' and/or permanent vegetative filter strip^ adoption. Although 
the study was never defined as an adoption and diSiision study, it clearly bad the format of an 
adoption and difRision study. The text that follows is a description of the history of the Iowa socio­
economic portion of the MSEA project 
Management Systems Evaluation Areas 
In 1989 the U.S. Department of Agriculture instituted the Water Quality Initiative which had 
the following diree goals: 
1. To protect ground water fi'om agriculture chemical pollution, while protecting the 
economic interests of agriculture. 
2. To halt current water pollution originating fit)m agriculture, and to alter fimdamental farm 
practices to prevent fiiture poIlutiorL 
3. To ultimately make farmers responsible for changing production practices 
to avoid contaminating ground and surface water. (MSEA 1994, 2) 
Out of the USDA initiative emerged a study that is now known as die Management Systems 
Evaluation Area (MSEA). The piupose of die MSEA project was 1) to evaluate the effects of 
agriculture chemicals on ground water, and 2) to develop management practices that protect ground 
' Ridge tillage is a conservation tillage practice developed in the 1930s by a Missouri girmer. The system utilizes 
mechanical weed control by buflding ridges over the crop row with a cultivator. This action greatly reduces weed 
pressures, slows erosion, cuts equipment costs, prepares a superior seed bed, and cuts down on lalror use. 
Permanent Vegetative Fiher Strips are a conservation practice that are used to reduce erosion and runoff 
damage to surface water. The strips act as a filter by slowing the flow of water over them allowing sediments to 
setde out of the water. The strips may be contour buffer strips, waterways, filter strips along streams, or any 
combination of the above. 
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water from pollutioii viiile at the same time protecting &mers economic, environmental, and social 
needs. 
Iowa State University's Collie of Agriculture participated in all phases of the Iowa study. 
As part of this study ISU's Departments of Economics and Sociology were asked to conduct research 
into the second goal of the MSEA project, namely to study different management practices that could 
protect ground water from pollution, including investigating fanner's reactions to the management 
systems. Essentially, this entailed a study of adoption and difSision of conservation technologies and 
management systems at the micro level. 
Two conservation technologies, ridge tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips, were the 
focus of this study. These two technologies were chosen because of their ability to reduce farm 
chemical inputs and pollution, dieir different levels of management needs, and their differing 
economic benefits to the fanner. Specifically, ridge tillage was presented as a management system of 
cultivating row crops that could help fanners reduce herbicide usage by fifty percent or more, reduce 
labor requirements, and reduce the production costs of equipment and fuel. However, ridge tillage is 
believed to require higher management skills, short-tenn capital costs for changing equipment, and 
could cause short-term yield reduction until die system is mastered. In contrast, permanent vegetative 
filter strip adoption by farmers is a low management system that has the benefits of filtering surface 
water to reduce bodi soil sediments and chemical runofiE^ has income potential in hay or as set aside 
acres, and is an excellent wildlife habitat On die other hand filter strips have the disadvantage of 
taking land out of grain production and often cause an economic loss to fanners. 
In part, because of criticisms of previous adoption and difiRision studies (van Es 1983, 
Cambell 1966) and a desire to explore less conventional methodologies, a decision was made to 
conduct small meetings widi area farmers to discuss die problems of adoption of diese technologies. 
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This ''focus group" approach was used because it encompassed a Henneneutic^ perspective diat 
enabled the investigators to see the problem fixnn the fkmers' point of view. 
The MSEA project study was designed to influence national policy on fixture conservation 
technology regulations. The goals of the USDA's Water Quality Initiative indicate this aspect of the 
projea. Paul Johnson of the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) recently 
announced the National Conservation Buffer Initiative program that calls on the nation's farmers to 
voluntarily adopt permanent v^etative filters strips on highly erodible land (HEL) (Marking 1997). 
The USDA's new conservation initiative is clearly a policy conseming die subject matter of the MSEA 
project study. The relevance to the field of rural sociolo^ is clear in this case. It will be shown in this 
dissertation that the voluntary approach to the adoption of buffer strips taken by the USDA will 
probably show limited success, and that research on the subject of dependency by farmers on the 
agriculture system is needed. 
On a more practical level, this research will give every extension woricer, farm input sales 
person, farmer, and politician a better understanding of the reasons famiers adopt present day 
technologies. George Beal and Joe Bohlen, Iowa State University rural sociologists who helped 
promote die adoption and diffusion model of technology adoption to agri-business nation wide in the 
19S0s, spent countless meetings with industry representatives showing die concepts of the adoption 
process so that sales people would understand the maricet (Valente and Rogers 1993). Assuming that 
the structure of agriculture has significandy changed since the Beal and Bohlen flannel board 
presentations, it will be argued that the traditional adoption and diffusion model is no longer relevant 
to explain die current adoption process, even though general knowledge of die adoption process is 
alw^s relevant 
^ Hermeneutics is the practice of studying or listening to all the viewpoints of the stakeholders on a particular 
project or subject. This means that all the stake holders in an activity need to engage in a conversation and then 
they mutually come to an agreement as to the needed action in the ^ven situation.. 
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Dependency Theory 
The traditional model of adoption and difiiision of technology is no longer relevant because 
market forces in the United States and the world have changed since the dieory's formation. Thus, the 
model must be questioned. The current agriculture system is regulated by the government in almost 
every aspect. Farmers find themselves widi basically one choice in the modem system: follow die 
government rules and regulations, and industry's recipes for production or quit farming entirely. An 
example of industry's control over farming recipes is a farmer buying seedcom. The farmer has a 
choice whether to buy Pioneer or Golden Harvest hybrid seeds, but the farmer does not have a choice 
between open pollinated seed and hybrid seed. Another example of industry control over the adoption 
process is die government claiming voluntary sign-up for government programs. If a farmer does not 
sign up for the government programs he/she will loose all government support payments for his/her 
crop. In both cases rational choice is extremely limited or confined. Basically the only choice die 
farmer has is to farm or not to farm. 
The dependency theory of development that is used to explain development in the less 
developed countries explains diis type of phenomenon on an international level. Dependency theory is 
used to answer the development problems that are unexplained by the modernization theory of 
development (Jaffee 1990). Modernization theory of development is based on the concept that 
developing countries do not have the norms, values, and institutions of the developed world and that if 
these norms, values, and institutions could be transferred to the developing world, development would 
take place. At die micro level the modernization theory relies heavily on the adoption and diffusion 
model for technology adoption. Traditionally, the modernization dieory claims that countries need to 
adopt western social structures, infirastructures, and business values if they are to develop (JafTee 
1990). The problem is that in a world system diat is dominated by die Group of Seven Industrialized 
Nations (G7), that include the United States, Canada, Japan, England, Germany, France, and Italy, the 
developing countries have little choice but to develop along the same lines as die G7 nations. A good 
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example of this concept is the Marshall Islands. As recoidy as SO yeats ago die Marshalls had a 
traditional society and economic system. Today the Marshall Islands ate being drawn into the modem 
world at an incredible rate. The choice they were given in die 1970s and 1980s was to remain a trust 
territory, or colony of the United States, or become independent The restriction was diat the 
Marshallese traditional government system had to give way to a democratic system if the Marshallese 
wanted to gain tfieir independence (Hart, 1997). The choice they were given was restricted; hence 
rational choice was limited to diose two choices only. Had the Marshallese chosen their traditional 
government, a syston of social ownership of property. United States monetary aid most surety would 
have been curtailed and independence as a country would not have been forthcoming. Thus, there is 
dependency on an international level. 
The similarities between die &nners' and the Marshallese society's reliance on the United 
States government's rules, regulations, and recipes for survival are striking. Taking into consideration 
these similarities, die level of analysis of die dependency dieory will be changed from the international 
level, to the farm community level, in order to explain how dependent development can be seen on the 
loM^a farm. The traditional dependency dieory was based on the unequal terms of trade that exists 
between a developing nation and the developed nation or nations (So 1990). These unequal terms of 
trade result in dominance of one party over the odier. It wiU be demonstrated how the Iowa farmers in 
die focus group discussions exposed these unequal terms of trade in die Iowa fimn economy. 
Furthermore, the triple alliance will be found at die heart of this unequal trade relationship. 
The triple alliance forms the basis for the dependency situation that is attributed to Iowa 
farms. It will be established that government regulations benefit trans-national corporations and local 
capital to a greater degree than the local farmer. Additionally, this relationship is built on reciprocity 
with die government benefiting from die prosperity of local capital and the TNCs. This triad promotes 
a development process that has come to be known as associated dependent development (So 1990). 
Under the associated dependent development system development takes place but only as a reflection 
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of what is in the best interests of the triple alliance, not the best interests of Ae developing coimtiy or 
the Iowa farmer. 
By using die dependoicy theory, the problems of non-adoption of conservation technologies 
on the farm can be explained. The reason ridge tillage and permanent v^etative filter strip adoption 
do not take place on the farm is because dieir benefits are not in the best interest of die triple alliance, 
so diey are not adopted by die agriculture system. This phenomenon of lack of adoption occurs even 
though the two technologies can be seen as in the best interest of the ianner. 
The Dissertation Journey 
This dissertation began to be formulated long before I set foot in a collie classroom. I was 
bom and spent my primary school years on a combination of a 200 acre com and soybean farm that 
complimented my Others com shelling and tmcking business. Oad also bought hogs for Rath and 
Hormel meat packers in Waterloo and Fort Dodge, Iowa. Because of die change in the structure of 
agriculture taking place in die 1960s, Dad lost die farm and the fami business he had owned and 
became an employee of American Breeders Service as a semen salesman for the western half of Iowa. 
We moved to a 20 acre apple orchard in Guthrie Center, Iowa at diis time. I spent the next 14 years 
working for basically 3 different farm operations in Iowa and Wisconsin. 
During these years I experienced most every problem that the farmers in the MSEA study 
identify. In the early 1970s I wimessed the grain giveaw^ the United States government negotiated 
with Russia when Russia was not able to feed their people. Dan Morgan in "Merchants of Grain" 
documents how Cargill used this international grain deal to turn huge profits (Morgan 1979). As a 
farm manager on a purebred Polled Hereford farm in Wisconsin I learned first hand die tax system of 
farming and die benefits to absentee landlords who used fanning as a tax loophole but still competed 
against farmers in the production process. As a herdsman on a large cow/calf operation in Iowa in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s the problems of plowing down grazing land to raise com, farm programs. 
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manipulated intoest rates, and the general trmd of working for big agribusiness and not feeding the 
world all led to my decision to leave Midwest Arming in 1983. 
In October of 1983 I left Iowa to go to die Philippines as a animal husbandly volunteer for the 
US Peace Corps. Following nQr Peace Corps years in the Philippines I received a BS in Sociology and 
then went to Ecuador for two more years in the Peace Corps. These years opened my eyes to the 
dependency that foreign countries and their citizens experience in relationship to the developed woiid. 
I learned how a ship load of US wheat given to the Philippine government by die United States Public 
Law 480 (PL 480) destroyed the market for small grain fmmers around the Philippines causing 
poverty, malnutrition, and numerous other problems. I saw diat trans-national companies like Cargill 
could control die coconut oil market of an entire country. In Ecuador I experienced a country so 
caught in the debt crisis that every penny of their oil exports went to pay foreign debt The 
dependency in Ecuador had grown to the point that they were forced to leave OPEC to meet die 
demands of creditors. 
These experiences left me widi profound questions about the world system and how it works. 
I entered graduate school in 1993 because I wanted to work in the development of rural areas around 
the world, but I wanted to have a position that would allow me to change some of die direction of 
development that I saw as detrimental to developing nations and their people. In graduate school I 
learned diat there were theories of development that were used to explain the phenomenon I had 
experienced around the world in my short life. I quickly realized that some of the dieories diat were 
being used or cited really did not fit my experiences. However, diere was the critical school of 
sociology diat was discussing the conflicts diat were apparent to me throughout die structure of the 
modem agriculture system. Because I was able to relate to diese scholars and their writings, I soon 
became convinced diat die way to explain agriculture tods^r is by looking at the system through the 
conflict paradigm and diat to understand die syston, one must look at the power structures in order 
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to identify where exploitation takes place. 
The identification of the power structures that control die decision making process in 
agriculture is die basis of diis dissertation. I started die MSEA project as a research assistant Aldiough 
I joined the team after the methodolo^ was set, I did help organize and conduct the meetings. As I sat 
at the table with the fanners I could identify with everydiing they were s^dng, even when the farmers 
saw me as an outsider, which they often did. The point is that the fanners were identifying problems 
with the system that had led me to the place I am today. If anything, diey were identifying problems 
that were not diminishing but were continuing grow in intensity as years pass. I felt there was a lesson 
to be teamed fixnn these fanners experience that could help everyone connected to die agriculture 
system. That is why diis dissertation was written. 
Dissertation Format 
The conclusions drawn fix^m the MSEA study and the data it produced were only arrived at 
after an in-depth analysis of the MSEA data. Along with the MSEA data, a close look at the adoption 
and diffusion model was also necessary because the MSEA study was basically an adoption and 
diffusion study of conservation technology adoption. Chapter II will begin die investigative process 
into the MSEA study and its related theoretical approaches. The adoption and diffusion model has 
been the focus of great interest to rural sociologists since the 1940s. In its life span die model has 
enjoyed much success, but die model has come under criticism for its inability to explain problems 
widi adoption of technologies like farm conservation practices. Chapter II will be devoted to 
unraveling the adoption and diffusion model and its problems with the adoption of conservation 
technologies on the fann. In addition Chapter II will introduce the dependency dieory diat will be 
utilized throughout this dissertation. 
Chapter m of this dissertation will be devoted to explaining the methodology of the MSEA 
study. A close look at how the study was organized and analyzed will give the reader an appreciation 
of the problems associated with qualitative data. This chq)ter will also expose the conclusions of die 
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original MSEA study that were based on the traditional adoption and diffusion model. I will assert that 
the reasons ridge tillage and permanent v^etative filter strips were not adopted in die original study's 
conclusions are basically wrong. The conclusions were wrong because they were based on a process 
that tried to match quantitative descriptive data finm the MSEA focus groups to the adoption and 
diffusion model. Because of this problem with the original conclusions of die data, a second analysis 
was done using qualitative methods of data analysis to better understand the ^rmers' point of view. 
Chapter IV will present the qualitative focus group data. In this chapter the farmers own 
words are utilized in order to understand what was on the fkmers' minds. The chapter is divided into 
sections that concern different barriers to the adoption of the two technologies. Each section identifies 
specifics barrier to the adoption of die conservation technologies. The dependency indicators that 
fanners talked about will be seen in this chapter. In addition Chapter IV will expose a clear problem 
with information conflict in the adoption process of die conservation technologies. 
Chapter V wiU be devoted to explaining in detail the local dependency theory resulting fi'om 
the MSEA focus group study. In this chapter the traditional theorist of die dependency school will be 
used to outline the basic principles upon which die local dependency theory is based. 
Chapter VI will fiirdier support the dependency theory by the presentation of a follow-up case 
study that was part of die MSEA smdy. The case study was of diree ridge tillers in Iowa and focused 
on some of the inconsistencies found in the first smdy. The case smdy confirms that there is a basis for 
a dependency theory in the adoption of conservation tillage in Iowa. 
In die final chapter the summation of the dissertation will state that there is a dependency 
situation on the Iowa farm tod^. The dependency situation can be explained using a local level 
version of the dependency theory. The conclusion will state that more work is needed on dependency 
and the Iowa farmer because this study was not designed to uncover a dependent population. Finally, 
it will be concluded that die concept of technology adoption being a function of a social system will 
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be validated, but reviaons in die model are needed because the social system in agriculture has 
changed to the point that tfie cuxrent model is no longer relevant 
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CHAPTER2 
ADOPTION AND DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
THE DEPENDENCY THEORY 
Adoption and History 
A paradigm is a scientific approach to some phenomenon diat provides model problems and 
solutions to a commmiity of scholars (Rogers 1983:43). The adoption and diffusion model of 
technology adoption is just such a paradigm. Since it's basic acceptance in the field of rural sociolo^ 
in the 1940s, through its present legacy in the field, die adoption and diffusion model has helped 
social scientists solve the riddles of technology adoption by local farmers. 
Although the roots of die adoption model can be traced to the first decade of the 20''' century, 
it was in die 1940s and 19S0s diat the model began to take shape widi the Ryan and Gross (1943) seed 
com studies (Valente and Rogers 1993). The Ryan and Gross hybrid seed com study was used to 
explain how hybrid com was adopted by Iowa fanners. Ryan and Gross essentially found that the 
adoption of the production technolo^ seed com was a social process more dian an economic one 
(Ryan and Gross 1943). Ryan and Gross showed diat farmers had conclusive economic data that 
showed hybrid com as highly profitable, but they still were slow to adopt the technology. Their 
conclusion was diat farmers' adoption of technology was through the use of the information channels 
of the social system, and not a purely economic decision. 
The Ryan and Gross seed com study was later challenged by Zvi Griliches. Griliches claimed 
that the process was one of rational choice based on risk evasion, and economics (1957). This mode of 
thinking has dominated the adoption field for many years. Griliches' influence will be seen in this 
qualitative study of conservation technologies. 
Ironically, aldiough the structure of Iowa agriculture has been transformed drasticaUy since die 
Ryan and Gross seed com study, the basic premise of Ryan and Gross is found to be intact tod^. The 
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data fi-om die MSEA studies will clearly show that there is an information conflict in die present 
information channels concerning ridge tillage. This infonnation conflict will be linked to the TNCs, 
and dieir current control of the timers' primary source of production information. There is little 
dispute that adoption of technology happens in a social system and dirough its information channels. 
The argument is diat the nature of diese information channels has changed under die system of farm 
industrialization to the point that they have changed die adoption process to one of dependency. Ryan 
and Gross claimed that the supply dealer (die local retail oudet for agriculture inputs into production) 
was the farmers' first source of information on a new technology, but it was the neighbors that 
convinced the fanner to adopt the technolo^. In agriculture today the local farmer has changed this 
pattern to one of almost total dependence on the supply dealer for information and decision making, 
leaving him/her dependent on the supply dealers' information. 
Out of the Ryan and Gross seed com studies came three basic questions that researchers asked 
about adoption and diffusion: I.) What variables relate to innovativeness? 2.) What is the rate of 
adoption, and how do die technology's attributes affect this rate? and 3.) What is the role of the 
communication channels in the adoption process? (Rogers 1983). The MSEA study was mosdy 
concerned with the second question at the outset, but the problem of the information conflict became 
the primary interest 
As the adoption and diffusion model became more popular in the 19S0s several scholars were 
working on die model. Five of these early scholars were: Beal and Bohlen, Coleman and Marsh, and 
Rogers. Beal and Bohlen (19SS) claimed that there were five stages to the adoption process: 
awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and finally adoption. In the case of the two technologies, ridge 
tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips, two different patterns occur. Ridge tillage seldom 
exceeds die awareness stage for most Iowa farmers. This problem will be attributed to the infonnation 
conflict that is exposed in die MSEA study. Filter strip usage reaches die adoption stage as long as the 
government provides payments and rules that basically require filter strip usage. In the absence of die 
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payments and regulations filter strips seldom reach die evaluation stage because of the cost to the 
farmer. 
A. Lee Coleman was one of the first scholars to study the adoption of conservation 
technologies. His studies of farmers' adoption of strip cropping, terracing, contour farming, and 
waterways are basically smdies of die adoption of permanent vegetative filter strips. Coleman said that 
because water runs fixim farm-to-&rm, the problem of soil erosion is a neighborhood problem and 
local norms and values would dictate adoption of soil conservation technologies (1946). The MSEA 
data indicate that farmers see soil erosion as normal and unavoidable. These neighborhood values 
affect the adoption rate of filter strips. When Coleman collaborated with C. Paul Marsh they came to a 
conclusion that community leaders would conform to community norms and diese norms affected the 
innovativeness of the farmers (1955). This study showed diat difiEiision was a social process directly 
related to the social stracture. The current problem facing die adoption of conservation technologies is 
that modem agriculture has created a dependency by fanners on the structure of the agriculture 
system. 
Rogers wrote that in order for a technology to be adopted it needed to have different degrees 
of the following attributes: relative advantage, complexity, compatibility, trialability, and observability 
(1983). These five attributes refer to the technology's profitability over current technolo^, its degree 
of complexity, the technology's ability to fit the current utilization of other technologies, whether the 
technology can be tried before committing to adoption, and whether or not the results of using the 
technology can be seen. This concept is important because the MSEA Follow-up Case Smdy will 
show diat ridge tillage scores favorably in all five of these categories but fails to be generally adopted 
by farmers. 
Recent History 
Recently, the adoption and diffusion model has not been looked upon favorably, yet 
periodically is mentioned in scholarly journals and books. Many scholars since the 1970s and 1980s 
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have turned dieir focus to conservation tedmology adoption (Valente and Rogers 1993). Peter Nowak 
stands out in recoit years as one of the adoption and difihsion model's biggest supporters. Nowak has 
combined the economic issues and adoption issues in his studies in order to show how they 
complement each other (1987). Nowak claims that conservation technologies do not have to be 
unprofitable as most studies suggest. Nowak claims in other studies that die lack of information on 
conservation technologies is the main reason diese technologies are not adopted (1992, 1983). What 
Nowak's articles are missing is a reason for die information problems in the dawning age of 
information technology and precision timing. 
Heffeman and Green argue diat the social structure of agriculture has a large effect on 
conservation adoption and diffusion (1986). In their article on government regulations and cross 
compliance programs, they claim diat government regulations are actually regressive in temis of the 
adoption of conservation technologies. Heffeman and Green argue diat die same payments go to all 
farms but that less profitable and smaller farms are in more need of assistance than large farms, thus 
the regressive policy (1986). Heffeman himself claims diat farm size is an accurate indicator of 
whether or not a &nner will adopt conservation technology (1986). With die increase of farm size and 
the government's willingness to use cross compliance programs these issues become extremely 
important The MSEA studies show government restrictions, some in the form of cross compliance, 
were major barriers to the adoption of permanent vegetative filter strips. Government regulations of 
farm commodity prices are also a factor in the adoption of conservation technologies. H^es, Kim, 
and Hallam (1990) smdied price fluctuations and die adoption of conservation technology as opposed 
to production, incremental, technologies in the late 1980s. Ha^es et al. found that farmers would adopt 
conservation technologies when prices fluctuated radically, but in times of price certainty farmers 
would be more likely to adopt incremental (production) technologies. Today government has 
regulated farm prices to the extent diat the price of grain can be easily predicted year in and year out 
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This price stabili  ^is another indication that government r^;uIation is driving die lack of adoption of 
conservation tedmolo^. 
In the book ''Development of American Agriculture" Codnane (1993) promotes the concept 
of technological determinism Cochrane claims that farmers are currently caught in a technological 
treadmill that they cannot escape. The argument is based on the fact that &rmers are trapped in a 
highly competitive market The agriculture system demands diat farmers produce to the maximum, 
thus fanners are forced to invest in production technology. This new technology adds to the farmers' 
production, but as soon as the competition adopts the technology there will be overproduction, a strain 
on the price system, and more competition forcing some farmers out of business. According to 
Cochrane the only solution the fanner has is to adopt still more sophisticated technology. Cochrane's 
technology cycle does indicate a dependency of the faimei s on die market system. This idea is the 
basis of the over production crisis of capitalism as hypothesized by Karl Marx. It is also the basis for 
many of the government programs and price supports policies in agriculture today. 
Finally Timmons (1980) reported that landlords, particularly absentee landlords, had a short 
planning horizon, or that short-term profits were dieir main goals. This problem with landlords had a 
detrimental effect on conservation technolo^ adoption because tenants had problems adopting 
conservation technologies such as permanent vegetative filter strips under these circumstances. Every 
focus group meeting mentioned this concept It did not matter if the subject was ridge tillage or filter 
strips, landlord control of die means of production became a negative factor in the adoption process. 
Structure and Adoption 
The scholars mentioned above were describing factors that were relevant to the MSEA study. 
One factor missing finm die studies, however, was die dependency of local farmers on the 
agristracture"* ^ stem. J.C. van Es did address the issue in his article The Adoption/Diffusion 
* Agnstiucture is a term used by Wimberiey (1987) to describe the structure of agriculture. The use of the word 
agristructure is preferred because of the difficulty in defining what the structure of agriculture is. For the 
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Tradition Applied to Resource Conservation: Inappropriate Use of Existing (knowledge" (1984). Van 
Es saw the changing structme of agricoltore in recent years and came to the conclusion that the 
structure had su£5ciently changed fix>m the time of the Ryan and Gross studies so that die adoption 
and difiiision model now had to be questioned. Van Es said. The transformation of agriculture has 
removed or modified most of die factors that a generation ago were thought to determine adoption and 
dius die diffiision process. Rates of difRision are now largely determined by economic and structural 
factors. Under these circumstances, die difiusion model is not wrong but largely irrelevant in 
determining farmer behavior" (1983; 77). Van Es' criticism of the rural sociologists and their 
unwavering acceptance of the adoption and diffiision paradigm is even more critical. He claims, The 
existence of a well-developed adoption/difiusion research tradition has induced researchers to address 
resource-protection research dirough die model, even though the model is at best applicable in only a 
limited percentage of the cases" (1983: 81). 
Van Es' article, more than any odier, has influenced the qualitative analysis of the MSEA 
data. In the MSEA data there are indications from the farmers' responses that the choice to adopt a 
technology simply is not die farmers' decision. Further, 1 wiU show that the economist on the MSEA 
investigative team. Dr. Robert Jolly of ISU's Economics Department, using die adoption and dififiision 
model as his theoretical base, overlooked many of die dependency indicators that were clearly present 
in the MSEA data because the adoption model has trouble explaining diese factors. 
Statements by van Es and the disturbing conflicts in the MSEA data required further research 
to explain die farmers' reactions to conservation technology adoption. Beus and Dimlap's article, 
"Conventional Versus Alternative Agriculture: The Paradigmatic Roots of die Debate," describe 
modem agriculture as centralized, showing dependency, as dominating nature widi its input system, 
and characterized as a highly specialized production syston using standardized production practices 
purposes at hand agristructure will mean the organizational characteristics and the complex relations in food and 
fiber production and distribution systems (Heffernan 1982,337). 
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(1990). The characteristic diat dominates dieir discnssion is depoidenQr. Baes and Ounlap mention 
dependency on the market, dependency on inputs, and dependency on exploitation of resources. This 
link between die ^rmers' dependency, and die modem agriculture system requires a theory that would 
explain dependency of faimeis on the market system. 
Articles exist on resource dependent communities and areas, die export dependency of 
agriculture, bank dominance and dependency, and addictive economies, but no scholar has specifically 
researched or applied a dependency theory to the modem system of agriculture. Patrick Mooney does 
apply a neo-Marxian theory of class to Midwestern agriculture, but his paper leaves farmers caught in 
a world not knowing their class position (1982), and not solving the dieoretical problem of what 
drives farm adoption. 
Dependency Theory 
The dependency theory is an evolution of Marx's conflict dieory of economic structures (So 
1990, Jaffee 1990). Because of this Marxian base to the dependency theory, the concepts of power 
and exploitation are evident throughout this discussion. The use of economic power by the TNCs and 
local capital to exploit the weaker position of the local farmers will be strikingly clear diroughout this 
dissertation. In addition die transformation of economic power of the TNCs into political power is 
exposed. Given diat the concepts of power and exploitation are present in the basic assumptions of the 
dependency theory, litde mention of diese two concepts is used in the actual description of the 
dependency theory, because the existence of the concepts is understood. 
Dependency theory evolved from the work of the Uruted Nations Economic Commission for 
Latin America (ECLA) headed by Raul Prebisch (Jaffee 1990). Prebisch points out that dependency is 
based on the terms of trade between the producers of commodities and the purchasers of diose 
commodities (Prebisch 19S0), with die added claim diat there is a balance of payments problem in a 
dependent relationship. This means diat die commodity producers end up in a state of chronic deficit 
spending (1950), a situation clearly seen in the modem debt crisis of die diird worid. This situation is 
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not unlike die situation of Iowa &imeis, for Iowa fanners are dependent on government price 
subsidies for almost all grain production. 
The development of tibe dependency theory by die ECLA led to one of its members, Celso 
Furtado, to look at the phenomenon of "periphoal capitalization", i^ch became the term "external 
dependency" of the developing nations on the developed nations. Furtado claimed diat transnational 
corporations disseminated cultural patterns, modernisation theory, that were detrimental and led to 
inappropriate consumptive patterns that distort the economic structures of the periphery 
(1965,1970,1973). Dos Santos expanded upon diis idea when he wrote, "By dependency we mean a 
situation in ^^ch die economy of certain countries is conditioned by die development and expansion 
of another economy to which the former is subjected. The relationship assumes the form of 
dependency when some countries can expand and be self sustaining, while other countries can do diis 
only as a reflection of that expansion" (Dos Santos 1970: 231). The Iowa farmer has fallen victim to 
both of these concepts. First, farm inputs purchased by fanners are inappropriate in terms of die 
overproduction crisis in which farmers perpetually find themselves. Secondly, farmers can only 
expand tiieir economies as a reflection of technologies supplied to them by die TNCs. One example is 
the introduction of genetic engineering in all its forms. Farmers are dependent on TNCs for this 
technology and have shown little success at developing genetic improvements on their own. 
Paul Baran, another dependency dieorist, was interested in the flow of money between the 
core countries, or developed nations, and the periphery, die developing nations. Baran claimed that the 
uneven trade arrangement between the developing nations and the developed world was based on die 
products that each country exported to the other. Baran said that developing economies only exported 
raw materials that contained very low levels of profit, but that die core exported value added products 
or manu&ctured products to the periphery (Baran and Swee^ 1966). This arrangement meant that a 
relatively greater value of raw materials needed to be exported in order to p^ for die importation of 
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the manufactured products. Iowa fomers export raw materials in the form of commodities and import 
manufactured goods. 
One of the most influential scholars on the subject of dependency theory was Andre Gunder 
Frank. Frank used die terms "satellite'* and '^ metropolitan" (1969) to describe die dependency 
relationship. The satellite being the dependent country diat orbits the metropolitan or developed 
nation. In changing levels of analysis firom the international level of dependency to die local level, the 
farming community will be die satellites while die government and die TNCs will be located in the 
cities, or metropolitan areas. Frank claims that die metropolitan areas have never been underdeveloped 
but that the satellites historically were underdeveloped. The development of rural sociology and the 
modem Land Grant Extension System is based on this concept In the late 1800s and early 1900s die 
government created die Land Grant University System in order to develop rural areas of the United 
States. Rural sociology developed as a means for agriculture colleges to better understand how rural 
people lived and what could be done to help them develop. 
Frank furdier claimed, "Satellites »q}erience dieir greatest economic development and 
especially their most classically c^italist industrial development if and when their ties to dieir 
metropolis are weakesT (1969: 9-10). This phenomenon arises when a satellite is physically or 
economically distanced from its metropolitan area the satellite must be more self-reliant, hence the 
dependency is weak. The ridge tillers will demonstrate diis distancing from die metropolitan 
agristructure system that most farmers follow nomiatively. Frank specifically addresses agriculture 
whoi he makes die distinction between "merchant capitalism" and "industrial capitalism" (1969). 
Frank claims that industrial cqiitalism is tied to the traditional productive forces of land, labor, and 
capital, but that a class of capitalist, known as merchant capitalist, do not have these ties. He claims 
that the merchant capitalist is only interested in buying raw materials cheap from the satellites and then 
selling diem high in the metropolis. The merchants in diis case have no interest in the w^ the raw 
materials are produced. When using Frank's assertion, it must be assumed diat the merchant capitalists 
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in the Chicago Board of Trade, or in Dwayne Andreas' private grain exchange at Archer Daniels 
Midland's headquarters, do not care about whedier or not die com or wheat they trade was raised on 
highly erodible land (HEL). The merchant's concem would be only to buy low and sell high. The 
removal of the means of acconmlation from the means of production is one of the flaws in the modem 
agriculture system that dependency dieoiy takes into account 
Frank also accuses the metropolitan areas of practicing a political ideology known as 
transideology (1980). Frank claims diat the need for maricets and capital in die name of accumulation 
and growth causes capital to follow an ideology of individual freedoms for personal matters, but that 
the ideolo^ changes widi die dealings of the satellites. The treatment of packing plant workers in 
Iowa brings the concept home. The American dream is alive and well for management of packing 
plants but die reduction in wages in the industry for line workers over the past twenty years shows die 
trans-ideology. The value involved is that if you work hard you will get ahead in life. This ideology is 
promoted by business every^ere, but in die case of die meat packing industry in Iowa you may work 
hard but never escape the ranks of the woridng poor. The ideoloj  ^that die industry promotes is then 
different from die ideology diat it uses to reward workers. 
Dependency theory has gone through many stages of refinement and evolution since its 
conception. One scholar who has refined die theory is Samir Amin. Amin claims that modem 
c^italism as practiced in the metropolitan areas is autocentric (1976). Autocentric means diat there 
radsts an interdependency in the metropolitan that enables participants to bodi produce and consume. 
In contrast to this system the satellites are characterized by extroverted accumulation (1976). The term 
describes die export orientation of die satellite economies. Amin suggests that extroverted 
accumidation leads to disarticulation or missing linkages in the segments of the satellite economy 
(Jaffee 1990). The linkages that are missing are production ^rstems diat produce for local 
consumption. This concept means diat the economies of die metropolitan areas are well integrated but 
diat die economies of the satellite are veiy limited. More specifically, diis means diat die economic 
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assets of die satellites are soit to the metropolitaii (1976). Iowa's ability to produce its own food is an 
example of disarticulation. Iowa has lost its camnm^ plants to California, its local lockers to the 
metropolis, and local cheese ketones are non-existent These examples all indicate disarticulation and 
missing market links in the satellites at die farm level. 
After viewing the abstract concepts of the dependency theory, two concrete aspects of the 
theory need introduction: investment dependency and trade dependency. At the nuclei of investment 
dependency are die TNCs, one diird of die triad of die triple alliance. In dependency circles the TNCs 
are seen as the embodiment of dependency including the concepts of exploitation, imperialism, and 
oligopoly capitalism if not monopoly capitalism (Jafifee 1990). The act of investment by TNCs often 
leads directly to underdevelopment and economic stagnation (Jafifee 1990). TNTCs drain surplus out of 
an economy and leave nothing for the satellites to invest As Frank states, *^6 satellite remains 
undeveloped for lack of access to its own surplus" (1969; IS). Hefifeman has been studying this 
concept throughout die agristructure system. Hefifeman has examined returns on investments by 
different sectors of the agriculture system and found that farm retum on investment is usually between 
3% and 5%, while the TNCs in agriculture average 18.7% (1994). Grain companies like General Mills 
average 48.6% retum on equity, a rate much higher than the rest of the industry (1994). 
The foreign investment of the TNCs also manifests itself in odier detrimental aspects of the 
satellite economy. One of these distortions is die idea of the enclave economy (Cardoso and Faletto 
1979). This type of an economy is characterized by sophisticated technology being used to produce a 
specialized commodity for export High technology industrialized agriculture that specializes in mono 
crops or single species livestock production fits this concept The resulting lack of diversity can be 
devastating to farmers in a bad year. 
Trade dependency is closely linked to investment dependency. In simplest terms, trade 
dependency exists when all or most aU of die raw material production is intended for export from die 
satellite. This trade relationship leaves the commodity producer vulnerable to terms of trade (Prebisdi 
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1950) and commodity price fluctuation (Brown 1974). In addition trade dependoiQr occurs when the 
number of trade partners is limited (Jafifee 1990). The parallel to Iowa farm economies is clear. An 
Iowa fanner trades for inputs and exports with only a few companies (sometimes the same company) 
with only a few commodities. 
The final two concepts of dependency theory will complete diis review. The first of these is an 
idea that has already been mentioned, the triple alliance. The triple alliance consists of the TNCs or 
transnational corporations, the government and local capital (Evans 1983). Evans showed how this 
triad was responsible for the control over the Brazilian economy firom the successes of the 1960s 
through the problems of the 1970s and 1980s. Evans claims that these three members of the 
metropolitan regulate the economy for dieir own self-interests at the expense of the other segments of 
the economy, specifically the satellites. Evans also claimed that dependency theory is based on the 
concept of the weak state. In the article about coalitions and triads, Caplow (1956) claims that 
members of a triad do not necessarily need to share equal power. In the triple alliance it will be shown 
that the TNCs hold power over the state, and that the state is still more powerful than local capital. 
The result is government supplies a business environment that is attractive to TNCs and local capital. 
In return the government receives legitimization and jobs. TNCs receive tax breaks and access to the 
economy. Local capital receives the same tax breaks but also the ability to monopolize local markets. 
When we change Ae unit of analysis to the local level of dependency we see comparable players. The 
U.S. government supplies regulations, the TNCs are the same as those working in any country, and 
local capital is involved in capital accumulation. 
The remaining concept is associated dependent development (Cardoso 1973). Cardoso uses 
basically contradictory terms in describing the modem system of development, namely dependency 
and development (So 1990). The idea that Cardoso is promoting is that there can be some 
development in a dependency situation, but that the development is only a reflection of the 
metropolitan and not independent development A country m^ develop an infirastructure of roads. 
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electricity, and comnnmication, but tibis development is done in order to attract TNCs. Any advantage 
to the people is a by-product of development There is no question that Iowa faimas are developing 
rapidly with new technologies being introduced regularty. According to the dependency theory and 
associated dependent development these technologies would benefit agribusiness more than diey will 
benefit the farmers. Any production technology would fit this scenario given that low commodity 
prices favor TNCs as long as the government is willing to step in and subsidize over production. 
Products that coincide with this concept are sugar, com, wheat, cotton, and rice. 
The current debate on the dependency theory has shifted somo^diat as the world moves 
towards what has become known as '^ globalization of the economy". Although the current debate is 
not centered on dependency teiminolo ,^ the evolution of die dependency theory is now being seen in 
the globalization school of thought Consequently die globalization of the economy will now round 
out this discussion of the dependency dieory. 
Globalization of the World Ecoaomy 
A major concern that has not been explored is the change in the world economy over the past 
four decades. In the 1990s die term "globalization of the world economy" has become common in the 
literature. Although globalization of die economy is not a problem to die dependency theorist, it is a 
major problem to developmentalism and its accompanying theory of modernization and the adoption 
and diffusion model. As transnational corporations take economic decision making awj  ^firom die 
state the premises of developmentalism and economic nation building comes into question. According 
to Phillip McMichael, developmentalism died in die debt crisis of the early 1980s in the developing 
world (1996). As was mentioned earlier, the building of infirastructure in die periphery did not bring 
enough profits to p  ^foreign debt because die profits were being repatriated by die TNCs. The debt 
crisis has changed die economics of the periphery to die point that now the lending agencies, die 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and die Asia Development Bank (ADB), all 
controlled by the G7 nations, are dictating development terms to the satellites. These terms take the 
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fonn of stnicturai adjustments diat favor the tarns of trade to the TNCs over the local economies. 
Globalization of the economy and industrialization of agriculture are simultaneous occurrences. This 
trend is not a coincidence, because they both reflect the changing world economy in which the triple 
alliance now dictates development terms to satellites as well as local &nners. By changing die unit of 
analysis of the dependency theory it becomes clear that die &rm debt crisis of die 1980s, bank 
regulations, and government regulations on agriculture again dow a paraOel between the two 
economic trends. 
Giovanni Arri^ has written on the subject of globalization of die economy. Arrighi 
concentrates on the ''Developmentalist Illusion" that diere is a rising class of semi-peripheiy nations in 
the world system of development (Arrighi 1990). Arrighi claims that although it appears that countries 
like Taiwan and South Korea have left die periphery status as diey have become industrialized, in 
reality they are still falling flnrdia- behind the developed world. The point is probably undeniable since 
the crash of die Asian economy in the Fall of 1997. Arrighi claims diat die best a satellite can do is 
find its position in die economy and hope to hold diat position with the least amount of regression. He 
also claims that medium developed countries like Soudi Korea can exploit lesser countries like 
Bangladesh, just as the United States exploits South Korea. 
The concept of die middle level states exploiting lower level states can also be seen in die 
relationship of large industrial famiis exploiting there advantages over smaller family farms. One 
example would be large pig producers subcontracting out to smaller farms for the ^ xrowing of feeder 
pigs. The larger &rm can pick and choose its contract recipients, but smaller &rmers have few choices 
in the relationship. Another example is diat farms vary largely in incomes and amount of land farmed 
or livestock produced. Large &niis have an advantage over a family producer on 180 acres because 
they can procure exclusive contracts widi die TNCs diat the small Gamer cannot do. Small farmers are 
currently struggliag to become members of coopoatives in order to compete with die nunkets diat 
have been exploited by die large producers. An example of diis taking place in Iowa would be die 
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Benton and Eastern Iowa Farma Feeders, a niaiketing alliance fiir Easton Iowa cattle producers 
(Kester 1998). This cooperative of small cattle feeders was fonned to compete in the cattle market diat 
is becoming more industrialized and dominated by large TNCs (Hefifeman 1996). 
Finally, in the book "From Columbus to ConAgra" edited by Bonanno (1994), a variety of 
authors including the editors directly link globalization of the economy to the agriculture 
industrialization process and support the concepts of a dieory of local dependency at the farm. The 
modernization theory of developmrait is giving w^ to a system characterized by globalization and 
dependency that implies the need for a local dependency theory to better explain the adoption of 
technology than the difiEiision of innovations model. Dependency dieory at die global level has been 
thoroughly investigated, and die dependency of die local farmers on an ever-increasing system of 
globalization is also clear. As I mentioned in Chapter I, the dependency theoiy and its modem version 
found in the globalization of die economy fit die world agriculture ^ stem. No other theory explains 
the problems farmers die world over face on a daily basis when interacting with the agriculture 
conglomerates found in die modem agriculture market system. The task remaining is die local 
dependency theory formulatioiL In order to accomplish this formulation die MSEA study is 
introduced. In Chapter m the MSEA data will be presemed as a base upon which the local dependency 
theory will be constructed. 
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CHAPTERS 
METHODOLOGY 
The MSEA focus group study was a qualitative study of fanners' reaction to ridge tillage and 
permanent vegetative filter strip fanning practices. The MSEA. study consisted of six focus groups of 
approximately ten farmers each. Conducted in the fall of 1994 and winter of 1995, the focus groups 
were geographically distributed across the state of Iowa in six counties (Figure 1).. The six counties 
were selected for their proximity to the Iowa Model Farms Project so the data collected could be more 
easily generalized to the population of farmers. These counties were also selected for dieir differing 
geographical characteristics, factors diat highly correlated to erosion and nmoff pollution problems. 
The farmers were chosen to participate in the focus groups by the researchers contacting 
county extension agents who provided a list of large commercial farmers in their area. The first 
criterion for selecting farmers to participate was that they farm average size farms or larger, meaning 
they needed to farm at least 400 acres. Although this size farm is above the average farm size in Iowa, 
Figure 1. Locations of Farmers Participating in the Focus Groups 
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the sample represents die population of farmers who are responsible for nrnnagtng the largest number 
of total acres that are farmed in Iowa. Anodier concern was to select economically viable sized farms 
and eliminate small farms diat were not capable of supporting a family in die modem era. The strategy 
limited die number of bobby farmers or part time farmers who generally do not fit diis size farm 
category. The remaining qualifications for participation were that the fanners expected to sdll be 
fanning in ten years, were 55 years of age or younger, and diat they were not using ridge tillage. One 
focus group did have four ridge tillers in attendance, the data finm that meeting was used as a 
reference point to help evaluate farmers' responses. The participating farmers were paid S50.00 for 
their participation. Table 1 gives die demographics of die participants. The table indicates that the 
farmers selected did meet the criteria for participating in the meetings, namely, diey were younger 
fanners who farmed about 900 acres on average. 
Sixty-one farmers participated in the six focus group meetings. The farmers spent three to 
five hours giving dieir opinions on the subjects presemed. The farmers' reactions were recorded on 
both video and audio-tape for fimire analysis. Each group meeting was divided into eleven segments 
and followed die same format The first part of each meeting consisted of an introduction that 
included completing a background questionnaire of the fanners. The second part of the meeting 
consisted of the showing a five-minute vignette about the practice of ridge tillage followed by the 
farmer's discussion of die film. The diird segment of the meetings was for recording of die reaction 
of the fanners to the vignette. The fourdi and fiftti segments followed the same format as the second 
and third but concerned the economics of ridge tillage. The sixth part of the meetings was a break for 
lunch that was provided by the investigators. The seventh and eighdi parts of the meetings showed the 
practice of v^etative filter strip usage and again recorded die farmers comments. The ninth and tendi 
portions of die meetings followed the same format as die before mentioned segments but covered the 
economics of filter strips. The final part of the meeting was devoted to filling out a post questionnaire 
of hypothetical questions concerning die two technologies and closing the meeting. 
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Tabic 1. Participant Profile of the Six Focus Groups 
(Mean Acres) (Range) (N) 
A. Land Usage 
Com following coin 147 10-800 47 
Com following soyfaeans 311 20 - 1,000 58 
Com following sod 61 10-600 27 
Soybeans 288 20-1,000 46 
Small grains 30 5-60 25 
CRP 142 10-600 13 
Woodland 109 3-1,000 17 
B. Dominant Tillage Practice Used. (No. of Farmers) (No. of Farmers) 
Mold board Plow 1 
Reduced Tillage (30% or more 32 17 
residue) 
Reduced Tillage Oess than 30% 6 11 
residue) 
Ridge Tillage 1 4 
No-TiU 7 23 
C. Herbicide cost per rotation 
Mean S22.71 S23.00 
Range $10-S35 $15-$50 
D. L^nd Tenure (Mean) (Range) (N) 
Acres owned 415 4 - 2400 53 
Acrcs rented 516 4- 1800 49 
E. Capital (MeanS) (Range in $1000) 
Gross sales $315,937 15-2050 48 
Assets $674,750 100 - 3,000 44 
Debts $207,909 0-750 44 
F. Have plans to change tillage in next (No.) (No.) 
Three yeais. 7 g 
G. Fanner Characteristics 
Age <30 31-49 50-64 >65 
(Percent of Participants) 2% 80% 12% 5% 
Tables 2 and 3 contain the basic economic data that were presented to die farmers from the vignettes. 
Table 2 provides Purdue University's results of die Farming for Maximum EfiSciency (MAX) 
program that compiles cost of production data on dififerent tillage types used in die Midwest for row 
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crop production.^  Table 3 contams data fiom die Blue Grass Watershed Stutfy of permanent vegetative 
filter strip efifecdveness conducted in Audubon County, Iowa, by Iowa State University. 
The recorded discussions fix)m the group meetings were transcribed for analysis. A set of 
codes was developed for categorizing the farmer's transoibed verbal reactions to die vignettes. The 
codes were organized alter three members of the investigating team had read the transcripts and it was 
felt diat the comments could be grouped into categories. The codes were then applied to die text A 
total of five people read die transcripts widi diree investigators actually doing the coding. Coding was 
Table 2. Iowa MAX Results for 1992 and 1993 
Com Yields 
Ridge Tillage 
132 Fields 
No-Tillage 
326 Fields 
Reduced Tillage 
311 Fields 
Bushels Per Acre 1992 
Bushels Per Acrc 1993 
169 
113 
171 
110 
169 
107 
Average 92 & 93 141 141 138 
ProOt Per Acre 1992 
Profit Per Acre 1993 
$47 
S23 
S49 
S21 
S28 
$7 
Average 92 & 93 S35 S35 $18 
Sovbean Yields 
Ridge Tillage 
88 Fields 
No-Tillage 
266 Fields 
Reduced Tillage 
244 Fields 
Bushels Per Acre 1992 
Bushels Per Acre 1993 
50 
42 
51 
44 
51 
42 
Average 92 & 93 46 48 46 
Profit Per Acre 1992 
Profit Per Acre 1993 
$41 
$58 
$36 
$62 
$34 
$50 
Average 92 & 93 $50 S49 $42 
^ It is important to note that MAX data collected in 1994, 1995, and 1996 have consistendy shown that ridge 
tillage maintains the same average yields, or higher, as other tillage practices, but has less input cost into 
production of com and soybeans. 
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consistent considering the subjective nature of the data. The diree coders agreed on die coding seventy 
five percent of die time. When inconsistencies in coding emerged, the inconsistency was discussed 
and changed to a consensus coding. The major inconsistencies occurred when one reader would 
identiiy an expression diat odiers had not perceived. Usually this led to die inclusion of the new 
variable. 
Table 3. Bluegrass Watershed Data 
Land Requirements and Sediment Reductions 
Acres of Watershed Used Sediment Reduction 
Filter Strips 
Contour Buffer Strips 
Combination 
Filter Strips 
Contour Buffer Strips 
Combination 
2.4% 
19% 
21% 
Annual Costs to the Fanner 
Without Setaside 
S103 per acre 
S106 per acre 
SIOS per acre 
47% 
40% 
71% 
With 8% Setaside 
S14 per acre 
S86 per acre 
S88 per acre 
Data Analysis 
The first attempt at analyzing the data was to quantify the data for statistical analysis. This 
attempt resulted in the generation of descriptive statistics, but generated litde else firom computer 
statistical runs for regression analysis or more complex statistical programs. The faUacy of diis 
attempt was diat it ignored the strength of qualitative data, namely its description of the problem. 
However, because of die use of the adoption and difEiision model perspective explained earlier, diere 
was a concerted attempt to place numerical values on diese data. Finally, because statistical runs on 
the data were non-productive, the descriptive statistics were used to generate a report stating design 
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attributes that conservation technologies needed in order to be adopted. The descriptive statistics were 
then used to generate die report for die Mid-western Regional MSEA meeting in Kansas City. The 
report is described as a typical adoption and difiusion study report 
Table 4 displays die descriptive statistics generated by coding die transcribed comments for 
ndge tillage. There were a total of 719 comments coded in this section with 494 comments diat 
direcdy identified barriers to die adoption of ridge tillage. The remaining 225 coded comments fell 
into two basic cat^ories; 1) comments on why ridge tillage worics, mostly expressed by ridge tillers 
or neighbors of ridge tillers. Table S, or 2) general attitudes &rmers held about agriculture as a whole. 
Fanners are feeding die worid is one example of die latter. 
Barriers to the Adoption of Ridge Tillage 
Nine basic barriers to adoption of ridge tillage emerged fix}m the farmers discussion at the 
focus group meetings. They included: 1) ridge tillage caused excessive capital costs, 2) ridge tillage is 
not appropriate for particular landscapes, 3) cultivating is not practical, 4) ridge tillage was believed to 
be not compatible with other farming practices, 5) ridge tillage causes increased production risk, 6) 
ridge tillage was of questionable environmental effectiveness versus other alternatives, 7) ridge tillage 
showed no advant^e over no-till systems, 8) landlords resist ridge tillage usage, and 9) the 
government dictates fanning practices. Table 4 displ  ^the number of times these categories were 
mentioned at the meetings, and the sub-themes for the general categories. 
As was previously mentioned, one focus group meeting had four farmers in attendance who 
practiced ridge tillage. These farmers, along with several neighbors of ridge tillers statewide had 
comments about ridge tillage that negated everydiing the conventional farmers were saying about 
ridge tillage. As a research assistant on the MSEA study, I was concerned by the 6ict that ridge tillers 
were contradicting the conventional fanners. Furdiermore, the fact that conventional faimets were also 
making comments that directly contradicted the vignette's MAX data was always a deep concern to 
me as I analyzed die data fixim die study. 
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Table 4. Barriers to the Adoption of RMgc HHage 
No. of responses %of responses 
A. Total Bairier Responses 494 100 
B. Ridge tillage will cause 92 19% 
excessive capital costs: 
New investment 
Equipment modifications 
Need for two equipment lines 
Horsepower and big equipment 
Equipment or herbicide (either or) 
C. Ridge tillage is not appropriate 92 19% 
for the landscape. 
D. Cultivation is not practical; 72 13% 
Time and labor 
Increased risk (yields) 
(ncrcased costs 
Not suited for hilly ground 
E. Elidge tillage is not compatible with my other 54 11% 
farming practiccs. 
No-till beans 
Seed production 
Harvesting 
Winter grazing 
Manure applications 
F. Ridge tillage causes increased * 53 11% 
production risks. 
Banding does not work 
Cultivation is problematic 
Cannot cover the needed acres 
G. lUdgetill^ is of questionable 52 10% 
environmental effectiveness 
H. Ridge tillage offers no 49 9% 
advantage over no-till 
Equipment 
TimeliiKss 
Yields 
Profit 
Erosion control 
Soil residue 
L Landlords are a problem 
J. The government dictates our 
farming practices. 
19 
11 
4% 
2% 
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Table S. Positive Responds to Ridge HHage 
No. of responses % of ridge tillage responses 
Positive Responses to 70 10% 
Ridge Tillage 
reduced chemical needs 19 
ridges warm up quickly 7 
good seedbeds 5 
ridges drain well 11 
better seed germination 3 
better soil tilth 4 
easier waterw!^ maintenance 2 
labor savings 4 
easier cultivating 6 
no landlord problems 4 
equipment modifications 
were inexpensive 15 
Table 5 gives the descriptive statistics concerning comments made in favor of ridge tillage by 
ridge tillers or neighbors to ridge tillers. The 70 total positive attributes identified would have placed 
this categoiy 4'*' on die overall list of attributes in Table 4. 
Barriers to the Adoption of Permanent Vegetative Filter Strips 
Table 6 displays identified barriers to the adoption of permanent vegetative filter strips on 
Iowa fanns. In this case eight bairier categories were identified: 1) adoption of strips would result in 
foregone income, 2) they earned maintenance and establishment costs, 3) government regulations 
were identified as a barrier 4) strips were seen as incompatible widi other farming practices, 5) strips 
were not seen as an effective environmental practice, 6) fanners preferred terraces to strips, 7) strips 
involved an increase in production risks, and 8) again landlords were a problem. As widi die barriers 
to the adoption of ridge tillage, this part of the meeting had 640 identified comments of which only 
362 or fifty-seven percent were barriers to adoption. Most of die non-barrier conmients were of 
fanners' attitudes; an example of diis was diat &nners felt erosion was inevitable, and diat they could 
only mitigate the effects, but not prevent it 
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Table 6. Barriers to the Adoptkm of Vegetative FDter Strips 
No. of responses %of responses 
A. Total Banier Respooses 362 lOC/o 
B. FoFCgone Locome 104 29% 
Takes too nnidi land out of producdon 
Insufficient subsidies 
Hay has little value 
r Fotnhlichmmt anrf Pncfc 78 22% 
C. The Govennneot Dictates Our Fanmng 
Practices 
44 12% 
E. Incompatible Practice 37 10% 
Tillage operations 
Landscape 
F. Not an Efiective Conservation Practice 37 10% 
G. Terraces are the Prefened Option 35 9% 
H. Increase Production Risk 20 6% 
I. Landlords 7 2% 
At the Midwestern meeting of different statewide MSEA studies. Dr. Robert Jolly, using die 
basic concepts of die adoption and difiRision model, presented die findings of die Iowa socio­
economic study of adoption and difiusion of conservation technologies. The presentation consisted of 
the descriptive statistics generated by die focus group studies, hi general die conclusions were 
conservadon technologies must have the following attributes in order to be adopted: 1) that 
conservation technologies must be more profitable dian competing practices, 2) conservation 
technologies must be unambiguously effective in improving environmental quality, 3) conservation 
technologies must be simple, predictable, and easily understood, 4) conservation technologies must be 
flexible, incremental, adq>table, and compatible widi odier practices, and S) conservation technology 
could not be associated widi countercultures (MSEA 1996). 
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However, use of die adoption and diffusion fiamewcnk resulted in ignoring data m the MSEA 
study that is clearly evident even in the descriptive statistics goierated for die report First there was 
the informadon conflict between what convendonal fanners were saying about ridge tillage and what 
was presented by ISU at the focus group meetings on die vignettes. M addition the ridge tillers and 
neighbors to ridge tillers were also contradicting the conventional fimners. Second, there is no mention 
of government or landlord interference in either technology's adoption process. Finally, and most 
importantly, in the words of the &rmers diere was a clear indication of a dependency situation. 
Due to these inconsistencies of the descriptive statistics used in the report versus die omitted 
qualitative data, and at the insistence of odiers looking at die data, it was decided diat these data could 
and should be examined fit)m anodier theoretical and mediodological perspective. It was also decided 
that die meaning of the data could only be exposed if the data were examined in a qualitative manner 
For these reasons, the data that have been presented are preserved as a base to build on, but the '^ ck 
description" (Geertz 1973) of \^at die farmers were communicating to die investigators will now be 
examined. The examination will entail a qualitative approach to these qualitative data The qualitative 
approach will give a perspective to die MSEA data different from die descriptive statistics. 
Qualitative Methodology 
The results that were repotted at die Midwestern MSEA meetings in Kansas City were that 
conservation technologies generally needed to be more profitable than competing practices, diey must 
be unambiguously effective in improving environmental quality, and they had to be simple. 
Conservation technologies needed to be compatible with odier Arming practices, and diey could not 
be thought of as a counter culture technology. Evidence in Ch^ter IV and in Chapter VI will show 
that in many cases ridge tillage and permanent vegetative filter strip usage do contain these attributes, 
but still fail to be adopted. 
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Ridge tillage has several positive attributes diat should make it attractive to farmers. These 
attributes are yield maintenance, profitability, enviromneiital effectiveness and reduced labor 
requirements (Thompson 1996)^ Howevo; these attributes of ridge tillage &ce die problem of 
numerous misconceptions diat can be considered as information conflict Informadon conflict in this 
case is defined as two different and competing information channels providing opposing views of the 
system's attributes. These potential problems open for inquiry die following research questions: 
1. Do farmers feel they have a choice in die adoption decision to adopt ridge tillage? 
2. Is die increased demand for management die reason ridge tillage is not adopted? 
3. Is there an information conflict between v^iat proponents of ridge tillage communicate 
about ridge tillage, and what the input agriculture market system is communicating about 
ridge tillage? 
4. Can the dependency of farmers on the agristructure system be seen in the answers to 
questions one, two, and dncee? 
5. Will farmers identify constraints originating widiin die agristructure market system as a 
barrier to adoption of ridge tillage? 
The other technology to be analyzed is permanoit vegetative filter strip utilization. V^etative 
filter strips have the following positive attributes: reducing sur&ce water poUution and erosion, hay 
production options, providing wildlife habitat, and increased diversity of crops (Marking 1997). 
However, permanent vegetative strips do take land out of row crop production, which adversely 
affects most Iowa Annas' profits. This deficiency strikes squarely at Rogers' attribute of'^ lative 
advantage" needed for technology adoption (Rogers 1995). In die past goveniment regulations have 
' Richard Thompson is a ridge tiller and a voice for the Pracdcal Farmers of Iowa that are a group of fiirmers 
who tiy to use appropriate technology in their &roi operadons. 
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promoted vegetative filter strip adoption, but the current &nn bill has eliminated diese incentives to 
the farmer to adopt strip usage. These concepts bring up the following research questions; 
1. Do fomers feel they have a choice in the decision to adopt permanent vegetative 
filter strips? 
2. Are current government regulations promoting die adoption of permanent vegetative filter 
strips? 
3. If diere were no government r^ulations (western grazing permits for beef production, 
release of CRP ground for h  ^production, etc.) would there be voluntary filter strip 
adoption? 
4. Can die dependency of farmers on the agristructure system be seen in die answers to 
questions one, two, and three? 
5. Will farmers identify constraints originating within the agristructure market system as a 
hairier to adoption of vegetative filter strips, or will diey simply identify die government 
as the problem? 
Dependency Evidence 
In order to formulate a conclusion concerning these research questions, evidence supporting 
dependence needs to be identified. The evidence that will be uncovered throughout the qualitative 
component of the MSEA study will be the dependence of farmers on the agristracture system that, in 
effect, negates the farmers' ability to adopt conservation technologies, no matter what the 
technolo '^s attributes. Dependency will be demonstrated repeatedly through farmers' comments that 
they cannot adopt eidier technology because their choices of farming practices are being dictated by 
others. 
In order to show that there is dependenQ^ on the agristructure system in farmers' adoption of 
ridge tillage, three indicators of dependency will be pointed to repeatedly by use of the farmers own 
words and reactions during the MSEA studies. Specifically these indicators of dependency are; 
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1. Infonnatioii Conflict, 2. Local Capital Restrictioiis, and 3. Goveniment R^nlations. bifonnation 
conflict is a detenninant of dependoicy because recent studies have shown that farmers are 
increasingly reliant on die representatives of the TNCs for their crop production information (Ford 
1989, Ortmami 1993, Schnitkey 1992). Walter argues diat die more valuable information is, the more 
it lends itself to dependency (Walter 1989). The information conflict is seen in the difference between 
what conventional farmers are hearing from supply dealers or odier information channels and what 
proponents of ridge tillage are s^^ing. The conflict of information will be exposed in the famiers' 
explanations about ridge tillage in areas of capital costs, environmental effectiveness, production risks, 
compatibili ,^ advantage over no-till, appropriateness, and the benefits of mechanical weed control. 
Local capital restrictions will be seen in &rmers' comments about bankers and landlords. 
Farmers will comment that if they use ridge tillage, landlords will evict diem from the land. A banker, 
who is also a farmer, will comment diat he has never loaned money for ridge tillage equipment 
Finally, die barrier of government regulations will be demonstrated in farmers' comments concerning 
die government's role in dictating farmers' farming practices. The focus group fanners will comment 
that government payments and regulations are geared towards conventional row crop production and 
not conservation technologies. 
The dependency in the case of pemianent v^etative filter strip adoption will also be shown 
by the use of three indicators; 1. Profit Margin Squeeze, 2. Local Capital Restrictions, and 3. 
Government R^vlations. Local c£q>ital restrictions and government regulations will be also be 
demonstrated through the use of the ^ rmers own words. The profit margin squeeze indicator will be 
seen in die inability of fomers to act independendy because their profit margins are so small that they 
cannot afford to give up one acre of production land. This capital restriction will be seen as farmers 
comment about foregone income, increased production risk, maintenance costs, incompatible practice 
given modem equipment and time concerns, and continued preference for terraces, a government 
subsidized conservation technology. 
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It is important to note that &iniers never diiectiy identified TNCs as a barrio- to adoption of 
technology. The excluaon of die major player in die triple alliance by &rmers is curious, but not 
unexpected. The MSEA. stuify was not designed to uncover this aspect of dependency. In die 
study was designed to identify design attributes of die two technologies in quesdon, not to uncovo* 
evidence of dependency. Consequendy, fermers identified regulations that restrict their decision 
making in terms of government reguladons, not TNCs' regulations, even diough TNCs lobby congress 
for regulations that benefit agri-business more than faimas. An example of TNCs influence in 
regulation formulation is Tyson Foods guilty plea in the influence buying of USDA Secretary Mike 
Espy in exchange for poultry packing r^ulations that favor poultry over beef (Beitelspacher 1998). 
Another example is Archer Daniel Midland (ADM). ADM is die United States' largest recipient of 
corporate welfare (Carney 1995). ADM continually lobbies for sugar, com and alcohol subsides 
(Carney 1995). In these cases farmers see the govenunent in policy formulation, but who really 
formulated the policy given diat Dw^me Andreas, ADM's CEO, has contributed money to every high 
ranking Republican, Democrat, and news media mogul since Nixon was President (Carney 1995). In 
both examples we see TNCs influence in government regulations but die farmers identify only the 
government in the ^rstem. It is to be shown diat the representative of the TNCs to the farming 
community, die local input supply dealer, is involved in the information conflict The case studies 
presented in Chapter VI indicate diat suppfy dealers are deliberatefy trying to sell products not 
necessarily in the interest of farmers. Farmers see the government as the source of regulations because 
it is the government that enforces the rules and signs die checks. In short, the MSEA sm<fy was not 
designed to identify die TNCs as part of die triple alliance in die dependency cycle, but the connection 
will be made indirecdy by the use of suppfy dealers and government regulations. 
Qualitative Data 
In order to see die evidence of dependency identified by die fkmers, an ordering of die Hata is 
beneficial. The basic outline of the qualitative data presentation will be to look at the barriers to bodi 
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technologies in the order of die banier's frequency of response. Gaierally die baniers to adoption of 
the two technologies could be combined into one grouping widi six mqor categories: 
1. Capital cost problems or income restrictions including: capital cost baniers from ridge 
tillage and foregone income and establishmoit and maintenance cost from vegetative filter 
strips. (33% of the combined responses) 
2. Both ridge tillage and v^etative filter strips were seen as incompatible widi current 
farming practices, including: ridge tillage as inappropriate to the landscape and ridge 
tillage offers no advantage over no-till. (28% of die combined responses) 
3. Bodi technologies were seen to increase production risks, including cultivation is not 
practical. (18% of combined refuses) 
4. Bodi technologies were seen as ineffective environmentally.(11% of combined 
responses) 
5. Government interference was a barrier to both technologies. (7% of combined responses) 
6. Landlord interference was a barrier to bodi technologies. (3% of combined responses) 
Dependency Indicators 
Before delving into the actual words that farmers used to identify their perceived barriers to 
adoption of ridge tillage or permanent vegetative filter strip usage, it is important to reinforce the 
concepts of die information conflict and farmers reliance on the government The information conflict 
constandy arose out of the ridge tillage segments of die meetings, and the reliance on die government 
constandy surfaced in die permanent vegetative filter strip portion of die meetings. In each category 
of refuses in the next chapter, first the conflict of information that was evident throughout the ridge 
tillage portion of die smdy will be examined. The information conflict is die most inqrartant element 
in discussing of ridge tillage is not being adopted. This concept is consistent widi Nowak's claim 
the farmers will not adopt a technology under times of information conflict (Nowak 1992). The 
presentation shown to the fmmers about ridge tillage portrayed die system as profitable and 
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enviromnentally fiiendly due to reduced chemical inputs. The ec<momic statistics came from die 
MAX program diat compares production costs of difierent tillage qrstons used in the Midwest (MAX 
1992). At one meeting during which ridge tillers were in attendance, the ridge tillers and neighbors to 
ridge tillers presented positive attributes of ridge tillage. Both of these information sources were 
direcdy contradictoiy to what the conventional &rmers were explaining. Table S displays the positive 
responses to ridge tillage. This contradiction among the different information sources eventually led to 
the follow-up study of ridge tillage ^ rmers diat were identified in the original study. The MSEA 
Follow-up Study will be presented in Chapter VI. 
The data clearly show diat ftrmers have at least two separate information sources that point to 
the advantages of ridge tillage. It will quickly become evident that farmers are relying on information 
coming fix)m a source or sources odier than these two sources of positive information when deciding 
whether or not to adopt ridge tillage. These conflicting sources of information contradict die concept 
that farmers and local extension services are die main persuaders in the adoption and diffiision 
information channels (Rogers 199S). 
The odier dependency indicator, a heavy reliance on government for price supports and direct 
payments, is evident in die permanent vegetative filter strip segments of the meetings. The concept is 
that &rmers are financially tied directly to the government and diey have no option but to follow 
government policies. Throughout this discussion diere will be some overlap of bodi government 
reliance and information conflict widi bodi the technologies in question. 
The two remaining indicators, the profit-margin squeeze, and local capital restrictions will be 
evident in die data. Readers will see the evidence in fanners' comments about landlords, and die 
profitability of ferming in general. 
In Chapter 4, as each of die six cat^ory of barriers to die adoption of the two technologies are 
examined, first ridge tillage which predominantly displays die information conflict, thai permanoit 
vegetative filter strips which predominantly displttys government's role in dictating farm policy will 
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be investigated. These are not exclusive categories. To die contrary, bodi the technologies and the 
restrictions on diem are very much interrelated. By looking at the barriers to both technologies 
simultaneously the complodty of the dependency situation will be seen in its fiillest form. By using 
diis format an understanding of farmeis failure to adopt conservation technologies will become clear. 
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CHAPTER4 
THE REAL DATA 
"If people d^ ne the situation as real, it is real in its consequence. " 
(William I. Thomas 1928) 
Fanners Comments 
During the coding of the original transcripts researchers quickly became aware that 
informatioa conflict and reliance on the government could be seen in die barriers to adoption of ridge 
tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips. These barriers were: 
1. the capital cost of ridge tillage, and forgone income, establishment, and maintenance 
cost of vegetative filter strips (33% of the combined responses). 
2. both ridge tillage and vegetative filters strips were seen as incompatible with current 
farming practices, including the concepts of ridge tillage as inappropriate to the landscape, 
and no-till was a better practice (28% of the combined responses). 
3. both technologies were seen to increase production risks, including the concept that 
cultivation was unacceptable (18% of combined responses). 
4. both technologies were seen as ineffective environmentally (11% of combined 
responses). 
5. government interference with the adoption of both technologies (7% of combined 
responses). 
6. landlord interference with the adoption of bodi technologies (3% of combined responses). 
The data that follow will illustrate these barriers in die verbatim comments of die farmers as recorded 
at the focus group meetings. The only editing was removal of long pauses or repetitious comments. 
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Data 
Barrier One: The Technologies Require Excessive Capital Costs 
The first barrier, ridge tillage requires excessive coital costs, ^ ould have been anticipated by 
the investigators because farmers consistently talk about the input costs of fanning. The following four 
comments by the farmers point directly to the cost of farming. Four different conventional farmers 
saw switching to ridge tillage this way: 
"Anytime you switch any type of practices, whether it is cropping practices or livestock, whatever, 
anytime you change, completely change your program, you are going to have additional costs. You know, like 
what you have got, you have to look at what the costs are fm" each change in practice, y€m know. IguessI look 
at some of that equipment that the ridge tillers are naming and I know a few of them, and it seems like they are 
constantly changing iron. They are adtSng on, always doing something where with the no till, once you have 
got your equipment, you are pretty much set up. I think the initial equipment costs is less with that verstts the 
ridge till. But there is still more equipment involved You still have to, your fixed costs are going to be higher. " 
"To switch from conventional minimum to ridge tillage would be a disadvantage because you have to 
switch equipment and that is a cost. " 
"And the other thing they are showing, they were working with four raw equipment. And they had 
some pretty big tractors to run that kind ofstuff. And like he was saying, if you are going to go eight or there 
are a lot ofguys going twelve now to caver the acres. And bay the size of tractor you'd have to have to move an 
implement, that is going to be bad because it can run into a lot of money. " 
"I know a guy that ridged tilled probably 10 - 12 years now. And/ know when he started I couldn't 
survive the first three years, his crops were poor. He has got it around now to where his crops look good and 
he seems to be doing a good Job. But I have concerns whether, IK appeared to be buying a lot of attcKhments, 
special things to do it. And I have seen very few of the guys actually get rid of their old equipment. Once if 
they pile expense on top of more expense. " 
The last fanner commented on a recurring theme of conventional farmers, the idea that the 
look of a crop or the yield of a crop was direcdy linked to the profit of a crop. This phenomenon can 
be directly linked to the lack of management by farmers in the area of record keeping and their lack of 
knowledge of their cost of production (Petrezelka et al. 1995). 
The following conventional farmer talked about the expenses he thought he would incur if he 
switched to ridge tillage. Yet the farmer is ignoring the chemical saving presented in die vignette. 
"I guess 1 think it boils down to the economics first and foremost and we're all out to make a profit 
Ridge till has a tremendous increase in machinery cost That has got to be offset somehow." 
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This next farmer seemed to blame dealos for die cost of lidge tillage: 
"/ have also seen that, boy U«y really like to put a price on that equipment and stuff for this ric^  
till. " 
Conventional fanners repeatedly mentioned die need for two equipment systems if farmers 
were to adopt ridge tillage. It should be noted that conventional faimers throughout the focus group 
smdy did not comment negatively concerning the use of a planter and a bean drill in one faroi 
operation, two tillage systems. Conventional farmers contradicted diemselves when they brought up 
this argument Given the two equipment systems dilemma, here are two examples of fanners talking 
about the need for two systems if ridge tillage is adopted; 
"We've got some flats and some bottom ground that where I could see ridge till would be goodfor the 
fact that you can warm that ridge up in the ^ ring, warm the soil up quicker. But it is only a 20 or 30 percent, 
possibly of our total crop ground and we can 7 just^  a second set of machinery to do that in. Unless we can 
adapt a particular piece of machine to go over ail of our acres. And it isn't economicalfor us. " 
"You have to use two systems, you know, farm the hilly ground and sometimes the flat ff-ound one 
more equipment ^ stem. And also tfyou have got landlords to deal with, there are many times one or two that 
are not open to that And so again, you maintain two sets of equipment" 
Conventional farmers see themselves as unable to change the conventional system of tillage 
they use because of the costs of the alternative conservation tillage systems. These costs, real or 
imaginary, are what the fanners perceive to be reality. This perception of futility in making economic 
decisions is the first indicator of the dependency diat will emerge fijom the MSEA data. 
The descriptive data showed that labor constraints are a large capital cost Labor played 
heavily on the minds of the conventional fanners. Modem farming's emphasis is on one-man 
operations and labor savings. The following is a dialogue of three farmers discussing the labor 
problem. These &rmers were talking about the time/labor trade off. 
Farmer I. "You've got to have some help to do that on ridge till. You've got to have the labor and 
time to, if you don't have the labor then that is not cost efficienL " 
Farmer 2. "Well but if you got a certam amount of acres to cover, you only have got so much time." 
Farmer 1. "Then hire someone to come in and help, then you should hire somebocfy, when time is 
short you have to hire somebody else to help you or something like that" 
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Fanner 3. "But then you just toss the profitability ofut the wndaw." 
A cattle producer who made bay at cultivating time stated his view about the time/labor 
constraints on his farm: 
"You dcm't see any large commercialfarmers using it, probably, because of costs build into it. And 
then I would say trying to get through cultivating it twice. If you're a livestock producer because you are also 
suppose to try and produce hay at the same time to make forage." 
The comments about labor were contrary to what the investigators had presented about the 
tillage systems. One farmer, seemingly ignoring the vignette he had just seen, put the economic 
question about ridge tillage to rest with this blunt statement; 
*7 was thinking  ^there was a profit to be made in ridge till, it would propter. There wouldn't have to 
he any hype to it. If there was money to be mack in ridge till, everybody here would be ridge tilling." 
In contrast to what die conventional farmers were saying, the MAX figures in the vignette 
presentation put the total cost of switching to ridge tillage at S 16,000 to S20,000, with an armtml 
capital cost of S3,000 to $4,000. These figures are not expensive in terms of the modem farming 
economy. Now the conflict of information begins to emerge. Ridge tillage farmers actually saw the 
MAX figures as being too expensive. One ridge tiller ^o runs eight row equipment, an idea that a 
conventional farmer disputed earlier, summed up his expenses to switch to ridge tillage this way: 
"See if you need a new planter, you 're going to go a buy a new one no matter what type of tillage, 
you have molcboard plowing or chisel plowing. You abways need a planter, so really the planter can not be a 
costfactor. If you went to a fancy planter, you buy them no matter what kind of tillage. All you need is row 
cleaners and hugging wheelsfor a planter and a cultivator and spacing your combine if necessary. You have 
got an advantage with straebUe duals. So right now, my cultivator is, I am going to spend another $5000 to go 
to the cultivator. $2600 on straddle duals and lets say $200 a raw, well I have got maybe $250 a row on a 
$2000 on an eight row with raw cleaners. But a lot of people are running the same r€W cleaners on reduced 
tillage. I mean you can go down the road with the same pet^ le that have got the same thing, I have to question 
whether we even have to add row cUaners oaiymore. Because almost every farmer out there has something on 
their cultivator, on their planter, you know, in front of the raw. I switchedfor, well less than $10,000, beaaise / 
would have bought a new planter anyway. The planter is the same whether you are going to ridge till or 
moldboardplow or whatever... But there afftin, I would have gone to the same row tmit except for the pop-ups 
if I was to ^  conventiotKd tillage. That is $50 a raw for pop-ups so there is $400, you know, with a new 
cultivator and I didn 't buy a new cultivator when I started out / am going to sell tnyfour raw now for the same 
money I paid for this used eight row. So 1 probably switched for $7,000, $8,000 dollars max with mostly used 
stuff." 
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Three different ridge tillers had this conveisatioii about the reduced cost of rit^e tillage 
equipment: 
Farmer I. "'One thing I don't thitik it is as big tm aq)eme in equipment as they put it out to be. You 
have got to have a planter and for another S150 a row, you can have a cleaner and so you can spend S150 a 
row and put something like that on your planter. And, asfar as a cultivator, most people have a cultivator 
whether you are going to have a ridge cultivator or a regular one. 
Farmer 2. "You can keep, 90% of the time you can keep the cultivator you got for your com soybean 
rotation and make it work and you won't chop stalks. " 
Farmer 3. " The big thing is, you have got to get rid of that big tractor you've got. " 
In anodier conversation three ridge tillers mentioned tfiese ideas about reducing their 
equipment inventories: 
Farmer I. "We sold we had a 12 raw cultivator we sold. Traded a 30'disc off that we had when we 
bought some other stuff that we didn't think we needed the disc. " 
Farmer 2. "We traded tractors. We went from a four-^ heel drive to four-wheel raw crop tractor." 
Farmer 3. "I guess in my case, it was a matter of I would have had to have bought equipment if I was 
going to continue the way I was and I didn't do that and I sold the field cultivator and sold the old cultivator 
from my dads and I changed planters at the time. But that was, I would have wanted to change planters 
anyway, so." 
In contrast to v^iat conventional fanners perceived, two other ridge tillers talked about the 
labor savings that ridge tillage provided their operations: 
Farmer I. "Some of the operations like ours are, our biggest reason back in '85 to going to it was 
labor. We didn't have enough labor supply to get our work done. We could spend our time better working with 
one of the cattle operations that we had And we simply didn't want to spend that much labor time working the 
ground and that was a constraint that really pushed us towards it in the first place." 
Farmer 2. "That was the labor and [was to the point where I needed some new machinery I was 
going to continue regular tillage and that would have cost me a lot more than ridge till equipment. So the big 
machinery savings and labor savings." 
Clearly, from die conversations of the ridge tillers and the MAX data, there is conflicting 
information being provided to dinners about ridge tillage. Early adopters are saying there is not an 
increase in cost of equipment or labor. According to Rogers, these are the information sources that are 
most important (Rogers 199S, 1983). In fact, some are saying there is an equipment and labor 
advantage to adopting ridge tillage. The ridge tillers even stated that the vignettes presented at the 
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focus group meedngs were inaccurate and tfiat switching to ridge tillage was &r cheaper than reported. 
The MAX figures did not show increased labor costs. Quite Ae contrary, die vignettes mentioned 
labor savings. This point needs finther discussion and will brought up in detail at a later time. 
Understanding the capital costs of adopting ridge tillage has exposed die first of the dependency 
indicators, namely the information conflicts. 
Switching to permanent vegetative filter strips will now illuminate the second dependency 
indicator, government regulations. The number one reason farmers did not adopt the filter strip 
technology was because there was a loss to their income due to various structural factors. One 
hundred and four comments in the six focus groups pertained to these structural factors. The vignettes 
estimated die cost of a combination of filter strips, contour buffer strips, and waterways would run the 
farmer S105 per acre without government set aside assistance, and $88 per acre widi set aside 
p^nnents. The dependency farmers suffer fi-om government regulations and programs start to become 
clear fi-om the comments about vegetative filter strips. Table 3 gives the economic information 
provided to the farmers concerning vegetative filter strip usage. 
These meetings were held after the set aside program was terminated so diere were no 
payments for vegetative strips. The loss of government payments on die acres was a big factor. One 
North-central Iowa farmer put it simply: 
"When we had set aside it was a return. But now? 
A Western Iowa farmer expressed a typical reaction to the subject: 
"It wouldn't pc^ you because it showed on that one little slide that, you know, you have S106 an acre 
cost and if you are putting, you know, 21% of the p-ound was into those strips So that means, you know, if you 
are payings 90-SIOO-$110 an acre cash rent, it is basically a loss on 21% of the ground Idon'tknowif 
there are too maryguys around here that could that could afford to do that, so. If you locA  ^at it that way, it is 
too expensive of a project, unless there is some sort of subsides " 
The problem of p^^g rent on farmland that does not return income to the operation is a 
critical argument Table 1 shows that over half the land farmed in the focus group areas was rented 
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land. The fanners do not specifically state it, yet the idea is implied diat landlOTds would expect rent 
on all the acres of a farm, not just row crop acres. This concept goes directly to Timmons' argument 
that landlords, even retired farmers, are not worried about land stewardship, only the money diey can 
put in the bank today (1980). His point is that landlords are a problem to the adoption of conservation 
technology because of their short-term profit goals. This concept is a major point fiom Hardin's 
Tragedy of die Commons".^  Hardin states that short-term goals and not long-temi planning ruin the 
commons. Although in this case there is no common land involved because of private ownership, 
there remains a common market that is a social market This social market parallels Hardin's common 
pasture. Fanners all share the market and over production is in the individuals best interest because the 
social system bears die majority of the cost of over-production. On die modem farm over-production 
is in the best interest of the farmer because the costs of die over-production are shared in the market or 
passed on as social cost of production to the society at large, tn either case private land is ruined 
because a ''commons" is involved. All land is farmed to retum a profit fi-om the common maricet that 
farmers, landlords, consumers, and investors all share. The game theory used by Hardin works with 
private ownership if the market is held in common, because the social cost of increased production is 
spread over the coimnon market 
Another problem is diat there is litde use for grass raised on the strips. A catde farmer 
summed it up this way; 
"Well it depends on your acres you are farming but, you knew, 40 acres of hc^  goes a long, longwc^  
or 20 acres of hay goes a long It seems to me like you would have more hay than you could possibly 
need Currently all my hay ground is in two pastures, and they got to stay. I guess if I was going to, I got more 
hay than I completely need " 
An Eastem Iowa farmer had no shame in identifying who he thought should pay for the 
subsidies: 
 ^Garrett Hardin wrote an article titled The Tragedy of the Conunons" that argued self interest in a socially 
operated system would lead to the systems destruction. Hardin used game theory to show how a common 
grazing area for livestock was ruined by short term goals of the herdsmea 
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"I think these filter strips like they are talking, you know, up in our area there. I don't have any long 
streams. These guys along the river, I think that is what J<  ^Public wants, they better get their checkbot^  
out be willing to /uryfor it just like they, like the CRP plan. Get some kind ofplans going. And a lot of fanners 
will go with it if they got pood. But you can't pay all of these taxes andjust let that land lay idle." 
The fanners all have a valid point The profit margin in Arming is so small that land 
stewardship is secondary to profit motives. The only choice is to farm die land or quit farming. The 
opposing argument is diat if com and bean prices were high enough dioi voluntary adoption of diese 
practices would take place. Farmers could then be conservation minded and still turn a profit 
Contrary to this argument, two Central Iowa farmers came to the conclusion diat high grain prices 
caused erodible land to be farmed: 
Farmer I. Erosion prone land, land that is questionable why it was ever, had a moldboard plow 
stuck cUjwn in it in the first place. 
Farmer!. Eigfit dollar beans. 
Farmer 1. Well you're right. Eight dollar beans is what caused it 
The conversation indicates that in times of high profit, farmers will plow fence-row to fence-
row to take advantage of the income opportunity. Four Western Iowa doners came to the same 
conclusion. 
Farmer 1. "...the mimtte I put in filter strips, my com base is gone. The ground is still there, it is still 
ctqxtble ofproducing com if I wanted too. By put it economicalty...we're not given any credit, you know. So 
we're, you know, we're being driven by this program thing, you know. But at SI 700 an acre for good ground in 
this area, can you just^  leaving six acres on an 80? There is no way. At S2.00 com." 
Farmer 2. "At $3.00 com?" 
Farmer I. "At $3.00 com or $60 hogs. yea. " 
Farmer 3. "Now are you going to let that extra 10 acres lay at $3.00 com too?" 
Farmer I. "Well. / don't know that would be tough. That would be a hard one." 
Farmer 4. "That is why there needs to be some compensation for both strips." 
Farmer one indicated that the govenunent was dictating farming practices through government 
regulations, namely the com base. Although diis is no longer a direct problem, die government 
continues to promote one technology over anodier through the hundreds of farm policies and 
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reguladons sdll in practice.' These conflicting government r^;ulations were a problem that constantly 
emerged dnoughout the investigation. 
Vegetative filter strips do take land out of prodoction. Another fanner addressed this aspect of 
contour strips and the amount of land they took out of production: 
"If the field is nuirginal whether it needs a buffer strip or not or the contourfilter strips, okay now we 
can farm that a lot cheaper and easier, going back and maintaining these filter strips it is going to be very 
expensive and cost us almost as much time and money as if we justfarmed strcd^ t througft it So it would be 
kind of like someone telling you that, that we don't want you to work 20% of your week But that one day thca 
you can't slay home, you have to drive to work and put in your time. You're just not going to get paidfor 
Fridays. And you know." 
These farmers clearly s  ^diere is a need for government p^maents for their idle acres 
whether or not they are making money. Setting acres aside m lean times is a financial hardship. In 
contrast, in times of high profits, those profits are too alluring to ignore. Alluring profits fit the 
capitalist desire to accumulate (Smith 1776). The problem for the farmer is how to accumulate if 
he/she does not participate in the controlled market These conflicting concepts of accimiulation and 
conservation exemplifies a dualism between agrarian values &rmers seem to hold as stewards of die 
land (Flinn and Johnson 1974) and conventional agriculture values that show a dependency on the 
market system (Bues and Dunlap 1990). 
Having examined the capital costs to filter strip adoption, we move onto the second coital 
barrier to the adoption of permanent vegetative filter strips, labor requirements and managerial skills. 
The labor requirement translated into what farmers considered to be high maintenance costs. 
Management was seen in terms of how to lay out the strip design and how to manage machinery usage 
around diem. Many farmers were moving to no-till in combination widi terraces because of the cost 
sharing programs and as ways to reduce maintenance to waterm^s. A Southern Iowa no-tiller put it 
this w^; 
 ^ A. few examples of government regulations are: the Conservation Reserve Program (a price support for land), 
allowing western grazing permits, the control of fon^ price through release of CRP acres in dry years, any 
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"Well it is about a 70 acre field and Aey put carouttd3200feet of terrace in. Everything was with 5 
designed waterways b^ ore. It is a big half motm and now with the terraces we have zero waterwc^  Itis 
considered cross slope. It is not going to be stated as contour but the terrace is a contour terrtxe. Withoutit 
we couldn't, we could have farmed it every year with high residue, but it So it was otar cost Really with cost 
share we usedASCS money which was 75% cost share and part of it with the soil office was 50%. Thought it 
was a pretty good deal." 
The no-dll fanner is making the same point as the previous fanner, tfiat it is easier to fann 
straight dirougb die field without waterw^. The government, in fact, is now providing p^mients for 
tenacing. These terraces are in direct competition widi filter strips that cunentiy receive no subsides. 
The government subsidization of one technolo  ^over another is also a recurring theme. A common 
theme throughout all die meetings concerning maintenance was summed up by a Central Iowa fanner 
with die following statement: 
"They have to be maintained Eventually (^ strayed and rebuilt" 
The idea contradicts the video presentation of filter strips. The presentation said diat the strips 
required minimimi maintenance and that strips would last 10-20 years. Here the overlap of the 
information conflict between the two technologies is evident. Establishment costs and maintenance of 
waterws^s were mentioned seventy-eight times throughout the meetings. An example follows; 
"Well isn't it like what you were saying too, you know, once the filter is full, you know, it is going to 
cost a lot of money to get earth movers or something and then to carry that soil back up the hill again. So that 
IS why, I think more of the guys here are probably saying, you krujw, it is probably cheaper to keep the soil up 
on top of the hill in the first place. You know, you can see that happening in the county ail the time, where they 
are constantly cleaning out road ditches and hauling awcQ> a lot of soil If there would be some wq>>, you know, 
which there is, in no-tilling of terraces, that that soil can be kept up on top of it, the ground where it came from 
originally, that is going to be the best possible deal." 
The trend diroughout the meetings was for die conversation to flow towards waterways and 
headlands, two types of filter strips, because of farmers' experience with those two technologies in 
Iowa. The point farmers were inaking in reference to die maintenance of waterways and headlands 
was that filter strips would be at least as hard to maintaiiL The following are two examples; 
"If you call them permanent and it is suppose to be semi-permanent I have had headlands seeded 
dawn, it is alfedfa/brome. Every four or five years I have to tear it out and row crop it." 
capital tax breaks, irrigation penmts in times of overproduction, and import and export policies, just to name a 
few. 
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"Sometanes they get established the first year ifyoucanget them chne b^ oreagulfy washer rain. 
Seems like everybody who does water wc^ just, you just get done seeehng that and you make it look like a 
garden and so proud Stand back and you look at that, just great, and then whoosh And then you really have a 
waterway. And then now what do you do. Go and tear it all up again and what do you do? " 
Management is a problem. Fanners are not willing to ^ lend die management time it takes to 
care for filter strips diat exist The management time taken to raise and lower equipment or to not 
spray through and kill a strip is often as not the biggest danger to a vegetative strip. Grass strips in the 
middle of a field crop are in constant danger of being killed by the same means diat the grass is killed 
in the field crop. These dangers come in the form of mechanical or chemical destroction of any plant 
that is not the actual crop. In order to protect a strip of grass &rmers must slow down field operations 
to avoid spr^nng herbicides on strips or ripping the grass out of the ground with equipment designed 
to do so. This conversation between diree farmers was typical of the problem. 
Farmer I. "Haw do they farm when they go through it? Always raising it up and shutting sa^ off? " 
Farmer 2. "Well it is but what do you do. Do you farm like the big boys and theyjust drive right 
through them. They can't raise that 48 foot field cultivator whenever they, they don't have any hydraulics on 
them big tractors apparently. I have seen a lot of this. But it isjust what it looks like, they can't afford to leave 
a jive foot strip ofgrass or a ten foot wide strip which normally washes out any way. you know. It is stupid " 
Farmers. "But those strips are nice. It is hard to keep a narrow strip. You end up graying over it or 
dragging through it or something. And we know they should be there. " 
Farmer I. " They take measurements, you know, just like anything, it takes measuring. But what do 
you do, do you farm through it. you know, then it is not a problem. Every year you fill in the ditch and start 
over." 
These farmers were questioning diemselves about management problems with maintaining 
vegetative strips. There are two related capital cost problems evident in the conversation. First the 
farmer must slow down field operations resulting in a cost of increased labor or reduced yields. 
Secondly, if a strip is destroyed, the farmer must replace it, or somehow compensate for the gully that 
will emerge in its place. Both scenarios will cost him/her capital. This second Central Iowa 
conversation expressed diat the farmers actually saw themselves as the start of the maintenance 
problem with waterways and erosion around them: 
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Farmer I. "You never want to till tip tme side and dawn the other. " 
Farmer 2. "No. No." 
Farmer 1. "Because Utat is the way the water Mfillflaw along them. Keep them jagged Keep spurs 
into them and don't allow the water to run around them. " 
Farmer!. "Make sure you get them wide enou^ " 
Farmers. "Oneofthetlungsm€)stofus(k>anditiswrong. The first thmg you do is drop, first thing 
we do is take the field cultivator or something and go right up around that thing. " 
Farmer I. "That is what 1 said " 
Farmer 3. "Yea." 
Farmer I. "And it creates that little channel fijr the water to start leaking there. And once it leaks. " 
Farmer 3. "It loosens the ground " 
Farmer I. "It took some soil ovcqy and you start all over." 
Farmer 3. "In this area you could drive through the countryside and see every farmer doing it." 
Farmer I. "I personally do it too thou^  I will sto^  awcy three or four feet awayfiom it. And then 
when you are coming into it, leave a jagged edge and your water will channel into it." 
These statements indicate diat tiie fanners understand exactly what causes management and 
maintenance problems with strips. The biggest danger to strips was identified as the conventional 
farming practices. Fanning through strips, spraying over diem, or the farming practices above the 
strips were seen as the major problems leading to maintenance. A couple more comments solidify the 
point: 
"Weill see a lot of that where some of these water wc^ s are higher, over the years you'd lefi them. 
And you start looking at them. This one farm I started renting is, had some grass water ways and thisfall I dug 
my chisel ri^  throu^  them because the waterway was higher than on either sick of it. But what needs to be 
done is take a cat and put the water way, you're going to need a water way or just a, when you got it grassed in 
where it is supposed to be. But if you do have a water way that is, you know, if you've got a lot ofAtrazine use 
or something, 1 guess it could wash dawn and kill out that waterway too." 
"1 guess ^ you're doing it to catch the sediment, well you don't want the sediment there anywc^ . So 
you still got to do something up the hill to keep the sediment out of there cause it is not going to do any good. " 
The current system of cultivation that relies on big equipment, heavy use of herbicides, and 
leaves a &rmer wiA a small window of opportunity, lead to die high degree of maintenance dutt 
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fanners see as a main banier to filter strip adoption. The small window of opportuniQf in conventional 
agriculture translates to labor costs or to large equipment technology adoption. Farmers are not only 
dependent on goveimnent regulations and payments, but they also are dependent on large equipment 
systems that are not compatible with conservation practices. 
The first barrier to adoption of ridge tillage and vegetative filter strips was the capital cost to 
the farmer. It was shown that both die technologies were perceived by conventional farmers to be 
expensive and not cost efficient Both conservation technologies exposed the dependency indicators, 
infoimation conflict and government regulations. Barrier two will show die presence of the same 
indicators. These same indicators will also be exposed in relation to ridge tillage and permanent 
vegetative filter strips appropriateness for use on the farm. 
Barrier Two: The Technologies are Inappropriate and Incompatible 
Ridge tillage being an inappropriate technology for the physical setting is the second barrier in 
which the information conflict is exposed. In terms of total number of expressions, this ridge tillage 
barrier equaled the capital costs concerns in numbers as seen in T^le 4. The barrier was the opening 
topic at every meeting. The following statements are what farmers with rolling land said about ridge 
tiU: 
"Oh, well I think the reason why ridge till isn't practiced a lot in this county is ridge till is more for 
flatter poorer drained soils. I think in your hillier land ridge till is harder to practice." 
"Not much. Frankly what you see there is flea ground, you know, not comour planting. " 
"Well my biggest thing was ridge till was ahvqys what they show right there. Every bit of that isflat 
ground and.." 
Five farmers had this conversation about ridge tillage: 
Farmer 1. "In fact keep the ground as flat as possible so it will act like a sponge without any ridges 
on it You know, you watch rain hit a roof like corrugated roof and it is going to run to the valleys and then 
shoot itself down. And it is kind of the same thing that it does on ridge till, so." 
Farmer 2. "I think on flat poorer drain soil it is a good program, but you have to turn it into the right 
thing for the soil." 
Farmers. "If I had a farm like on that film, I could do it" 
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Farmer 4. "Yea, Mfarm it up, ^  groundwouldwarmvpfaster. There-wouldbe a lot of advanta^  to 
It. Wind erosion would be more of a problem them water erosion in that kind offield " 
Farmer 5. "Yea. Cause there wtmldn't be any water movement." 
In contrast a fenno' fkmed level land stated: 
"There will be some places ridge till will be great, but far most of us minimal till is probably the way 
to go m this country. But in the hills and contour where a lot of no till is probably, well we can't say it is no 
good entirely. Everything has its place and time. " 
The perception that ridge tillage works '^ anywhere but here" held by most conventional 
farmers even meant "just across the fence-row" was &r enough away to this fanner: 
"But again, two years ago, my neighbor was planting (on ridges) soybeans, 1 had clods. I worked the 
soil and he was planting, he had 102% stand on the hills. I envied him on that ground because we never got a 
rain two years ago and there were a lot of poor stands. There are places where it does work." 
The idea presented at every meeting was diat ridge tillage woriced somewhere else but not 
here. The inconsistenQr was even more pronounced when all but one focus group identified a 
neighbor who used ridge till successfully. The importance placed on this topic by farmers led to a 
decision to do a foUow-up study of three ridge tillers identified as neighbors to the focus group 
farmers. 
When discussing ridge tillage, another point often mentioned by farmers was the system's 
incompatibility with other farming practices. Fifty-four, or eleven-percent of the barrier comments 
about ridge tillage referred to diis particular perception. Farmers talked about wheel spacing, livestock 
operations, point rows, and that ridge tillage is not compatible with certain land topography. These 
conmients made up a significant pordon of the discussions: 
"The thing is we have 40 acre plots ofground around here with about four orfive different fields in it 
and you got five acre plots. I have trouble turning around in some of them as it is and then you go into more, 
but no-till and I can go strai^ t rows, with ridge till then you really need to be on a contour and it fitst isn't 
practical." 
"What do they do when they come out to the end rows with ridge till? Bounce over the end rows." 
Two livestock producers had this to say: 
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"They also ask you tf, there is quite a bit of livestock in this county, people run caws on it, stocks in 
and out and it would c^ ect the rie^ es. You have to set up your manure handling equipment to run dawn the 
raws instead of running aver them, some more equipment mod^ cations." 
"We have a hard time getting throu^  it once. We never get throu^  it twice. I run stock caws and my 
understanding is that stock caws ruin those ridges." 
These next five &nners had this conveTsation diat combined all die previously mentioned 
problems into one dialog. These faimers mention terracing, a technology that competes with filter 
strips but receives government subsidization. 
Farmer I. "No, I think smnebocfy mentioned, I think Joe mentioned the livestock thing, is a big thing 
in this area. Historically, in the counties around here, everyboefy has got livestock and, you know, like Dick 
said, you know, a^ a^ ayou need to have some alfa^ a to mix that into your crap rotation with the ridge till, you 
know. Just doesn't work and then as far as the hauling manure and manure equipment, it is so hard on the 
equipment. Then you have got the manure equipment getting beat up too, you know, and that is, it's just. I 
think those are probably all a lot of reasons wfy it just has never caught on. F e^en years ago, I looked at it 
and I guess those are the reasons why, all of those reasons why we never got into it. " 
Farmer 2. "And with all the terracing is being done, unless them terraces are perfect, you are going 
to have, you know, point rows and stiff out in the middle and all that turning around " 
Farmer 3. "Machinery and terraces don't work out" 
Farmer 4. "It would be too hard on equipment " 
Farmer 5. "Andyou don't hold a perfect contour every time on all these hills or we are going to have 
water run dawn in between the ridges if we ridge them. " 
This final farmer saw die move to increasingly narrower rows as the incompatibility problem. 
He, as do many other farmers in die study, equates yields directly to profit. 
"Well my experience with ridge till is that 30 inch rows isJust pretty narrow to build a ridge and 
maintain it very well. You need almost 40 iruih raws. And if you go to 40 you have a nice ridge, then you are 
loosing out an yields cause 40 inch rows aren't as productive. You are fitting that all the time with ridge till. 
It is pretty tight, big tires cultivating on 30 inch rows on the contours we have so. I mean there is some 
problems with iL It is not that, as they painted here, it is not all gravy." 
Repeatedly, faimeis mention no-till as the option tiiQr prefer as a conservation tillage package. 
No-till and its perceived advantages clearly were more preferable to farmers than ridge tillage. 
Fanners seemed to think that it was a much more compatible ^stem to current agristructure 
conditions than ridge tillage. Two more comments make this point 
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"See that is part Cff the advcmtage that we hear about just going no-tilL You don't hay/e so much 
machinery. You don't have to have a pant horse to pull big adtrvators and chisel plows and stuff." 
"I think we will see more site spec^ c farming anyway. You are going to go do what you have to do 
on certain fields to get your best economic return. I know there, you know, ridge till might not be your best 
option. Maybe no-till on your steeper hills where you don't have to have quite the investment and stuff or a 
special cultivator and stuff." 
Point rows, end rows, row spacing of both crops and maciiinery, and the no-till movement 
were all seen as incompatible with ridge tillage. The reoccurring preference for large equipment, 
farming fence-row to fence-row and farmers both preferring to, and having no option but to raise row 
crops in large fields in the modem system is once again evident These perceptions all depend on 
large equipment systems. The concept was discussed in detail when I participated in this conversation: 
Investigator: What is your dominant tillage practice? Pretty much everybody no-till up here or do 
you convennonal till or are you chisel plowing or what are those practices? 
Farmer I. " You probably mentioned all of the above." 
Farmer 2. "I would say that the big percentage is one pass, maybe a field cultivator in bean stubble, 
so. And com on com and one or two discing. " 
Farmer 3. " We chisel in the fall and one pass in the spring in the com stock ground We go no- till 
on beans." 
Farmer 4. "Beans are either no-till or two discing and plant it. And ridge till if you not alfaffa, you 
have got to build the ridges the fall before, there wouldn't be any ridges left in the spring when we got done 
around here." 
The systems just mentioned covered the major tillage systems used by the focus group 
farmers. The same focus group conversation eventually led to the following statements about current 
equipment usage; 
Investigator: "Getting back to the film, they did have a bigger rotary hoe in there but. the cultivator 
and planter were both pretty small pieces of equipment, the planter wasfour raw and I ctidn't count exactly but 
it was a six raw cultivator they had on there. And the rotary hoe, I think was up around eight raws or 
somethirtg like that, but. Thca is something else, what size equipment are you guys running? " 
Farmer I. "Thirtyfoot." 
Investigator: "So you have around 12 raws? " 
Farmer 2. " Not only 12 raw, also eight raws." 
Investigator: What type of power are you running, you're doing some kind of, you're going over with 
field cultivators and everything, frtm what I hear. 
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Farmer 2. " That and besides my other tillage, 150 -175 hp." 
Investigator: "So that is two wheel drive or front wheel assist? " 
Farmer 2. "Front wheel assist a lot of them. " 
Investigator: "Kind of like that John Deere we saw, not the 4020 but the other one. " 
Farmer 3. "My operation mcQ>be isn't quite that large. / still use six raw equipment and tfxn getting 
hy with NO horse tractor with pretty much all no-tilL I know some of these guys aren't completely no-till. / 
think maybe that is a benefit that the no-till has got, is you can maybe get by with less horsepower. But / think 
the ridge till, at least when we had some (rf the ridge till, some of that stuff takes pretty good horse power. So 
I'm, you know, you might be saving the herbicide but you are going to be using quite a bit of horsepower. 
Farmer 4. " Field cultivators, horse power, a field cultivator pulls like a 12 row wick ridger would 
probably take quite a bit of torque. " 
Investigator: How many raw plimter<hd you say you had? 
Farmer 5. "I have got a six row. " 
Farmer 6. "/ have got a six raw. " 
Farmer 7. "I must be the exception. I am at four rows. " 
Farmer 8. " No. We have got four raws." 
Investigator: Oh, maybe I wasn't correct when I said that the four raw up here, it was pretty small. 
Farmer 8. "I am at four raws looking to go to eight just to get the seeds in the groundfaster. " 
Farmer 3. "But on that same token, I have got a 15 foot no-till dill and you can cover as much 
ground with that as you can probably with a 12 row planter. Just because you can gft so much more speed and 
it is a faster type of operation. So there is a case where, you know, those drills are fairly expensive but yet the 
amount of acres that you can cover with them, it keeps the per acre cost down and so. And that gets back to 
economics again. And because another reason why you are seeing no-till drills that are staying constant in this 
area or even getting more acreage in the no-till because it is working." 
Investigator: Anybocfy running 12 row equipment or bigger? 
Farmer9. "Yea" 
Farmer 10. "I think we were in 12 raws because we used to plant com and beans both in 30's and 
then, you know, your cultivator matches and, you know, the bean head has got a little bigger so you plant 12 -
30's and, you know, that is part of it I think And now with the narrow rows either the com planter, the com 
planter, you have let it get older and are using that yet and then maybe soybean attachment or drill, you know, 
you up (kited that part of the operation." 
Farmer6. " You got a 12 row because your neighbor had one and your dad decided" 
Farmer 10. " Well my dad was out there last time and he could go golfing sooner if he had 12 rows, 
lets put it that woy." 
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Investigaior: "Well you brou^  up a question. You saidyour planter, your plcmter gets older you 
haven't traded planters lately? 
Farmer 10. "Yealhave butitwas, the other one v/asfive years old " 
Two interesting and contiadictoiy ideas came out of die conversation. The cost of trading a 12 
row planter every five years, at S2000 per row is saying a lot about tbe depreciation tax system, a 
government subsidy, that is driving die farm equipment business in the ^ristructure system today. In 
the agristructure system farmers find it more profitable to trade good usable equipment for new 
equipment because of die tax incentives provided by the government This is not only a subsidy to 
farmers but it is a subsidy to equipment manufacturers, due to increased demand for equipment. In 
addition a S24,000 planter traded every 5 year is an annual capital cost to the fanner of S4,800 per 
year for a planter alone. The vignette showed ridge tillage's annual capital cost of $3,000 to S4,000, 
but conventional farmers said that was expensive. The second point comes fi-om Farmer 3 when he 
mentions that he has six row equipment and a no-till drill, a second tillage system, a capital cost that 
conventional farmers use against the adoption of ridge tillage. 
The ridge tillers confirmed the conflicts mentioned. They had a response to many of the points 
raised by the convaitional farmers. This first comment was to answer a farmer that claimed the need 
for large equipment to cover large acres; 
"That is a fantasy, you don't cut ourfield time drastically with large equipment, my neighbor was 
saying his was drastically lower, but it, I think it is the concept of trying to convince yourself, well I can get it 
done faster. And people know. And I have had they'll say, why would a guy dawn size his equipment unless he 
lost some acres, you know. It is the psychology of it there, it is like perheqjs I can get it done with an eight-raw 
setup or a six-row setup, but how much time do I want to spettd doing that. And it just gets back to well, I can 
get it done in four days with a twelve row and it is going to take it twice that long with a six row. 
Contrary to conventional wisdom and the original beliefs of the investigators, it was 
discovered in die overall ridge tillage investigation that ridge tillage has the positive attribute of being 
a very flexible tillage system. The investigators were unaware of this attribute when they entered into 
this study, and die attribute was almost overlooked until the follow-up case study of ridge tillers was 
conducted. Once die characteristic emerged, the investigators returned to the focus group transcripts of 
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and saw that the focus group ridge tillers were basically saying the same diing about ridge tillage's 
flexibility as the case study faimas. When the focus group ridge tillers discussed the system's 
compatibility with livestock systems, point rows, landlords, and other related problems, the following 
statements became very relevant because diey show how ridge tillers are using one planter to do 
multiple tillage system operations. 
Farmer / "Our (^ ration, / think you can almost say we're 50% ridge and we're 50% semi-
conventional. More reduced tillage, because of the manure thing, because of some, we've got a lot com on 
comthattype, rentedground And then we got the other 50% ridge, 50% that we ch(^  and spread lot of 
manure on it, and we handle our manure properly, so we are getting the benefit of less nitrogen. " 
Farmer 2. "Likewise I had some pea stubble. The guy hai planted a bunch of peas there. Now in 
that situation you are going to end up doing some tillage. That is why you kept the old chisel plow around that 
IS 25 years oki and just throw some shanks on it and you go out there and tear it up. " 
One conventional farmer had mentioned that row spacing and ridge tillage were not 
compatible. That farmer was thinking in terms of yield alone. The following comment by a Northern 
Iowa ridge tiller answered this criticism of ridge tillage. The ridge tillage farmer talked in terms of the 
Masters Contest in which farmers are rated on dieir profitability and not their yield. 
" The Masters has never been won on 30 " beans. It has been won several times on 36 and 38 inch 
rows. The bean yield is not where you are going to make your profit. Raw width of the bean raw is not where 
the profit comes. The profit comes from managing everything that you are doing on which ever row ^ em you 
are on, managing that crop which you harvested It is rmt the raw that makes the yield that is a myth. The best 
beans that I ever combined was on 38" rows with an old 490 John Deere plate planter which did over 60 
bushels for the whole field It is just because I hadn't had any beans on it for several years. Itwashigh 
fertility, good soil, and it was free of beans, free of weeds and it was the first year I had my new combine, I 
couldn't hardly believe it I was combining along and my motor almost cHed on me. " 
Again, die ridge tillers have countered the argument that large equipment is needed in modem 
farming, and supported the argument that ridge tillage is compatible with other tillage and farming 
systems, and that row spacing does not necessarily affect profits. Once again the conventional fanners 
arguments are brought into question. 
Farmers viewed permanent vegetative filter strips in much the same way they viewed ridge 
tillage. Farmers often felt diese grass areas were incompatible with other farming practices. Barrier 
one illusb^ed many of die incompatibility problems inherent in farmers' management systems and the 
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way they farm around waterways and filter strips. Fanners firmed on flat land where soil erosion 
is minimal saw contour filter strips as an incompatible practice because they had little or no erosion 
problem. In contrast, firmers with more rolling or steeper land saw comour firming as a problem. 
This comment by a southern Iowa firmer explained die problem that many firmers faced: 
"We get back to a small short lengths of our slopes and it is (tfficult to get a true contour that is 
farmable. That is one reason we are in no-till versus ric^ e tilL For similar reasons. When I set up a lot of my 
conservation plans within the last few years contour is included in it and within a year I couldn't really get to a 
technical aspects of what contour means to the government agencies, we can't contour around here, hardly. I 
mean, it is possible, but your limited to raw grade over lengths of raw length and in most cases you can start 
contour any given spot within a hundred feet of it. But downhill you're out of compliance. So to go to filter 
strips and such as that, that cottflicts with the lack of being able to contour in the first place. I converted most 
of mine to cross slope which changes the rotation some what We go cross slope and there is more allowances 
there, variesfi'om field to field Every field has a eSfferent erosion factor on it. So some cases it is just a 
matter of having more residue after planting. A lot of variables tfKre. These hills are like miniature 
razorbacks, tfyou will, and you have got to go around a steep comer and it is only a hundred yards from this 
waterway to that water way, you're in unmanuverable comers. A little old two-row planter would go around 
those comers, but a eight or twelve-row planters just don't work that way. Actually 1 can plant around comers, 
but I can't combine them. Combine won't, if you sit in a combine, you have to sit in a combine to understand it, 
but it pivots here in the middle and as you're going around a comer the points of your com head are knocking 
the raws down before you can get back onto the row. " 
Clearly this firmer is firming some very steep hills that some may are environmentally 
unfirmabie. This was a Southern Iowa firmer that until recent years could have been a cattle firmer. 
Recent government programs that supported com bases and not catde production essentially forced 
firmers to sell their catde and plow the steep hills, to establish a com base. These government 
regulations are affecting conservation technolo^ adoption. This farmer is definitely farming very 
steep ground, documented by the nature of his comments on how fast the contours on his land change, 
and that the rows around the hills tum so sharply. Similar to farmers' earlier expressions about 
machinery damage to waterways and strips, we likewise see that in short steep hills large machinery, 
especially combines, make contour strips in^propriate or incompatible with conventional farming 
practices. Apparently, the need to cover large amounts of acres widi large equipment is a major 
barrier to vegetative filter strips. Consequently, the two practices are not compatible. 
The following comment reflects the argument made in the first section about who is to blame 
for vegetative filter strip maintenance problems. The farmer knows die strips' value, but he said this; 
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"But those strips are nice. It is hard to keep a narrow arip. You end up spraying aver it or drag^ ng 
through it or something. And we know they should be there." 
Due to the cost share programs and maintenance to waterw^s a number of farmers in the 
focus groups were using no-till farming practices in combination widi terraces. A ^ rmer's coimnent 
referring to the use of terraces and no waterways will be quoted agflin because of its importance to this 
argument The Soudiem Iowa no-tiller stated: 
"Well it is about a 70 acre field and they put around 3200feet of terrace in. Everything was with 5 
designed waterways b^ ore. Itisabighalf moon and now with the terreuxs we have zero waterways. It is 
considered cross slope. It is not ffiing to be stated as contour but the terrace is a contour terrace. Withoutit 
we couldn't, we could have farmed it every year with high residue, but it. So it was our cost. Really with cost 
share we used ASCS money which was 75% cost share and part of it with the soil office was 50%. Thought it 
was a pretty good deal. " 
Once again die effect of public policy is evident Policy makers have made it more profitable 
to install terraces than to use odier alternatives for conservation of topsoil. These policies support row 
crop production, as opposed to alternatives like planting strips for forage production. Competing 
conservation programs that are government subsidized make vegetative strips incompatible with other 
practices because of the row crop bias involved in die government regulations. 
Barrier Three: The Technologies Cause Increased Production Risk 
Although production risks were not the barrier mentioned most by farmers, they often 
provided the most intense objections to ridge tillage and some of the longest explanations. The 
dominant risk Actors that farmers perceived about the ridge tillage system were weed control and 
management First, weed control will be examined because farmers perceived weed control and ridge 
tillage as incompatible. The weed control debate focused on three topics: 1) reducing chemical use, 2) 
banding of herbicides, and 3) cultivation. This central Iowa conversation encompassed all three 
factors: 
Farmer I. "And I am sure a part of this whole thing is looking at ways to reduce chemical use. And I 
think, you know, this point, when you start giving up something, when we start getting too far with that what 
happens?" 
Farmer 2. "When you speak of reducing chemiceJs and things, I think that you are also finding, yes 
there were farmers out here that at times, say, shoved on too much chemicals, but we are all learning better 
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ways to put our chemiaxls on. Most cf us m here ar^ ^more are equipped to put Ms chemical on. We know 
exactly what we are puttirtg on per acre. And I mean it is real tight" 
Farmers. "You mentioned you ch a lot of banding. Are you still, I ch too but next year I have got to 
go back to broadcast" 
Farmer 2. "I do both ways." 
Farmer 3. "Even after I cultivate twice, cane summer time, I am still getting fax tail in my bean raws 
m some places where I. you kmnv, broadcast would have tailed it. Next year I have got to go 100% broadcast 
again. I try to band, you know, when I can, and occasionally I can get by with it. But I can't rely on it. In 
Nebraska we cBd We were able to band automatically. But we did not have the rairtfall ami weed pressure of 
the weeds like you do out here." 
The vignettes showed there would be at least a fifty percent reduction in chemical usage with 
ridge tillage. The dependency of the farmers on chemicals was a reoccurring theme in the 
conversations. Reducing or eliminating chemical use for most famers was simply an alien concept 
One farmer was quick to transfer the chemical pollution problem to others and deny that ridge till 
would reduce chemical use: 
"But I still say that, I have tried to cut my chemicals back in a certain amount. But I am also saying 
that if you, no matter whether you, there is a certain amount of chemical reaction that evidently, that most of 
these ridge tillers are using to get the cost in line with what they are doing. And if you, you put a limit on them 
on their chemicals, they are going to have more problems, more management problems. This is my feeling on 
it. And also when you talk about chemicals and our population and things, it really pipes me when 1 hear 
people complain that we farmers don't do, aren't good stewards. That we overuse our chemicals when you can 
go to the Earl May store and you stand and watch thex people buy the chemicals to put on their gardens in 
town. We wouldn't even begin to think about, or the golf course. We wouldn't even be^ n to think about putting 
that much on. They put on five times more than we would ever think about putting on a property. They don't 
realize what, and what they are doing. But, that's another story." 
Another conversation denied that conventional agriculture chemical usage was a problem. A 
disagreement about sources of poUution among members of the Northwest Iowa focus group arose, 
but the source of pollution was quickly blamed on others. The conversation went like this: 
Fanner I. "So I still feel it is the ground that dictates it more in this area than chemical costs or 
machinery costs. And, but we have to stay with the chemical costs because we have woolly cup grass... We're 
qxnding all this money these chemical companies aren't putting out something and we're farmers and we're not 
people out there polluting. So I don't care, you know, what a ridge tiller will tell you. The farmers in this area 
aren't polluting. Ifwewere, 1 don't thiiA any of uswouldwant to be in fmsirtess because we wouldn't be raising 
our families or our kids here. So that is my strmgest point against a ridge tiller, because they tell us how bad 
we are polluting the ground or how much extra chemicals we are using, but we're not 
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Farmer 2. "Your chemicals and yourfertilizer have all gotten so hi^  you aren't going to use any 
more than you have to just because of the economics of iL " 
Farmer I. "Rigjht. And we have been no-tilling most of our ground for ei^  years, but last year we 
even had a couple of fields we tried some new products, incorporated them on our flat ground you know, fm-
the woolly cup grass reason. Not really because we ttidn't want to no till, cause we just wanted to try a different 
producu A break in the rotation. It is not just the rotation in the crops, it is a rotation in the chemicals too." 
Farmer 3. "You said though that there is not much pollution in this county, and maybe in this group 
there isn't, but I think there is a tremendous amount ofpollution soil run off yet from farmers that haven't yet 
gone to no-till and they are still farming some that is pretty steep ground There is no terraces and they are out 
there discing bean stubble ground 1 think this group that is in here, I mean tfuit is probably tlx reason they're 
here because they are somewhat conservation minded but I think there is a somewhat of a pollution problem." 
Farmer 4. "That Atrazine in the water, it didn't get there by itself." 
Farmer I. "And we can't blame our forefathers on that because they were told that is how much they 
could use, you know. They were told they could use three, four, five pounds of Atrazine if they wanted too, you 
know, so. I really would argue with a no-till or a ridge tiller that he is any more economical than I am. Or 
environmentally safe or whatever you want to..." 
In both conversations die denial that timers were responsible for non-source point pollution 
is evident. Implications from this discussion are very consistent with Garrett Hardin's Tragedy of the 
Commons" idea that the individual often benefits from the destruction of the commons, but will deny 
the existence of die problem (Hardin 1968). 
The production risks of no-till were often compared to the risks perceived to be inherent in 
ridge tillage systems. Fanners consistendy defended no-till as a chemically efficient system: 
Farmer I. "No-till has got a bad rap because of the perceived extra herbicides that it requires and in 
growing soybeans it doesn't require special herbicides for that. I don't really believe it does and over 
conventional tillage anyway. When you 're planting com no-till into bean stubble, I believe. I don't think there 
is cost saving there. 
Farmer 2. "I think they will be lower in the long run." 
Farmer 1. "Yea, maybe lower. " 
Farmer 2. "Because you're not buryingweed seed. You're not putting them down into the 
germination zone." 
This final comment reveals how many timers feel about chemical usage: 
"...and ifyou have got weeds, you don't have yield Basically they do a good job. It is no use leaving 
out the nitrogen, it is no use cutting on the weed sprc^ , it just, get all your (hicks in a raw and do it right or." 
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The conventioiial tuners also attadced die practice of banding herbicides as diey perceive its 
use by ridge tillers. 
Fanner I. "Asfar as banding with the cultivating, I guess a person who doesn't like cultivating, I. 
they are not capable of applying chemicals and I have had to go to custom application last year because of time 
factor. So the banding of chemicals I don't think would be feasible for me at this time." 
Farmer!. "Banding of chemicals can really hang you. If you go through a year like two years agp 
and if you can't get across it until there is a canopy over the rows, you're not going to raise a crop. I have tried 
banding before and I tried banding chemicals back in '86 '87 we got a real wet year, couldn't get into a field 
and get. We finally went in with a hi-boy and sprayed and killed the weeds. But I lost probably 40% of my 
crop because of it. So, you know, with everything you do, there is trade off. I guess, I don't like banding for 
that reason, and I wouldn't go back to it. There is too much risk involved " 
Farmer 3. "I haven't band, but I have seen my brother did it last year. Some of it worked reed good 
and I would say 40% of it he got a sprayer and had to go over it a second time, broadcast. Then you start 
putting your costs up. I guess some places, some fields work good, more cover you had, it seems like it didn't 
work as good " 
Farmer 4. "And we see some of the banding works, sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes your better off 
just covering the whole piece of ff'ound " 
A dislike for cultivating was mentioned firequently. The objections ranged from cutting roots 
to moisture loss. Interestingly, few mentioned the weed killing possibilities. The following comments 
sum up farmers objections to cultivating: 
"Well, you're obligated to cultivate when you decide to ridge. " 
"Yeah, the things they show, they are cuttirtg the roots. " 
A conversation about cultivating went this w^: 
Farmer I. "There used to be a thought that there was a yield d^ erence, but it is not that." 
Farmer 2. "It is the soil that dictates that. If you get into a gumbo or more CICQ> soil then there is 
some advantage to cultivating. So finally the trips over the field our soil is staying in better condition, 
compaction wise and you know, even planting to early in wet conditions right where the tractor runs causes 
compaction, you know, the cultivator just won't even go in, so." 
Farmer 3. "Andfor some reasons your planted population and yourfinal stand is a lot closer when it 
is not cultivated " 
Farmer 4. "You also loose moisture when you cultivate. When it is dry that costs you 25 bushels to the 
acre. I got to cultivate 80 acres and did more damage than good, I just put it away." 
Regarding other management considerations, one fanner asked: 
Farmer 1. "What does it cost an acre to cultivate? " 
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And diis reply came fiom anodier 
Farmer 2. "I don't know. " 
A common problem die fermers share is making decisions about production systems without 
basic economic information, meaning cost of production. In diis case it is die cost of cultivation that 
they do not understand. Many farmers see weed control alternatives as an either-or situation between 
chemicals and machinery, and chemicals use seemed most practical to the farmer. One farmer went to 
great length to make the point; 
"Ridge till has a definite advantage. / have been no-tilling since '82 and during that time I suppose it 
was five or six years we discovered one big factor. When you buy herbicide to spread on your field, the money 
went to town, you build no equity. Anytime you e^nd money on herbicide, you don't have chance to build 
equity. The only chance you ever build equity is with that crop that you raised So you have to raise so much 
better crop to cover up thai extra. So any time you touch a herbicide bill that is to your definite advantage. 
And the ridge till ^ stem they use equipment to cut the herbicide bill. So if you go out and buy a new cultivator 
and spend seven or eight grand, use that cultivator, it's good for 20 years. Oke^ , how much herbicide can you 
save in 20 years time? You know, there is where the advantage is. And this past year, I heard a lot of guys, 50 
bucks an acre for bean herbicide, you know, they were drilled beans, no tilled drill, herbicide didn't work twice, 
you know, they still had a lot of weeds. I don't see guys that ridge till, then you spend 20 bucks an acre on 
herbicide and gee it looks more like that is way cheaper than what lam doing. I am no tilling quite a bit 
aruL..well these fellows, my dad's rwighbors, they run an ei^  row, well they actually what they have is a ten 
raw planter and it, but it was started out as an eight and then he dropped his a little narrowing so now they've 
got ten raws so they can straddle everything with their combine. They run a five-raw head and they completely 
changed their line of equipment They wanted to change com heads, they changed cultivators, tractor, you 
know, they got rid of one big tractor and But,youknow, they were willing to spend the money for the fall 
change. And they don't have arty cows to run out there on them ridges, you know, where I do. And but I can 
see where they have a definite advantages over me when / am no tilling, I am just spending my money on 
herbicide. Attd they spent through their line of equipmenL..Well you have to tnake that decision. If you don't' 
want to hire labor then, you know, or more equipment you can spend it on herbicide, you know. 
Focus group participants cited inadequate managerial skills as a risk barrier to the adoption of 
ridge tillage. The management deficiency was seen to be the source of yield losses, as opposed to 
profit losses, with ridge tillage. One conversation in Central Iowa summed up everyone's fiiistrations 
witii management problems; 
Farmer I. "Don't you think you have a little bit more problem, yourfertilizer placement and maybe 
weed control I suppose, it is a management thing, we know that. It is really a management thing, you either 
have to be a manager to make it work. There are a lot of cases where intensive management isn't there or 
people don't really want to do it Maybe you don't feel like it is giving you any advantage." 
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Farmer 2. "Yeah." 
Moderator "So I assume that yields would be reduced with ridge till? " 
Farmer 1. "Not in the best of cases. If they force everybody in this room to go to ridge till, there 
would be three of us that would do a good job farming without loa yields. The rest of us would farm it. we 
wouldn't, in five years we would probably be so mad that we would sell out I mean, I think that it is a special 
type offarming and I think a lot of us couldn't adapt and do the job, we would have to keep our yields up...I 
think it takes several years for you to get good at it. It is going to Uike several years to be really proficient at it. 
And sometimes then you can't stand that fourfive years of loss. But a guy can't stand two drops in production 
till they get things in hand." 
Conventional &nners seemingly are locked into yield goals, and assumptions that yield 
translates directly into profit widiout any regard for production costs, a factor with which most Iowa 
producers are unfamiliar on their own operations (Imerman 1995). Rarely, if ever, did the 
conversations focus on profit per acre. Rather, it was in terms of bushels per acre. For example, one 
farmer talked of a neighbor who used ridge tillage. He judged his neighbors crop yield not the 
neighbors profit margin; 
Farmer I. "I visited with one neither several times who went to it and was trying it. And the first 
three years he raised miserable crops. One of the things he said ivos he had to, but finally, on the fourth and 
fifth year, why he was getting the handle on getting a lot better crop. But one of the things was, he had to 
learn, he went out and looked well should he spray or not. What IK finally decided he saw the weeds to be 
spraying and it was too late. And he had to learn this management thing and while he was going through that, 
economics was rough on it. Because he just raised miserable crops and then he made the remark, well thanks 
to the Lord I had the landlord that I did that was willing to go along." 
Farmer 2. "I knew a guy that ridge tilled and his landlord kicked him off." 
Farmer 3. "That is what I wonder, what is the yield robbing factor, because that plant is still ^ rawing 
in the same environment, in the same soil, in the fertility. But why is there a yield reduction. But it has got to 
be some other factor. " 
Another farmer's coimnent seemed to sum up everyone's perceptions about ridge tillage and 
its risk factors in one quick paragraph; 
"I guess I think it boils down to the economicsfirst andforemost and we're all out to make a profit. 
Ridge till has a tremendous increase in machinery cost That has got to be offset stmehow. I can get the same 
yields with ridge till as with no-tilL I can get the same yields with tto-tiU as with working the grotmd. If you are 
going to ridge till you have to band chemicals in order to off set some of the machinery costs. You probably 
need to bandfertilizer to off set some of those costs. You have to make sure you have to cultivate twice. I don't 
have that time that I can cultivate twice. And that is a necessity. If you don't do it, it is going to cost you. Now 
in our operation, we haul liquid manure on cUl of the raw crop acres. Have to contetui with cottipaction again. 
I can still make no till work tfl haul manure probably when I shouldn't be on frozen ff-ound and some of those 
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things. And I don't have the increased equipment costs and everything else. So I guess I feel that no-till is a 
better means to go than ridge till, long term and for everybotfy involved. We will still mamtain the erosion 
control we are after in ridge tilL " 
Consistent widi die format of die investigation there is evidence of an inconsistency in the 
information being disseminated about the production risks of ridge tillage. First farmers perceived a 
yield loss that die MAX figures did not report The information that ridge tillers shared also 
contradicted the conventional farmers' perceptions. First ridge tillers defend the concept of cutting 
herbicide costs: 
"We have seen it workfor our neighbor, wf^  won 7 it workfor us? One of the newer things is the 
banding of herbicides arui cutting the herbicides cost dawn significantly would, we're not putting as much 
product on the ground and possibility of reaching it and things like this, but." 
"The other thing is weed control, once you get ahead, you're done." 
Two conventional farmers really defended their ridge tillage neighbors and ridge tillage 
practices. Unknowingly the first conventional fanner is also defending the idea that smaller equipment 
can cover large amounts of acreage. The two conventional fanners said this about their neighbors who 
ridge till and ridge tillage's chemical usage; 
"M>. No. He has buffalo equipment, it may not be desirable to be in there when he is sometimes, but 
that buffalo equipment will go through water. It will do it It isn't like a cultivator with 5 shanks between raws 
or 3 whatever, 30 or 38 inch raws that has one big shank. He used to make it work. I think maybe, probably 
you're right as far as the chemical, you can save on chemical, with ridge till. That video was virtually the same 
as what I see in the year c0eryear production. He does it twice, he turns those cultours away the first time and 
cultivates when the itty bitty stuff about this tall and will come back the second time. Yea, he has got the 
guidcoKe on it. He covers more acres than what ytm think. But he can really gofaster either time. And it 
doesn't take very many hours to go over a lot of acres." 
"Well it depends an the type of season. No-tilling beans into com stubble, we need to have what you 
would classify a late spring where you go in with say Bladex and band it and bum off everything in the raw, you 
don't move any dirt around, trash and then you can ^ t a pretty even control So then you just cut your 
herbicide bill in half on my 30 inch rows with a 15 inch band arui cultivate it early and its fairly reasonable. 
But what you would limit, you know, if you ridge tilled knock the top of the row off it would cut your bum dawn, 
problems. The thing when they do ridge till meetings, if you go in there mechanically knock that ridge off 
whatever you spent for Roundup and whatever else to kill just didn't reach the planter." 
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As widi Ae neighbors to ridge tillers, ridge tillers themselves could answer die issues diat die 
conventional farmers had with re^>ect to ridge tillage. First the comments about cultivating were 
discredited. 
Farmer I. "You can sleep and cultivate 
Farmer 2. "The one nice thing aboM the buffalo cultivator that! have foundwas it tends to follow the 
rows a lot better than the conventional cultivator does," 
Farmer I. "Once your ridges have been established, as long as you st(Q> on it, it doesn't take a lot of 
guidance, it is when you fall asleep planting. But it is just like regular tillage, you know, you don't always stay 
awake doing that either." 
One fanner made this comment about cultivating and its time requirements: 
Farmer I. "You're spending time on the cultivator." 
And received this reply from a ridge tiller: 
Farmer 2. "Yea, but that is not the crunch time. " 
Another short conversation went like this: 
Farmer 1. "Aren 'tyou scared you are cutting roots when you are building ridges, e^ xcially on the 
second pass? " 
Farmer 2. "You don't have your sweeps off real wide." 
Farmer 3. "You are doing xmething wrcmg if you are. " 
In the next comment a ridge tiller mentions that he even can compete on the basis of yields. 
Conventional fanners saw yield loss as a major production ri^ 
"I would say that they made the statement in there about bean yields, they thought were unusual, but 
they are higher. My experience is the opposite, our soil types up here. 1 am consistently as high as our 
neighbor with his drill." 
Once again the conflict is evident between conventional farmers' perceptions of ridge tillage 
and the nature of ridge tillage according to ridge tillers, neighbors to ridge tillers, and the MAX data 
of ridge tillers' economic oqierience. For chemical reduction, cultivation, or yields, ridge tillage 
seems to be an appropriate response, but these ideas are simply rejected out of hand by most 
conventional farmers. 
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Production risk was also a concern with filter strips. This hairier inchided &nners' fears of 
equipment damage resulting fixnn increased likelihood of gopher, badger, and coyote holes, to 
increased infestations of pests that harm crops that could be found in die strips. More importantly, 
farmers saw grass creeping into fields from the strips as the biggest problem. 
Farmer I: "One thing we didn't bring up before, everybody knows that economic loss from crop on 
both sides of that grass strip. " 
Farmer 2: "Sure when they talk about pests, the chances of pest damage is the truth. You'll have 
damage." 
Farmer 3: "Even running chwn the terraces. When you have yottr bromegrass and gft a terrace. Get 
that bromegrass established " 
Farmer 1: "You work like crazy to get that bromeff^ ass established and then you can't slow it down. 
You know, it is growing in the field " 
Direct evidence of government regulations is not an issue in the production risk of filter strips 
because the government is not in the production risk business for filter strips. The government does 
focus on production risk for row crops in die form of disaster insurance. This is another example of 
competing government regulations that favor grain production over forage production. 
An interesting perception is that farmers do not mention soil loss as a risk to production or an 
economic loss. Not once did fermers in the focus groups mention the economic risk involved in soil 
loss. This concept is, again, consistent with Garret Harding's ideas in Tragedy of the Commons" 
because the cost of the soil loss is shared by society, and not the individual farmer. This lack of 
recognition of soil loss as a problem leads directly to the next barrier to conservation technology 
adoption, diat is, die practices are not perceived as effective conservation practices. If farmers do not 
perceive die problem, it is difBcult for them to see the solution to the problem. 
Barrier Four The Technologies are not an Effective Conservation Practice 
Barrier four is die farmers' perception of die two technologies as not being effective in 
controlling environmental damage. On the environmental side, we have ahready seen that farmers are 
not convinced that ridge tillage reduces chemical usage, one of its environmental selling points. 
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Farmers thought ridge tillage would increase the chances of sofl erosion. This point almost alw^s 
brought the response that no-till had an advantage in soil savings, especially in hilly regions. This 
conversation was a typical viewpoint of the focus group farmers: 
Farmer I: "And like I told you earlier, because of the, / don't think it is a good soil conservation 
thing. You might tfunk about that and ridge till that is, but irt my estimation. It gathers too much water in your 
law spots." 
Farmer 2: "And when it breaks loose it really takes a loL " 
Farmer I: "No-till is far superior as far as I am concerned in water conservation and soil 
conservation." 
Farmer!: "Because you are never loosening that soil up that much." 
Farmer 1: "No and you don't gather as much water. " 
Another farmer said this: 
"7 think we can do a betterjob in conservation on hill ground if we are no-tilling beans with a drill 
into com stalks and then coming back and no-tilling com into the bean stubble. Because there we've dug out 
all this residue on top. Or even if you're talking about working these cornstalks once or so, which is still going 
to have more residue on top. After they planted, it was pretty black. And they hadn't even cultivated yet. After 
they cultivated it twice, it is not going to be any different than, actually it was plowed and then disced it and 
then drilled it. So my thinking is this is more for a level ground than it is for a hill top. " 
These farmas repeated the concept that ridge tillage is appropriate "anywhere but here". 
Again, the conventional farmer is promoting the use of two equipment systems, a no-till bean drill and 
a conventional planter; a concept farmers rqect in die use of ridge till. Farmers throughout die focus 
group smdies seemed to &11 into this contradiction. 
Continuing the non-effectiveness as a conservation practice theme two more farmers comment 
about die amount of soil diat was moved in ridge tillage: 
Farmer I: "In the amount of soil you disturbing in our area, you just are moving way too much soil to 
ridge till. Even on /cp of the ridge." 
Farmer 2: "I don't think / would be in canpliance." 
Farmer 2 was talking about government regulations for Highly Erodible Land (HEL). If 
farmers do not meet the government standards for residue left on top of die soil they loose their 
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goveniment subsidies. The &imer felt ridge tillage would not meet the govemment standards. A ridge 
tiller had diis imiiqial answer to die erosion problem: 
"There are two things about that First thing you do with ridge till even though Iowa State does not 
believe this, you ridge till, you should go up and dawn the hills instead of on contours. For the simple reason, 
for it is on contours or sideways, you got the sheet erosion where the water will come together and it will take a 
whole bunch of water and all the raw valleys. If you go up and dawn the Mils with ridge till and you are on 30. 
36, arui 38" you will just have that amount of water running in each q)ot. Your ridge is so high, you will only 
have that much. I ant on 36 so I don't ever at any time up and dawn the hill have any bigger area than 36" of 
water even in a gully washer rain naming. So you don't get that huge sheet erosion where you have maybe 10 
acres or 20 acres come together and taking up 20 foot swath out of there a foot deep. Second thing is you have 
got to remember. You never run any molcBioardplow or chisel shanks in this ridge till ground So you are not 
doing real deep tillage. Your sweeps, your ridges on your cultivator are taking the loose soil that you stirred up 
firomyour v shank here and throwing it into the ridge. So when you get a big rain the water comes off the ridge 
into that row into this valley and it is solid soil where that water is running. It is not stirred up from heavy 
tillage equipment and it is just solid And that, the only time that will happen is after you are ^ ne building 
your ridges. All the rest of the area you have a lot of residue and completely undisturbed soil. So naturally, if 
you have a big gully washer, some soil will move in each one of those little valleys, but it is not near as much as 
you think, because this ground is solid because of the type of machinery used And Iowa State is still telling us 
to contour that ground, but I have talked to a lot of veteran ridge tillers at the Ridge Till Convention and they 
say go up and dawn the hills because you just have that small amount of water and, I call them my v troughs 
that Iform. And that will never be a huge river of waterflowing that you have when you get these big sheet 
erosions that get the gullies. " 
A conventional fanner defends ridge tillage and the way his neighbors who ridge till stop 
erosion in ridged fields: 
"Well, you decide whca you want to do. These guys that I know, they started ridge tilling about'88. 
They have got more waterways than what most people have. In fact, the only place they have their waterwc^  is 
where you're really suppose to have them in the first place. Where we do tillage on the hill, if you get any place 
where the dirt washes out, you should have a little bit ofa grass, maybe five feet wide to start with. And that's 
all they've done. They've gone in and planted those strips up the hill with ff^ ass and they just don't farm it 
They don't have too much trouble." 
In summaiy, ridge tillers and their neighbors contradicted the conventional farmers' 
perceptions. It is ironic diat ridge tiller's neighbors will defend ridge tillage but not adopt the system. 
This is a direct contradiction to the model that Rogers promotes. In the adoption and difiusion model, 
neighbors talking to neighbors and observing neighbors are the main lines of communication to 
transfer technology (Rogers 1995). This contradiction is fiirther proof that the adoption and diffiision 
model is of questionable use in die modem agristracture ^ stem. 
The use of filter strips has the same problem as ridge tillage. Conventional farmers perceived 
them as being not environmentally effective. The conventional farmers did give ocamples of why 
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filter strips were perceived as ineffective as environmental solutions to erosion problems. The biggest 
reason was that water enters a water system in only a few locations and not all along a filter strip 
system. A typical response was: 
"I have a problem with the concept of the filter strips in the, they put die strip entire length of the 
stream, how much water goes into the entire lertgth of the stream? Water will run to the lowest point Whydo 
you need a filter strip from this law point to that law point, cause water will run through iL Whereas a 40 foot 
wide strip, six feet out in the field in the low spot is going to catch everything that is going to run in that area. 
Why do we need a strip the entire length? " 
The famier sees the potential benefit of filter strips along streams, but questions the wisdom 
of the government rule makers. If a strip was only required where water enters a stream, giving 
farmers back some control over the process, it m^ be assumed that this fsmer would adopt the 
technology. The farmer's logic is undeniable, but once again govermnent regulations prevent the 
farmer fixim applying his knowledge. This concept leads into the next the barrier to conservation 
technolo  ^adoption. 
Barrier Five: Govermnent Regulations 
Government regulations not only aSected filter strip adoption, it is an issue that needs 
addressing fi'om the point of view of ridge tillage adoption also. Govenmient regulations were not 
mentioned as often with ridge tillage as with the filter strips, but implicidy there were concerns. Two 
farmers were recorded saying: 
Farmer I. "Well I think that is kind of why most people have gone to either a like a no-till or 
extremely reduced till and don't do the ridge till and that kind of stuff because the margin is not that much in it. 
And, you, and with the rules that we have got to farm by now, you know, you have to make the break there 
someplace know, if it isn't going to cost you any more to do it than or makes you a little more. I guess is the way 
you should, I mean that is the reason I have gone that way is because, you know, they're not going to let us do it 
anyway, so you mi^  as well as save your money when you can." 
Farmer!. "You have to comply. We know that Everybody has to comply to the rules. TheSCS 
rules. So we try to use equipmeru we got and expenses that we can stand to get the most yield we caru I guess 
everybocfy kind of does what they like the best or familiar with or something." 
Ridge tillers never commented directly on diis abject of die discussion so no additional 
information conflict applies here. However, the ridge tillers and the ridge tilling neighbors had to be in 
compliance with the Soil Conservation Service's r^ulations just as did conventional farmers. This in 
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itself is an infonnation conflict because die conventional farmers most be aware tfiat dieir neighbors 
who use ridge tillage have to comply with erosion regolations. 
Fanners cited government r^olations and die vfay diQr influence &iming practices as a major 
barrier to adoption of permanent vegetative filter strips. The barrier was mentioned forty-four times at 
the meetings, and was the third most often mentioned barrier to the adoption of vegetative filter strips. 
These following two farmers give a sample of the comments: 
Farmer I. "The other thing is, the federal government does everything they can to discourage it too. 
Because, well, if tee Imd some rolling land that we attempted to raise hay on and every year when the hay was 
plentijiil and the price was low, then you couUbt't harvest the set aside. But if you gpt good yearfor hay when 
hay producers were liable to make a little money then they released the set aside." 
Farmer 2. "Yip." 
Farmer!. "And then the hay wasn't worth anything agairL Plus also if you planted the hay then titey 
considered you 're not farming it so it doesn't count in your acreage base. It just, you know, and then you come 
along if you have had it in hay and you watted to put it in CRP, can't do that because you weren't farming it up 
and dawn the slope and making it erode. I think they do everything they could possibty do to make it bad to 
raise hay." 
The concept just mentioned is a direct link to the fence-row to fence-row cheap food policy of 
the United States government. United States farm policy is geared to produce grain, and not forage. 
The following is a conversation about the arbitrary manner in which policies are administered: 
Farmer I. "I have always wondered why it is so along, well, like streams with the CRP Program and 
now with the wet land reserves, you know, why people don't put that ground into reserve." 
Farmer!. "Because they won't accept it. We try to get 66foot strip and if it is flat on a stream and 
they wouldn't take it." 
Farmer 3. "You and I can attest to that because we were the ones that, we bid it in. " 
Farmer 4. "That is right." 
Farmer 5. "At what level was it rejected? 1 mean at the county level." 
Farmer 3. "It was rejected at all of the offices." 
Farmer 5. "At the state level." 
Farmer 3. "As far as we know it was in Washington, right? 
Farmer 4. "Yip." 
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Farmer 6. "I had afarm we used to farm we put 50 acres in the ten year reserve. That was the first 
year that they come out with the wet land flap. 24 raws dawn line. It is not a waterway but a shallow drainc^  
ditch, 24 raws along that, but they wouldn't allow it because they said it was wet land That is a silly rule. 
Finally they got the right guy in the office at the ri^  time, he said we wouldn 't have too put it in." 
Farmer?. "See this is just what just scares the hell out of me here in America. Wie are going to 
centralized pkmning, I spent time in Russia and I have seen what centralized planting means, what free medical 
care means. Always, and we're going to that. It is unresponsive to the system. And we're adopting that kind of 
a system and scares the hell out of me." 
Fanners mentioned several different means by wiiich the government was interfering with the 
adoption of filter strips or die basic use of grass and hay as a conservation measm«. From the 
perspective of the &nners participating in the focus groups this is a structural barrier to adoption 
external to the control of farmers. The finstration to farmers concerning this issue was pointedly 
expressed. 
Barrier Six: Landlords 
The final barrier to adoption was the lack of control over the adoption process. There have 
been several comments about landlords in previous categories of barriers. Several comments were 
about landlords and their control over die means of production. Over half of the land farmed by the 
focus group fanners was rented. At least one farmer at every focus group mentioned landlords as a 
problem in adopting eidier conservation system. This final comment pertained to the adoption of filter 
strips: 
"Landlords, when you can get cash rent, want you to farm right up to the creek." 
It seems that landlords, even retired farmers, lack die land stewardship values that farmers are 
often given credit for practicing. 
In addition there was one comment from a farmer who also happened to be the son of the 
local banker. This &rmer, along with landlords, represent local capital as part of the triple alliance. 
The fanner did work in the bank and when talking about ridge tillage he mentioned that the bank had 
never loaned money for ridge tillage equipment but die opposite was true for no-till drills. 
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""It isJura^  at the bank, I haveJmanced a lot of machinery aver the years, but I don't think I have 
financed one piece ofridge tillage equipment Cultivator maybe, I mean it is Just not a big thing. Drills, 
financed an amamn of those and have a lot of them, a ton customers, y<m know tried that the last couple of 
years." 
It is not clear if the banker simply has no ridge tillage customers, or he simply does not 
promote lidge tillage. Another possibility is tfiat he has ridge tillage customers but they do not need 
equipment loans. In any case we see a banker supporting die adoption of no-till soybean drills, die 
dominant trend in conventional agriculture, a trend that he follows in bis own farming operation. This 
link to the farm financial structure is not conclusive evidence of a trend, but it does fit the pattern diat 
has emerged firom die data. 
Summary 
In summarizing the qualitative analysis of conventional farmers' unwillingness to adopt ridge 
dllage, there is a clear pattern of information conflict Aldiough this conflict is evident firom die 
numbers in the desOTptive statistics, the real impact of the conflict simply is missed with statistics 
alone. As shown, there are inconsistencies in the w^ farmers perceived ridge tillage's yield goals, 
how it will work on their farms, die economics of ridge tillage, and diat ridge tillage will increase the 
production risks of weeds and erosion problems. Famiers with ridge tillage experience, either 
personal or through watching neighbors, could answer every objection that conventional farmers had. 
Clearly there is a problem somewhere in the information system. When the information problem is 
added to an ever-growing amount of MAX data diat also contradict die fkmers' perceptions, the 
infonnation conflict becomes extraordinaiy in scope. This conflict in the information channels used 
by fanners calls for a rethinking of the adoption and difiusion model. The move into an information 
age or die era of precision farming makes the information conflicts exposed critical to understanding 
timers' adoption process. 
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The conclusion about vegetative filter strips is clearly Aat ^nners woe nnable to adopt 
permanent vegetative filter strips because, most importantly, tfiere is no government p^onent for the 
acres that would be taken out of grain production. Government payments would cover the perceived 
maintenance and estahlishmait costs of the strips. A second concern was Ae lack of management 
used to maintain the strips. Farmers saw their own Arming practices as die cause of high maintenance 
costs for strips. Farmers also claimed landlords and the government controlled die decisions they 
made because of die power they held ovor die farmers. The pattern of dependent^ mentioned is clear. 
The government, in terms of no payments and regulations, and local capital, in terms of control over 
the majority of the means of production are seen as die major barriers to adoption of permanent 
vegetative filter strips. The remaining barriers to die adoption of strips can be linked to the same 
factors. Terraces receive government support, and the production risk is linked to the number of 
bushels to the acre and not the forage crop. Further, vegetative filter strips are seen as incompatible, 
primarily because of large equipment usage in the hills radier than the strips themselves. The only 
barrier identified that deals direcdy with the vegetative filter strip was its ineffectiveness due to the 
natural flow of water. 
The conclusions drawn fi'om the descriptive statistics in die original analysis of the MSEA 
study in an attempt to complete a traditional adoption and diffiision study leave several questions 
unanswered. One question is; Whom is to be believed if there is indeed an information conflict, the 
ridge tiller's perceptions of ridge tillage, or die conventional farmer's perception of ridge tillage? A 
second question is: Is the information provided by the ridge tillers of the focus group meetings 
generahzable to the population of ri(^e tillers as a whole? 
Due to these questions, a decision was made to conduct a follow-up case study of three of the 
neighboring ridge tillers to conventional fanning focus group members. The conventional farming 
focus group members identified die ridge tillers. The three ridge tillage farmers became die focus of 
the MSEA Ridge Tillage Case Study. The MSEA case study reinforces the comments of the ridge 
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tillers in tfie original focus group meetings, shows evidoice of the source of the information conflict, 
and also sheds new light on how the ridge tiUage system is being used. 
Before looking at die results of die MSEA Ridge Tillage Case it is important to 
formulate the "Local Dependency Theory" as it applies to the local farming community. Chapter V 
will begin by explaining how the qualitative data and analysis support the dependency theory on die 
local level. Only after die Local Dependency Theory has been described will die MSEA case study be 
introduced to give added support to the theory. 
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CHAPTERS 
LOCAL DEPENDENCY THEORY 
The MSEA data show that Iowa farmers are constrained by various structural factors when 
they make production decisions for row and forage crop production. Specifically, the focus group 
farmers felt constrained when making die decisions to adopt the conservation technologies of ridge 
tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips. The constraints mentioned by the farmers ranged fix}m 
government regulations that restrict certain types of crop production, to lack of control over the capital 
resources needed in row crop production. Farmers also felt constrained by a price squeeze that 
resulted in the need to farm fence-row to fence-row when considering vegetative filter strip usage. The 
final constraint indirecdy identified by the farmers in the focus group study was the information 
conflict that surfaced in the ridge tillage discussion. 
These constraints identified by the farmers are seen as strong indicators that the local fanning 
community is dependent on outside institutions when making production decisions. Farmers stated 
that they were dependent on the government for price supports and environmental regulation of fragile 
resources. The same farmers identified local landlords as a constraint to land management decisions 
and machinery purchases. In addition farmers were seen to be dependent on an information system 
that was producing conflicting information that results in a failure to adopt conservation technology 
(Nowak 1992). Finally, farmers were dependent on a technology cycle (Cochrane 1979) that promotes 
large equipment and acreage that results in a cost price squeeze that severely restricts the farmers' 
decision making. 
These relationships all point to a dependency situation. The local dependency theory that will 
be detailed in diis chapter will illuminate this dependent situation that famers are facing. The local 
dependency theory is based on the dependency dieory of development that is used at die intemational 
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level of analysis. The difference betweoi die local dependency dieoiy and the international 
dependency theory will be ttmr the local dependency theory will change units of analysis to die local 
level in order to eq}lain the dependency situation exposed by the &nners in the focus group studies. 
Adoption and Diffusion History 
Aside from the MSEA data diat exposes problems with the adoption and diffiision model, 
several scholars are also calling the development of an alternative to the adoption paradigm. The 
modernization theory of development and its counter part the adoption and diftusion model of 
technolo  ^adoption are of little use in the modem era of globalization of the economy. McMichael 
claims that globalization of the economy has brought an aid to modernization and developmentalism 
because of die debt crisis around die world (1994,1996). William Lockeretz recognized problems of 
conservation technology adoption findings in many adoption and difiusion studies. He wrote in 1990 
that what we know about fanners who adopt conservation practices is preciously litde (1990). He cites 
numerous studies that claim knowledge of farmers adoption of technology patterns with values 
(explained variation) as low as .02, diat are significant because of die sheer size of the sample. 
Lockeretz argues that sociologists actually know very litde about the farmer's decisions. In conclusion 
Lockeretz pushes for different models and experimental designs m die hope that they might shed new 
light on a difficult problem (1990). Van Es has also called for a new direction in the studies of the 
adoption of conservation technologies on the farm. Van Es claims the adoption and difiiision model 
is basically irrelevant in the modem structure of the agricultural system (van Es, 1983). In 
confirmation of van Es' and Lockeretz's arguments, the original MSEA report utilizing the descriptive 
MSEA data and the adoption and diifiision model resulted in identifying attributes of ridge tillage and 
permanent vegetative filter strip usage that are technically correct, but miss the indications of 
dependency. The original study findings claimed ridge tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips 
needed to be profitable, effective, simple, flexible, and must not be considered as unusual (MSEA 
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1996). Although the fanners did indicate diese problems, the report as written did not include 
information conflicts and dependency indicators that are interrelated with the total adoption process. 
The problem is die adoption and difiusion model cannot explain diese factors because of its 
reliance on the concept of rational choice. A farmer cannot adopt a technolo^ by rational choice if 
the choices presented to him are not rational. If a fanner is told that ridge tillage will increase 
machineiy costs and at the same time is being told ridge tillage will reduce machinery costs, diis 
conflicting information is irrational to the farmer. There is nothing rational in informadon that is 
contradictory. Consequently, for farmers die only rational choice is to not accept the irrational 
informadon. The result being diat the conservation technology, ridge tillage, is not adopted and the 
fanner continues with a conventional tillage system because of the consistency of conventional 
informadon with personal experience. Rational choice should mean faimeis evaluate a technology on 
its total positive attributes and negative attributes. Farmers should evaluate a new technolo '^s relative 
advantages over current technology, compatibility with current technology, and the new technology's 
complexity, trialability, and observability (Rogers 1983, 1995). The concept of rational choice 
becomes severely limited when conflicts of infonnation occur, limiting the farmers ability to evaluate 
a given technology. A similar problem arises with dependency. If a farmer is dependent on 
government price supports for profitability, the rational choice is to accept the government price 
supports with the accompanying regulations or cross compliance rules, or become unprofitable. 
Basically the rational choice becomes *^0 farm or not to farm", a very limiting choice. In the case of 
vegetative filter strips the government has set regulations that discourage die practice or eliminate 
profitability. Com bases for cropland, release of Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) h^ in drought 
years, and grazing permits for westem catde all discourage h^ and grass as a cash crop. Under the 
government regulation system the restricted rational choice eliminates the option of vegetative filter 
strips. The focus group farmers identified diese examples and realized their rational choice in adopting 
ridge tillage or vegetative filter strips basically was limited to whatever the present govenunent 
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regulations favored. Hiese dependency indicators have to be ignored by investigators that rely on a 
model of adoption that relies on a farmer's &eedom to choose among a number of viable altonatives 
to his/her technology needs. Ignoring the problems of dependency indicators and information conflict 
only perpetuates confusion in understandii  ^the adoption process. The indicators exist even though 
they are ignored. 
The phenomenon of lack of adoption of conservation technologies is not simply limited to 
ridge tillage or vegetative filter strips. The reality is that few, if any, conservation technologies are 
adopted on the farm based on the merits of conservation alone. There are examples of conservation 
practices that are being adopted, but they have been sold on their economic advantage and not the 
conservation advantage. Deep chisel plowing and no-till planting are two examples in this category 
(JSWC 1983). Other conservation practices, like terracing, are only effective when the government 
cost shares their installation. 
Beus and Dunlap clarify the problem of farmer adoption of conservation technologies in the 
article "Conventional versus Alternative Agriculture" (1990). In their article they identify elements 
that characterize conventional agriculture. These characteristics include the terms centralization, 
dependence, competition, dominance of nature, specialization, and exploitation (1990). Bues and 
Dunlap repeatedly use die concepts found in dependency. According to Bues and Dunlap dependency 
implies four separate concepts. The first is that farming relies on large capital-intensive production. 
Secondly, dependent production requires external sources of energy, inputs, and credit. Third, 
conventional agriculture fails if not for consumerism and die maricet And finally, dependency means 
a reliance on science and experts (1990). The similarities between diese concepts and the concept of 
the dependency dieory of development in third world countries are striking. These similarities will 
help fiame the dependency theory and its use in the terms of the Iowa farmer. The goal is to explain 
why production technologies are adopted readily by Iowa fanners while environmental innovations are 
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not given an equitable chance to be adopted through the social ^ stem of agriculture. Fanner 
dependency on the stiuctui'e of conventional agriculture will be the explanation. 
Dependency Theory 
The question that needs clarification at this point is; who is m control of the adoption process, 
the agristructure system or the fanner? The argument in this dissertation is based on dependency 
theory that in turn is based on critical or Marxian theory. These are structural theories that are founded 
on the concept that the structure of die economy will basically be the driving force in the social 
system. Consequently, it must be assumed that die agristructure system is die driving force behind the 
adoption of technologies. This concept does not mean that the farmer has absolutely no choice in 
his/her adoption decisions. In Chapter 2, Frank was quoted as saying that as satellites distanced 
themselves firom the metropolitan they gained independence (1969). The same phenomenon holds for 
farmers, as we will see in die MSEA Case Study. The ridge tillers will be distancing themselves fi'om 
the agristructure system to a degree that allows some choice in their adoption decisions. This is a 
structural argument, but choices can be made in the agristructure system if a farmer distances 
himseldierself from the system. 
In order to clarify this structure/agency debate the dependency theory must be introduced. But, 
before the theory is applied to the fanning sector in Iowa, it is important to understand the origins and 
development of dependency theory. Historically, dependency dieory was an answer to the 
shortcomings of the modernization theory of development in less developed countries (Blomstrom & 
Hettne 1984). The modernization theory of development was utilized by functionalists to explain 
international development from the perspective of the developed countries (So 1990). In response, 
dependency theory was a view of development from the third world perspective (So 1990). Similariy, 
the local dependency dieory will be used to explain adoption of conservation technology from the 
farmers' perspective. 
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The dependency school of development arose out of Latin America as a result of the fafled 
programs of import substitution industrialization (ISI) in the 1950s and 1960s (So 1990). The theory 
was based on Marxist ideas diat third worid counties were being exploited economically by the 
industrial imperialist countries of the north (Emmanuel 1972). Originally, the dependency school was 
very critical of die international division of labor. The school felt diat the underdeveloped countries 
were being exploited as producers of food, raw materials, and commodities by the developed 
countries. An unfair trade relationship developed out of this relationship between the satellites, or 
dependent countries, and Ae metropolitan, or developed countries, because the developed countries 
provided manui»:tured inputs into the production process, while diird worid counties had only raw 
materials to seU. The dependency evolved because the value of the inputs exceeded the value of 
raw materials and food. This situation meant diat ever increasing amounts of exports were needed to 
pay for the needed inputs (So 1990). 
There is a parallel between Iowa farmers, the satellites, and agribusiness, die metropolitan. 
Iowa farmers today are producers of raw commodities for export When export demands drop so do 
farm prices (Sharpies and Hart 1991). The current drop in demand for grain in Asia is resulting in a 
commodity price crisis in the United States. Agribusiness supplies all the manufactured or value added 
products at ever increasing prices, while farmers have only the commodities to trade. 
The dependency theory is based on structures diat exist in the dependent relationship. This is 
consistent with the Ryan and Gross (1943) seed com study's conclusion diat the adoption process is a 
social process and not simply a process of economics. In order to understand the stmcture of 
dependency, the following definition is helpful: '^ dependency assumes the form of dependence when 
some countries can expand and be self starting, while other countries can do this only as a reflection of 
that expansion," (Dos Santos 1971; 226). This means that developing countries have little choice but 
to copy development diat takes place in developed countries. An example is die developed world's 
change to container fireight in foreign trade. The developing world had to follow suit or lose out on 
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trade opportunities. Consider diis same relationship between &nners and agribusiness institutions. 
Because of the dependency situation outlined above, as agribu^ess expands into precision 
agriculture, bio-genetic engineering, and other technological advances, ftrmers have litde choice but to 
expand in the same direction. This is the technological treadmill described by Cochrane (1993). 
Farmers who innovate technologies like ridge tillage have n^ligible effect on agribusiness, and are 
labeled counter culture famiers (MSEA 1997). 
The most important contribution to the classical dependency theory by Dos Santos is his 
insights into balance of payments as diey exist in dependent situations. Dos Santos has duee pointe 
that will relate to the Iowa farm. First, he explains how highly monopohzed markets consistently 
lower the price for raw commodities while at the same time increase the price of manufactured 
products. Secondly, exploiting high levels of profit fix)m the developing nations results from foreign 
control over the dependent economies. And third, foreign financing becomes necessary for the 
developing country to make production goals and pay debts (Dos Santos 1971). 
All three of these factors are seen on Iowa farms. Monopolized markets by machinery 
manufactures, chemical suppliers, or grain dealers is a given in modem agriculture (Heffeman 1993, 
1996). These monopolies control the profit that filters down to the farmer, and the great middle class 
subsidizes the production (Heffeman1996). 
Local Farm Dependency 
The first step in applying die dependency theory to local Iowa agriculture is to specify die unit 
of analysis. Dependency theory originally was used to understand the relationship between nations of 
the world. At this level of analysis the mstitutions of governments, TNCs, and economic structures of 
the capitalist powers were examined at die global level. Similarly the analysis of die structure of 
agriculture in Iowa will also use governments, TNCs, and economic pU^rers, but at die local 
institutional level not the national level. Some would claim there is a difference because nation states 
can be self-starting and go their own direction while local communities can not Both McMichael 
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(1996) and Airighi (1990) claim diat in the modem qrstem of globalization even nation states, die 
United States included, are no longer masters of tbeir own destiny. Bonanno goes one step further 
when he states TNCs are hampering the political sphere in their duties, and that TNCs now have die 
ability to bypass the state in dieir decision making process (Bonanno 1994). 
Today, TNCs and their mobile capital literally can dictate their own terms to nation states 
(Michael 1996, Arrighi 1990, Bonanno 1994). The United States government is involved in economic 
imperialistic domination of the developing countries that serves die TNCs (Dos Santos 1970), much as 
it has been influential in creating farm policy that has lead to dependence of farmers on the TNCs. 
The TNCs that are at the heart of the exploitation of the diird world also have a highly visible presence 
on local Iowa fmms. A short list includes: Bunge, ADM, Continental Grain, John Deere, Case, 
General Motors, Ford, Monsanto, B^er, and ConAgra (Monfort), among others. All of these 
companies conduct business internationally, as well as domestically. 
Additionally local investment capital is used to siqiport die TNCs. Local investment money in 
the United States has filtered into the stock and commodities markets for the benefit of local capital 
and TNCs, money that could be used for economic development at the community level. The trend 
today is to invest in the stock market or mutual funds because of die high retum on the investment 
offered by the TNCs. If the same money was invested locally to develop local production or maricets 
die dependency would be diminished. A quick look at the recent trends in mutual funds and die stock 
markets are indicators of diis avenue for investment money (Economist 1994, Money 1996). 
The basic premise of the dependency theory is the unequal terms of trade between the 
metropolitan, die developed countries, and die satellites, the underdeveloped countries (Emmanuel 
1972). In local dependency dieoiy, die metropolitan is die sector of the structure of agriculture diat 
includes large agribusiness, die land grant university system, and the government The satellites 
include small local business diat depends on agriculture, the community of farmers, and rural 
communities as a whole. In diis relationship between die metropolitan and satellites, at die local level. 
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there has been an ever-increasing gap in die tenns of trade (Jafifee 1985). With the exception of 
spiking commodity prices in the summer of 1996 and a period of high prices in the early 1970s 
commodity prices for com, oats, wheat, and soybeans have held steacfy^ since die 1950s and befwe 
(Ag. Stats. 1994). Conversely, the prices of inputs into production have increased more than ten fold 
over the years. Contemplate the cost of a 730 John Deere tractor in the 1950s that cost about S5,000 
to an 8560 four wheel-drive John Deere tractor that costs in excess of S100,000 today (Ryerson 
Implement, 1998). The same pattern exists with chemicals, land, other machinery, record keeping 
equipment or any other inputs into productioiL 
The similarities between die international dependency theory and the metropolitan and 
satellites of a locally dependent system of production agriculture have been developed. The task now 
is to apply die principles of international dependency dieory to the structure of agriculture in Iowa. 
Dos Santos used several key terms when explaining the concept of dependency. Dos Santos explained 
dependency of the satellites in terms of financial-industrial sector, technological-industrial 
dependency, balance of payment problems, and a technological monopoly (So 1990). All of the terms 
used in describing dependency at the international level apply to die structure of agriculture at the local 
level. It must be noted diat these terms are described within the key concept of industrialization. The 
recent trends in agriculture are leading Iowa farming in the general direction of industrial agriculture, 
lending support to the plication of Dos Santo's concepts. 
When dependent economies are under die influence of financial-industrial dependency, 
dependent countries are reliant on the export of commodities for consumption by die metropolitan 
(Dos Santos 1971). Here in Iowa and localities across the United States the trend is towards the 
industrialization of agriculture (Bues and Dunlap 1990, Heffeman 1994, 1996). This type of 
agriculture production is specialized and dominated by mono-cultures of cultivation. In Iowa the 
move towards a com and soybean rotation with few if any alternative crops is evident (Ag. Stats. 
1994). The focus groiq> farmers were exclusively raising com and soybeans as row crops, and only 
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averaged 30 acres of other small grams, out of an average of 931 acres &imed. Livestock prodnctioii 
has to a large extent been moved inside confinement bnildings where production is stricdy controlled. 
It is now accepted diat United States &nn output is dependent on exports (Sharpies and Hart 1991). 
Eighteen percent of United States beef exports to Japan alone come fix)m Iowa (Bettelspacher 1998a). 
Tod^ Iowa farmers have litde alternative but to export grains and meats to bodi domestic and 
international markets. Iowa farmers no longer have canning companies or local food processors to 
compete with the importation of food fit)m the Soudi and the West In these terms Iowa farmers are 
dependent on imports of food and exports of commodities (Sharpies and Hart 1991). 
The technological-industrial dependency by Iowa farmers is the next concept to be clarified. 
Technological-industrial dependency demonstrates how Iowa farmers acquire the technologies they 
utilize. There is litde debate that Iowa farms have become technologically advanced. The 
technologies provided by die triple alliance have become so advanced that farmers tod£^ are losing 
their mechanical innovative abilities. The focus group farmers mentioned that tinkering or self-
iiinovadon was not somediing they would be willing to do in order to master ridge tillage. The focus 
group farmers seemed content to buy their technology and preferred not to tinker with their 
machinery. The use of computers in production, guidance systems, sophisticated electronically 
controlled tractors, biological engineering, satellite technology, embryo transplants, and other 
technologies are commonplace on today's farms. 
The concept of technology use in industrial fanning is directly related to the previous concept 
of financial dominance of export economies. When farmers use exports to sell dieir crops, the 
monetary gain is reinvested in technolo^ that is imported. This technology is not necessarily 
imponed fixim across borders, but is definitely bought €mm the TNCs that control many of the 
exports. Two examples are ConAgra and Cargill that sell fertilizer, chemicals, and seeds to the 
farmer, dien buy grain and livestock back firom die farmers. In this case the farmer becomes a petty 
commodity producer, meaning the farmer is only an exploitable cost absorber for the TNCs (Geny 
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and Biikbeck 1981 & Mooney 1982). Pot sniq>ly, die fanner is used by large capital as a means of 
reducing its ri  ^in die production cycle (Wilson 1986). The risk inherent in raising crops is a risk that 
TNCs avoid by allowing local &nners to occupy this link in the vertical production chain. Farmers use 
the revenues from the export of raw materials, com and soybeans, to Cargill or ConAgra to buy 
technology, chemicals, seeds, and feed products, back from Cargill or ConAgra. This relationship 
demonstrates the unequal trade relationship because fkmers are selling raw materials and buying value 
added products. 
This unequal trade relationship creates a problem in die balance of p^onents between the 
metropolitan and the satellites (Evans 1983). Three points exemplify how the trade balance on the 
farm is at an advantage to the TNCs. First, die problem of highly monopolized markets leads to 
depressed commodity prices and exploitatively priced industrial products (Lauck 1996). In the United 
States it is felt diat any time the concentration percentage of a maricet exceeds forty-percent by the top 
four firms (CR4) die market is oligopoly controlled meaning it performs as if it were a monopoly 
(Heffeman 1994). The following are major markets for farmers and their CR4 percentage; beef 
slaughter 72%, hog slaughter 45%, flour milling 71%, soybean crushing 76%, dry com milling 57%, 
and wet com milling 74% (Heffeman 1996). The same relationship holds for input suppliers. How 
many tractor colors do we see in the field today? There are basically four suppliers: John Deere, Case, 
Ford, and Agco. In short, oligopolies that act as monopolies can set prices as they please, and have 
litde need for product improvement An industry example is Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM), a 
TNC involved in the CR4s of flour milling, soybean crushing, wet com milling, dry com milling, 
etfaanol production, and is owner of multiple grain elevators (Heffeman 1994). ADM recently pleaded 
guilty to price fixing in court (Associated Press 1996). By definition, price fixing means collaboration 
with odier companies to fix prices. At the time of diis investigation diere were expectations of fiirdier 
indictments. 
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The second point is that Iowa maikets are controlled by oligopolies. These oligopolies 
expropriate a high percentage of the profits fiom Ae agribusiness system. While fatmei s operate on a 
return to equity margin of 3-5% the median agriculture industry retum to equity is 18.7% (Hefieman 
1994). Firms widi which Iowa &tmers deal directly show the following profit percentages; General 
Mills 48.6%, Ralston Piirina 38.1%, Kellogg 32.8%, ConAgra 20.8%, Geo. Hormel 16.4%, ADM 
14.1%, and IBP S.8% (Hefferaan 1994). The Iowa farmer is dependent on the TNCs for markets, but 
also is opposed to them because of competition for agricultural profits (Wilson 1986). 
The diird point is the need for outside financing of the Iowa farmer. The need for financing is 
due to the unequal terms of trade, and the siphoning of excess profits by TNCs. In the diird world the 
financing takes die form of foreign aid (So 1990). In Iowa the financing has been the role of 
government giving price support payments and subsicfy^ payments to farmers. Support for United 
States agriculture by the tax-p^ers reached over 20 billion dollars a year in the farm crisis years of the 
1980s (Avery 1987). The focus group fanners repeatedly cited die lack of govenunent p^rments as 
the reason they could not adopt vegetative filter strips. Oligopolies in die maricet sector of die 
agriculture system do not pay prices high enough to farmers to support farming. As a result die United 
States tax-p^er is asked to pay the difference. In addition to direct subsidies die government makes 
indirect subsidies to farmers in the form of tax breaks for machinery, capital, and land. Much as 
foreign capital is needed to support dependency internationally, outside capital is constandy pumped 
into the Iowa farm to keep it afloat 
Finally, in comparing the Iowa farm to the dependency of third world countries, the idea of 
technological monopoly must be considered. This term is used in dependency theory to explain how 
foreign coital can enter a country caught in an unfair trade situation and exploit die workers as well as 
the structure (Dos Santos 1971). In Iowa the government is encouraged to give tax breaks and other 
incentives for TNCs to come to Iowa to exploit a work force that has few options at its disposal. As 
farmers and rural residents loose dieir businesses, a cheq) unemployed labor pool results. Osha Grey 
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Davidson states, 'Companies moving into diese areas are labor-intensive which low wages. 
Indeed, these companies look for just such communities, were land values are depressed and cheap 
labor is available." (Davidson 1990: 133). 
Gouveia sites the example of ConAgra in Nebraska in the 1980s. In the 1980s Nebraska, like 
Iowa, was suffering fix)m the farm crisis and over production. Gouveia explains that ConAgra was 
instrumental in diverting development funding and community block grants to the meat packing 
industries of Nebraska (1994). ConAgra is a member of die CR4 in beef slaughter, catde feedlots, 
pork slaughter, broiler production, turkeys, sheep slaughter, animal feed plants, flour milling, dry com 
milling, and multiple elevator ownership (Heffeman 1993). According to Gouveia, ConAgra forged a 
new '^ capital state relationship" (Gouveia 1994: 137) that has channeled almost all state development 
money to die food processing industry. Gouveia points to S4S million in tax abatements and a $2 
million block grant received by IBP-Lexington, Nebraska. Gouveia states that the same process was 
happening in Iowa and Kansas (1994). McNaughton (1991) has reported the same phenomenon. The 
result is agriculture TNCs can move into or threaten to move out of communities desperate for jobs of 
any kind. By diese means, TNCs may exploit all sectors of the economy: the export of raw 
commodities, the import of manufactured goods, and a domination of die local labor force. 
The companies involved in this exploitation do not necessarily need to be agriculturally 
related, diey only have to have a need for a cheap labor pooL Newton, Iowa and M^Oag Company's 
threat to leave town high lighted this very problem. Maytag, m an attempt to lower wages and receive 
govenmient subsides, threatened to leave Newton for a more profitable location if its demands were 
not met. Newton, die local labor union, and the State of Iowa, in their desire to keep its large labor 
pool working gave Maytag a financial incentive package worth 16.1 million dollars (Ryberg 1994). In 
this case, workers who have lost agriculture jobs over the years causing rural to urban migration, are 
now at the mercy of TNCs in every sector of die economy. Another example of the exploitation is 
rrW-ShakeprooC a General Motors subcontractor, that builds firont suspensions for cars in Gudme 
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Center, Iowa ITW focuses on towns with fenners in serious debt (Davidson 1990) as labor for home 
assembly of suspension parts. The work results in the exploitation of the total farm femily, including 
the children, for die ultimate boiefit of General Motors (Davidson 1990). 
Modern Dependency 
The points raised thus far are important to the local dependency theory, but more recently 
other authors have ecpanded on the theory to what is now known as the **New Dependency Theory'^  
(So, 1990). The new dieory includes a more historical-structural focus on die situation of dependency 
by the satellites. The modem dieory looks at class conflict and die state, it is much more socio­
political in focus, and it demonstrates how dependency can coexist witii development (So, 1990). 
One problem development theory historically faced was that at the international level it was 
felt by some that dependence and development could not coexist (So, 1990). The answer to this 
problem is seen in die "triple alliance" diat consists of an alliance among local capital, transnational 
corporations (TNCs), and the government (Evans, 1983). On the international level die members of 
the triple alliance find it mutually beneficial to have dependency by the satellites, while at die same 
time promote development for a select few inside the economy. It must be noted here that although 
the triple alliance enjoys mutual benefits, the three members of the triad are by no means equal in die 
amount of benefits received or power they hold as part of that triad. The present ^stem gives the 
TNCs the advantage of power with die government and local capital both in a subordinate position. At 
the local level, the TNCs find the alliance beneficial because the government sets up a market system 
that is veiy favorable towards TNCs. Government farm policies and the previously mentioned 
ConAgra influence on development money in Nebraska are two examples of diese favorable policies. 
ConAgra and local capital benefit bccause the government has set conditions for them to do so. These 
TNCs, many of which operate in Iowa, enjoy controls on labor, Iowa's right to work laws, and 
subsidies to production. An example of a subsidy is die depreciation tax for equipment purchases by 
farmers that promote new equipment purchases. TNCs also receive protection fiom governments 
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against loss (Evans, 1983). Examples of protection for TNCs are the government financing of die 
bankrupt Girysler Corporation and die Loddieed Company in die 1970s or the savings and loan crisis 
of the 1980s and 1990s. The local capital sector, or the petty bourgeoisie, enjoyed much the same 
privileges as the TNCs, but in addition they received low interest loans and were able to monopolize 
areas of production (Evans, 1983). Finally, the state benefits in an economy that has die appearance of 
development for die poor sectors, an influx of hard cash fix)m the TNCs, increased technolo^, and 
marketing experience (Evans, 1983) all of which can be seen on die local farming level in Iowa. 
A second problem the traditional dependency faced was its inability to incorporate historical 
structure into die theoiy. The power of die new dependency per^iective is the ability of the new theory 
to incorporate specific historical structures into dependency situations (So 1990). Just as Taiwan has 
developed differently than Brazil. Iowa, as part of the United States, has developed under dependency 
far difTerendy than third world countries. In addition Iowa has developed much differently dian many 
other states in the United States because of differing socio-economic history and geographic 
conditions. States like Hawaii or Florida have developed tourism around their location and seashores 
in conjimction with agriculture maricets for catde, sugar, and fiitit production. West Virginia and its 
dependency on coal extraction has a much different history and socio-economic oudook than does 
Iowa's dependency on agricultural products. The same can be said for Wisconsin or Minnesota and 
their development around dairy farming. They are caught m a different type of dependency situation 
than Iowa's, but th^r are caught none the less. Iowa has a unique history; in turn, it will have a unique 
dependency problem. 
A third improvement of die modem theory over the traditional dependency theory is its ability 
to focus on dependency from a class conflict perspective and the role of die state in the dependency 
cycle (So 1990). The state, as part of the triple alliance, is in alliance with local c^tal and the TNCs. 
The TNCs role in die triad is to expropriate profit from the satellites dirough import and export maricet 
control. Local capital's role is to provide capital investment for labor exploiting manufacturing in the 
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state. rrW-Shakepioof in Gutiirie Center, Iowa is an example. The local banker, Roger Underwood 
was die catalyst to bring rrW into Gntfarie Center (Davidson 1990). Through die use of the modem 
dependency concepts, the government's role in die domination of die satellites can now be explained. 
The state provides tax incentives and a fevorable climate for TNCs and local capital to enter Iowa and 
exploit the workers. However, the ambiguity of the farmers' social class and the state's role in 
promotii  ^the unequal terms of trade found in the dependency cycle have yet to be examined. 
Possibly one of the first social scientists to recognize the connection between big business, 
government, and the local farmer was Walter Goldschmidt in his ''As You Sow" study of Arvin and 
Oinuba, California (1945). Goldschmidt found as die amount of farm industrialization increased in a 
community, the quahty of life in die community dropped, or the di^arity between the resources of the 
owners of production and die working class increased. The community diat was surrounded by large 
farms had fewer paved roads, fewer parks, poorer schools, a larger number of people in poverty, and 
in general more social problems. The community characterized by small-scale agriculture had families 
with higher income levels, had more social involvement by the residents, had a broader range of viable 
social institutions and employed more people. Upon releasing the results of his study both big agri­
business and the government applied pressure on Goldschmidt to not release the data because it was 
damaging to the policies of bodi. Goldschmidt eventually abandoned two further studies on die 
subject because of diis pressure (Goldschmidt 1945). The governments involvemem in promoting, 
perpetuating, or covering up social disparity is evident in Goldsdimidt's problems. 
More recently die campaign finance problems that encompasses both political parties shows 
how money buys access to politicians. Duane Andreas of ADM has contributed heavily to both 
political parties as &r back as die Nixon administration (Carney 1995). An ADM jet flew Republican 
Presidential candidate Bob Dole around the Midwest in his presidential bid, at die same time Andreas 
contributed heavily to the Democratic campaign in 1996. ADM is not alone in its bid to influence the 
government The sugar lobby is very powerful in congress and works hard to irmintain sugar price 
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snppoits, and die tobacco lobby's cloot is l^endaiy. Past Secretaiy of Agricnhnre Mike Espy 
was accused of influence peddling widi Tyson Foods, buthasiecently been found innocent of the 
charges. On the other hand Tyson Foods did pled guilty to influoice baying in die Departmoit of 
Agriculture (Beitelspatcher 1998). The profit in this influence peddling is staggering. ADM receives 
more corporate welfare through alcohol subsidies and die benefit of cheap com dian aiQ^ other 
industry in America (Carney 1995). Further, Andreas and ADM benefit fix)m the sugar subsi(ty diat 
keeps sugar expensive in die United States because com sweeteners become competitive and 
profitable as a result of subsidies for sugar (Camey 199S). 
In Iowa die government's role in the dependency of farmers on the agnbusiness sector can be 
seen most cleaiiy in the nature of &rm pohcy. An example is die farm set aside programs of the 
middle 1980s. This programs lead directly to over production of feed grains because it required a com 
base to participate, a problem repeatedly mentioned in die focus groups. The result was that cow­
herds were liquidated and highly erodible land was brought into production to establish a com base. 
The evidence of this phenomenon can be seen in the increase in the combination of com and soybean 
acres between 1975 and 1997, die loss of approximately one million stock cows in the same period, 
and a reduction in hay, pasture and smflll grain acres (Iowa Agriculture Stats. 1975 and 1998). The 
focus group farmers repeatedly talk of farming highly erodible land. Record crops were produced 
under programs intended to reduce production, wMIe transfer payments to fanners increased (Facts on 
Iowa Agriculture 1976,1998). To further exacerbate die problem, the government continues to permit 
irrigation and subsidies to irrigate firagile land in order to produce more crops, including v^etables 
and fiuits in the Soudiem and Western United States that could be raised in Iowa under natural 
conditions. At the same time the govemmoit permits grazing of firagile westem public land so Iowa 
hills can produce com and not beef. Even die current Freedom to Farm Act prohibits farmers fixmi 
participating in die program if diqr want to diversify into fiuit farming, or graze livestock on com base 
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acres planted to alfal& (Otte, 1997). The lesah is finners must grow feed grams for the TNCs 
exploitation, widi subsidies supported by the middle-class ta^qpayers. 
State regulations on die local market sector of famntng communities are also devastating to 
local economies. Examples are die Occupational SafeQr and Healdi Administradon (OSHA) and food 
safety regulations placed on local food processors. These regulations have proven an ^ Iditional 
burden to and have helped lead to the closing of these businesses all around die Midwest (US GPO 
1996). Two examples of the reguladons that place additional costs on local meat processors are the 
requirement for unbreakable lighting in food processing &cilities and multiple sinks for die washing 
of food. These local food processors being driven out of business have eliminated a maiket option to 
the farmers, but has not given us a safer food supply. OSHA and food safety r^ulations have 
indirectly benefited die TNCs by eliminating competition. The examples of state intervention tum the 
dependency cycle fix)m one of economic subordination in the classic dependency dieory, to a 
dependency that is based more on socio-political as well as socio-economic forces as seen in the new 
dependency theory. 
One final point diat the modem dependency theory exposes about modem agriculture is diere 
can be development even widi dependenQ .^ The argument is diat even though development and 
dependency are opposing forces, there can be a situation where it is advantageous for the triple 
alliance to follow a path known as associated-dependent development (Cardoso 1973). Under 
associated-dependent developmoit it is seen as to the advantage of the triple alliance to have the 
dependent population develop enough economically so diat they can consume products produced by 
die triple alliance (Cardoso 1973). The relevance is that development depends on technologies 
supplied by die triple alliance, and not locally developed technologies. Ridge tillage is just one 
example of this concept The motivations of the land grant institutions that promote science and 
technology diat favor die TNCs and industrial agriculture (Hightower, 1973) quickly come into 
question when die concept of associated-dependent development is utilized. In Cardoso's argument. 
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development of tfae dependent pcqniladon is oippled because die technologies available to the public 
are not autonomous, but favor the TNCs (Cardoso 1973). 
An example of associated-dq)endent development can be seen in tfae area of soybean 
production. In recent years soybean producers have moved to narrow rowed beans, drilled beans, and 
air seeded beans. Now this development may or m^ not benefit &rmers because of added chemical 
costs, disease risk (Holin 1998), machinery purchases, and increased pressures of over-production on 
prices. On the odier hand, this development does sell machineiy and diemicals produced by TNCs, 
keeps a laige supply of soybeans going to market, and provides grant money to the land grant system 
to experiment with production as weU as marketing alternatives. 
Local Dependency Applied 
The logic of the local dependency dieoiy is sound, but it means veiy litde if it cannot be 
applied to a specific situation. The local dependency argument must explain Iowa farmers and their 
decision to not adopt ridge tillage or permanent vegetative filter strips if it is an appropriate dieoiy. 
The reality is that the local dependency theory can be used to explain why conservation practices are 
not adopted even when the systems are oivironmentally sound and have profit potential for the 
farmers. 
In contrast to the local dependency theory, the rational choice assumptions of die adoption and 
difKision of technology model mean there are unlimited market choices available to die farmer in his 
technology adoption process, and die farmer would be fiee to enter and exit die market at any given 
time, hi addition these assumptions assume that farmers have equal access to all available information 
(Rogers 1995). The data firom the focus groups show diat diese rational choice assumptions simply do 
not exist in die modem agristructure system; as die following comments from Chapter IV illustrate: 
"It •wouldn't pay you because it showed on that one little slide that, you know, you have $106 an acre 
cost and if you are putting, you know, 21% of the ground was into those strips. So that means, you know, ifyou 
are paying $ 90-$100-$110 an acre ca^  rent, it is basically a loss an 21% of the ground Idon'tknawtf 
there are too many guys around here that could, that could afford to do that, so. Ifyou look at it that way, it is 
too expensive (rf^ a project, unless there is some sort of subsidies." 
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''I knew a guy that ridged till cmd his landlord kidied him off.'' 
"And with the rules that we have got to farm by now, you know, they're not going to let us do it any 
way. so you might as well as save your money when you can." 
"You have to comply. We know thaL Everybotfy has to comply too the rules. The SCS rules." 
Farmer 1. "The other thing is, the federal goverrmwia does everything they can to discourage it too. 
Because, well, if we had some rolling land that we attempted to raise hay on and every year when the hay was 
plentiful and the price was low, then you couldn't harvest the set aside. But tfyou got good yea"for hay when 
Aqy producer was liable to make a little money then they released the set aside." 
Farmer 2. "Yip." 
Farmer J. "And then the hcQ/wam't worth anything again. Plus also tfyou planted the hey then they 
considered your not fanning it so it doesn't count in your acreage base. It just, you IOKJW, and then you come 
along if you have Aoc/ it in hey aruiyou wanted to put it in CRP, can't do that because you weren'tfarming it up 
and down the slop and making it erode. I think they do everything they could possibly do to make it bad to 
raise hay." 
"They wouldn't allow it because they said it was wet land That is a silly rule. Finally they got tf« 
right guy mthe office at the ri^  time, he sedd we wouldn't have to put it in." 
"LandUmis, when you can get cash rent, want you to farm right up to the creek." 
These statements indicate that rational choice has been severely limited by members of die 
triple alliance, namely: the government, and landlords. The connection between the TNCs and the 
government, mentioned earlier, indicates the triple alliance is also at work. In addition, the conflict of 
information exposed in the data indicates that rational choice is limited and constrained on the farm. 
Since the assumption of rational choice is no longer valid in die adopdon process, it is possible that an 
alternative theory better explain the adoption process on the farm. In f  ^die local dependency 
theory of development does explain die gaps in the adoption process left by die adoption and 
difiiision model. Widioiit rational choice the fiomer is caught in a dependent situation. Figure 2 is a 
model diat shows how the &rmer is caught in diis dependent sitiisifififi 
Dependoicy of die local farm economy is die reason the adoption and difiiision model of 
technology fails to explain conservative technology's lack of adoption. Farmers, in a dependency 
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Figure 2. Agristructure Dependency Cycle 
relationship widi the triple alliance find their rational choices severely limited because they are 
receiving information about production technology that &vors the triple alliance and not conservation 
technology diat generally is not in the interest of die triple alliance. Rational choice implies access to 
many information sources by the adopters of innovations, but in die case of conservation technologies 
die choice of infonnation is limited. In the case of conservation technologies, the information 
provided is information tfiat favors the interests of the TNCs diroagh dieir local dealers, and does not 
include infonnation about alternative forms of production. 
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It has been demonstratBd that Iowa agncultnre is dependent on the triple alliance and the 
TNCs in particular. Given diis scoiario, when Iowa Xaimers plan to biQr a new line of equipment the 
number one source of infimnation on that equipment is die supply dealer. When the faimer goes to 
receive information about chemical usage his number one source of infimnation is die chemical 
dealer. This pattern of information gathering will continue dirough all the input stages of production 
in which a fiomer seeks inibrmatioii, including credit In die past decade different studies show that 
farmers rely on their supply dealer as their number one information source (Schnitkey 1992, Ford 
1989, Ortmann 1993). The supply dealers are die representatives of the TNCs. If a farmer talVg to a 
John Deere dealer, who profits from selling equipment, the information received favors John Deere's 
equipment line. John Deere is part of an oligopoly (CR4) acting as a partial monopoly. In effect, the 
oligopoly makes mformation fix)m the few sustainable agriculture equipment dealers more expensive. 
Further, when the farmer talks to a fertilizer dealer, who also sells herbicides, about chemicals and 
ridge tillage effectiveness, he receives information diat benefits ConAgra or Monsanto. If the famier 
talks to a grain dealer, who sells grain to Cargill, who is also die local Cargill seed dealer, about the 
best seedbeds for com and beans, the dealer will sell Cargill beneficial information as well as Cargill 
seed. All of diese information sources have a financial stake in promoting their own varieties of 
production technologies. The financial or environmental needs of die faimer are not die dealers' 
primary interest Just as the financial or environmental interests of die farmer are not the primary 
interest of the TNCs, local capital, die government, or the lanH grant university system. 
A hypothetical example of this system's operations may be seen when a local farmer is 
contemplating switdiing tillage systems. The &rmer know a little about ridge tillage, but when 
talking to the siqiply dealers, be it equipment, chemical or seed dealers, the farmer will not receive 
information fivoring ridge tillage. Only if there is a ridge tillage equipment dealer in the local area 
will diis information barrier be overcome. Given that oligopolies dominate die equipment chemical. 
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and seed supplies, it is unlikely diat this ahemative infonnation will be readily available. Actually, Ais 
example is all too real as two of tbe MSEA FoUow-iq} Stu^ &rmas will demonstrate. 
There is one information source diat bas been missing fixnn this discussion of technology 
adoption. The missing source is the Land Grant Extension System. In dependency po^iective 
terminology die Land Grant Extension System is simply an extension of die triple alliance. The 
linkage can be seen in die fact diat the extension services are basically providing die same information 
as the supply dealers. In &ct, the dealers and TNCs are getting their informadon from the Land Grant 
University System (Walter 1994). Hightower (1973) suggests that not only do the TNCs and die 
government receive dieir informadon fix>m die Land Grant University system, but also that TNCs and 
die government dictate the direction of university research. This arrangement could clearly be seen in 
the debate between ISU's Agriculture College Dean David Topel and former director of the Center of 
Rural Affairs Marty Strange over the lai^e hog confinement &cility proposed to be built by Iowa State 
University and funded by the USDA. Dean Topei defended die facility by s^wg it would help Iowa 
farmers. When Marty Strange pointed out that Iowa producers were generally not on the scale of the 
proposed facility. Dean Topel had litde to (IPBN, 1994). It is important to understand diat United 
States Department of Agriculture money is being used for die confinement unit and diat Cargill, IBP, 
ADM, and odier TNCs are ail entering the hog confinement business (Freese 1997). The result is ISU 
would promote informadon and technologies that favor TNCs and not farmers. 
Finally, with this dependency dieory explanation and aganning that all die concepts and 
relationships depoidency dieory are tme, local dependency dieory explains die socio-political and 
socio-economic structure of die Iowa framing community. The advantage this theory has over 
traditional dieories ejqilaining farmer's bdiavior is diat it can account for the traditional adoption 
dieory's ideas about a tedmologies social attributes, and it can recognize problems in the social 
structure that are detrimoital to die adoption process, an idea consistent widi Brown's view of die 
adoption process (Brown 1981). By using local dependency dieory to understand famier's decision 
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making process, hopefblfy many of the problems of explaining the adoption of consovation 
technologies can also be understood. In the next diapter die MSEA Follow-up Stucfy^ of three ridge 
tillers will be presented. This study will fiirdier clarify local depoidency theory widi direct evidence 
that ridge tillage does have the attributes that should &cilitate adoption, but that other social problems 
exist in the structure of agriculture that prevent its adoption. 
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CHAPTERS 
MSEA CASE STUDY: 
FOLLOW-UP TO THE MSEA FOCUS GROUP STUDY 
The MSEA Focus Group Stutfy produced evidence diat &nners are not adopting ridge till^e 
and permanent v^etative filter strips on their farms for several reasons. The original conclusions, 
using the adoption and diffusion model, were that ridge tillage and permanent v^etative filter strips 
were not being adopted because the technologies were too expensive, and that farmers saw the 
technologies as being environmentally ineffective. The report also showed diat both technologies, 
especially ri(^e tillage, were too management intensive, the systems were not perceived to be flexible 
or compatible, and the technologies seemingly were associated with a counter culture (MSEA 1997). 
Contrary to the quantitative data, the qualitative data analysis showed that ridge tillage is not adopted 
because of information conflict, local capital restrictions, and government regulations. The research 
also showed diat permanent v^etative filter strip adoption was restricted by government regulations, a 
profit margin squeeze, and local capital restrictions. 
In order to evaluate local dependency theory, and solve the contradictory conclusions of the 
two data analyses, a second MSEA study of ridge tillage is analyzed. The second study, known as the 
MSEA Case Study: Follow-up to the MSEA Focus Group Study, was conceived as a vehicle to 
address several questions: Why was there such a pronounced difference between the reported results 
of the MAX data and ridge tillers experiences, and convoitional farmers perceptions? Why did die 
focus group members' neighbors who practiced ridge tillage not expoience the same barriers to 
adoption of ridge tillage? Was the ridge tillers' explanations in the focus groups generalizable to the 
population of ridge tillers as a whole? And finally, what was tbe source of the information conflict 
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reported in die origmal stuffy? The MSEA Case Study will be used to answer diese questions and 
confirm that there is evidence of dependency in the agristiucture system. 
Ridge till^e was the focal point in the case stuffy. The purpose of the case study was to 
closely examine ridge tillage farming operations and understand how the barriers to adoption of ridge 
tillage mentioned in the focus group stucfy had been overcome. It was clear that barriers to the 
adoption of ridge tillage could be overcome because participants of all but one focus group identified 
a farmer who had been successfiiUy practicing the system. The goal of the case stucfy was to 
understand why ridge tillers could adopt the ^ stem while odier farmers seemingfy could not 
In keeping with the qualitative dieme of the original focus group study, die second study of 
ridge tillers also was qualitative. The in-depth conversations of the fkmiers was felt to provide 
knowledge that quantitative data could not reveal. For this reason the case study approach as 
described by Robert Yin (1994) was employed.  ^Yin states that case studies can give investigators and 
policy makers unique insights into problems and dieir possible solutions. 
In the original focus group meetings, a participant in most of the groiq) meetings mentioned 
that he knew a neighbor or relative that was successfiiUy using or formeriy used ridge tillage. In one 
group there were actuaUy four ridge tillers in attendance. Because there seemed to be a large pool of 
identified ridge tillers originating from the focus group meetings, a decision was made to use some of 
these ridge tillers as die core of die proposed case study. The four ridge tillers that attended the focus 
group meetings had basicalfy expressed their opinions concerning die barriers they encountered, 
so they were not chosen for further study. However, diree ridge tillers one each from Lucas, Shelby, 
' A case study is closely examinii  ^a particular instance or individual that has the characteristics of the problem 
to be investigated. Just as physicians use case studies to investigate medical problems, social scientists use case 
studies involving small sample numbers to generalize findings or to focus on an mstance or issue that may be 
unique. In the case of ridge tillage it may be very diflScult to get a sample size large enough to obtain is 
considered significant statistics. In order to bypass this problem the case study of three &rmers utilizing 
qualitative data is a viable ahemative. 
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and Stoiy counties were identified at die focus groiq> meetings diat seemed to be successfully using 
ridge tillage on their &mis. These diree &rmers were subsequently contacted and they agreed to 
participate in die case study of ridge tillers. 
The objective of die case study was to address die foUowing issues: 
1. Verify or refute the ideas presented by the focus group ridge tillers, making the ridge 
tillage conclusions more persuasive and generalizable to the populadoiL 
2. Determine the basis and extent of die mformation conflict suggested firom focus group 
conversations in the original stucfy. 
3. Profile ridge tillers and detennine die validity of die assertions from the focus group's 
stereotype diat ridge tillers are marginal farmers, and determine the extent that they have 
average &rms and participate in the market system much as do the conventional farmers. 
The follow-up study was a simple case study design that combined the findings of the three 
farms in question. As a member of the research team, I visited each of the three farms chosen for the 
study, and spent approximately half of a day with each of die farmers. The purpose of the visit was to 
gain a basic understanding of each farm operation. The time spent on die farm was divided into two 
basic segments. The first segment was to spend a few hours with the farmer doing chores, and/or 
doing the farmer's normal farm routine in order to understand the farmer and the farm operation. 
Included in this part of the investigation was a tour of die farm to see the crops and how they were 
being cultivated and maintained. The second part of the farm meeting was conducting an 
approximately two hour semi-structured interview with the farmer to discuss the barriers to adoption 
of ridge tillage as identified by die focus groups. As with the focus group meetings, these interviews 
were recorded for later analysis. 
Fanners 
In order to understand the three farmers in the case stutfy, a brief synopsis on each farmer will 
be presented. It must be clear diat diese diree farmers are caught in much same dependency cycle diat 
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the focus group fiumeis are in, but these fanners have distanced diemsetves fiom the agricnhme 
system in small degrees. To &cilitate die discussion and to protect the fanners' identity, diree 
pseudonyms are used instead of real names. 
Larry 
Larry Larson is from Lucas County. Larry's ferrn lies on a ridge that runs along the river 
valley soudieast of Lacona, lA. Larry is in his mid-forties and has farmed the land he is living on 
since he bought it from his dad in die mid-70s. He lives in a ranch style home that his dad built, with 
his wife Lois and his son, one of three children. His other two children, a boy and a girl, have left 
home, but are living widiin an hours drive of the farm and do return to help on the &rm when they 
can. Larry is very proud of the fact that his &rm is die sole support of his family and at one point in 
die interview he asked; 
"If we need an outside job to support the form, then why would we farm? " 
Larry farms 280 acres of his own land and rents another 400 acres. He raises 375 acres of 
com and soybeans on this land along with about 100 acres of h  ^and pasture. The remaining land is 
still in timber. The row crop acres are mostly on flat to gently rolling hills, with only a small portion 
of the cropping acres &lling on steeper slopes. The com Larry raises all is fed to the 110 head of 
sows and the pigs di^ farrow. In fact, he buys additional com because he utilizes all the grain he 
raises. 
Lany has four hog buildings on the farm: one open faced breeding and gestation building, and 
three confinement units. One of the units is used for ferrowing, one as a nursery, and one is a finishing 
unit The pig facilities are very well kept and Lany does a good job of raising his pigs. The day of 
diis invesdgation on Larry's ftrm, Larry, Lois, and their two boys were selling hogs. 1 spent an 
enjoyable two hours helping die femily sort and load the market hogs. They sold their hogs through a 
cooperative of producers in the Lucas county  ^area. The cooperative's pigs were shipped to IBP 
packing plant at Petiy where die hogs would be sold on a grade and yield system. Lany and Lois 
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mentioned several times that m<Hiiiiig how much diey loved wraldng with the pigs and diat ridge 
tillage allowed them the time they needed to manage the hog houses. 
Larry had 20 stock cows that could be seen across a small vall^ leading aw  ^firom die farm 
buildings. He said he could take or leave die cows, but th^r were utilizing un&rmable land. Atone 
time Larry had more cows, but it seemed the herd has become smaller over the years. 
When inspecting Larry's crops, it was evident that it was not a great year for com and 
soybeans in Lucas County. Larry and his neighbors all had large areas of dieir fields diat were either 
very yellow and stunted, or just very short fiom being planted late. This was due to the cold wet qiring 
and the fact that the heavy soil around die area did not drain well. Larry's crops looked similar to any 
in the area, but suffered the same fate. Larry explained that he had not been able to build ridges this 
year because of die weadier, but he was not concemed because he could simply slot plant the crops 
next year with the same equipment. 
Steve 
Steve Stevenson of Shelby County is die second case study farmer. Steve and his brother, 
Sam, farm 860 acres of row crops on hilly land in eastem Shelby County in western Iowa. Steve and 
his brodier were identified as soil erosion conscious farmers by a neighbor at the Shelby county 
meeting. The Shelby County focus group farmers had diis conversation about Stevenson operation 
and how they managed soil erosion, chemical usage and ridge tillage. 
Farmer /. "These guys that ridge till, gee it looks more like that is way cheaper than what I am 
doing. I am no-tilling quite a bit and..." 
Farmer!. "What type cfgrotmd are they on?" 
Farmer I. "Hill grotaid, terraces, running ei^ ttvnv equipment They band when they plant and they 
rotary hoe. they got special rotary hoes set up, you knew, th^  to<  ^a four row and made it into an ei^  row, 
they just rotary hoe the centers. And they /Km got a guidtmce system on their cultivator and made their 
combine so that it tracks dawn between the rows. But there is a definite advantage over no-till as far as 
herbicide and your tq/portunity to build equity. I don't ridge till myself, but I can see where there is a definite 
advantage. Well, you decide what you want to do. These guys that I know, they started ridge tilling about '88. 
They have got more water wtQ/s them what most people have. Infact. the onfy place they have their waterways 
is where you're really su^ )ose to have them in the first place. Where we do tillage on t^  hill, if you get any 
place where the dirt washes out. you should have a little bit of a grass, maybe five feet wide to start with. And 
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that's all they\e done. They've gone in and planted those strips tq> the hill •with grass and they just don't farm 
iL They cbn't have too much trouble. 
Traveling around the &nn widi Steve» die use of waterways in conjunction widi ridge tillage 
was just as the neighbor had described. The description of die Stevenson opoation is an important 
point in understanding Steve's view of his farm. Two or three wedcs before the farm visit diere had 
been a tremendous rain in Western Iowa. The Stevenson farm received about four inches of rain one 
evening. While driving into the county, serious erosion was evident on evoy faun, especially in 
soybean fields. Steve had soybean fields that were, because of die late wet spring, planted half to 
ridge tillage and half to narrow row beans widi minmumi tillage. There was very litde erosion in the 
ridge till portion of the field, but the erosion in die minimum tillage portion of the field could be seen 
across the section. Steve was ashamed of the erosion in the narrow row soybeans and openly 
expressed disappointment in the situation. 
Steve lives on the farm that his dad had farmed. Steve is in his mid-forties, and lives widi his 
wife and two young children. Steve's wife, Sharon, works part time in town to help support the 
family. They live in a two-story farmhouse that has been remodeled in recent times. When driving up 
to the Stevenson, ffflm, one sees there are numerous hogs and cattle in open lots, and there are no 
modem confinement buildings. Sam does have a confinement-finishing house for hogs, but Steve is 
farrowing sows outside, bucket feeding baby calves, and raising a few chickens and turkeys in 
traditional farm buildings. Steve mentioned that he is looking into hoop buildings and deep bedding 
for his fixture hog operations. 
Nells 
The diird farmer in the stu(fy was Nells Nelson who farms very flat land in Story County. 
Nells has been on his farm for a litde over thirty years. The farm originally belonged to his parents 
and Nells boi^t die farm after he married his wife Norma. Nells currently farms 880 acres of com 
and soybeans, but has no livestock on die farm. Nells has been ridge tilling for thirteen years, and 
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claims this is the first year he has ever had the threat of a yield loss due to ridge tillage. Nells 
experioiced very uneven emogence of his ridge-tilled com this year and partially blames it on the 
cold wet spring. Nells is quick to caution diat the verdict is not yet m on this years crop and that the 
ridged com may do just fine come harvest time. Afta* the harvest I checked back with Nells and Nells 
reported no differraice between his ridge till profits and his conventional till profits, even with the 
uneven emergence in the ridge tilled com. 
I first met Nells in his farm shop three years ago when Nells helped ISU Extension by 
pretesting an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) survey. Nells uses the Centrol Crop Consulting 
service in Nevada to help with the management of his crops, the focus of die IPM study. Nells has a 
large, well equipped shop where he does almost all of his machinery maintenance. He is quick to 
point out die economic benefit of die shop, and how he spends his winter months repairing or 
preparing his machinery for fixture work. Although Nells has good looking modem equipment, 
eveiyditng he owns is close to ten years old or older, but it is all ready to go to the field at a moments 
notice. 
When entering Nells' two-story farmhouse one must pass through his ofiGce to get to the 
kitchen from the back of die house. It is hard to tell if Nells is more proud of his ofiBce or his shop. 
Nells has a modem computer at one end of die ofiBce where he keeps production records by field. At 
a moment's notice NeUs can retrieve records for any field and any crop since he began farming. He 
told me that this year he has even started to record the difference in labor time between his 
conventionally farmed land and his ridge tilled land. 
Nells started ridge tillii  ^in 1983 when he and Norma were at a crossroads in dieir farming 
careers. Nells said he had ruined his lungs in his hog confinement buildings and was going to leave 
fanning if he could not find a way of farming the land with just his and Norma's labor. Nells told 
how ridge tillage allowed him to farm his acres widiout hired labor and gives him and Norma a 
comfortable living. Nells' four children have left die farm and Nells does not expect to pass the farm 
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on to diem. Nells does have an old aaial pictnre of the &nn diat shows i^iere the bam and hog 
houses cwere located. The pictnre is stuck awi  ^in a closet, he said he does not like the picture. 
Looking at the faim todi ,^ the only evidence of die Ihrestodc operation is the cemmt feed floor in 
front of die fonner location of die bam and a storage bufldtng diat was die hog nursery. 
All three farmers were displaying degrees of independence fix«n an agristructure system that 
was hard to find in the focus group &tmers. Nells had an outstanding record keeping system and knew 
his costs of production. Larry is an above average manago* with a diversified fanning operation. 
Steve's dedication to conservation separates him fiiom his counterparts. 
By using Larry's, Steve's, and Nells' combined experiences with ridge tillage, die MSEA case 
study will show that the conclusions in the original quantitative analysis of the MSEA study are 
wrong. Additionally die MSEA case study will re-enforce die findiTigs of the qualitative MSEA 
analysis, namely that there is strong evidoice of a depoident farm population in Iowa. 
Barriers and Findings 
The focus groups identified barriers to die adoption of ridge tillage that were grouped into 
nine basic categories. These categories include: 1) ridge tillage caused excessive capital costs, 2) ridge 
tillage is not appropriate for particular landscapes, 3) cultivating is not practical, 4) ridge tillage was 
believed to be not compatible with odier farming practices, 5) ridge tillage causes increased 
production risk, 6) ridge tillage was of questionable environmental effectiveness versus other 
alternatives, 7) ridge tillage showed no advantage over no-till systems, 8) landlords resist ridge tillage 
usage, and 9) that the government dictates Arming practices. Table 4 displays the number of times 
these categories woe mentioned at die meetings, and also the sub-diones fw the general categories. 
The case study faimei s, Lany, Steve, and Nells, were seen as a means of confirming or negating diat 
diese barriers, given the information conflict found in die original study. 
In die intoviews widi die case study farmers and with the tours of the farms each of these 
barriers was addressed and the farmers commented upon each barrier. The first barrier to adoption of 
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ridge tillage was cafntal costs. Tins banier had 5 sob-categories: 1) new investment, 2) eqoipmait 
modifications, 3) die need for two equipment lines, 4) horse powo- requirements, and S) die 
investment in equipment vs. herbicides. When asked about the capital investments in ridge tillage, the 
case study farmers answered much the same as the focus group ridge tillers. 
Larry started ridge tilling by accident. Larry started to no-till in 1980, but borrowed a buffalo 
no-till cultivator to clean iq) weeds in his field. The cultivation left die fields widi small ridges to 
plant on die next spring. Cultivating a weed problem caused Larry to start ridge tillage, he made it 
sound simple. He said this about his start up costs: 
Lany: "All I bought was a planter and a cultivator and I only had half interest in the cultivator to 
begin with. / needed to uptkae my planter anyway so I bou^  a better planter...Asfar as big expense, No. The 
first planter cost $1,200per raw (4 raw). I bought halfa cultivator, it was a demonstrator, I think we gave 
S2,500 totalfor the first cultivator. " 
Larry listed equipment currently owned that has the sole purpose of ridge tillage. Larry has 
$2,500 in duals for the combine, die planter is valued at S3,000, and two cultivators that now have a 
total value of $8,000. Lany states: 
Larry: "I've got equipment valued at about SI3,500. What does a no-till drill cost? $20,000? And 
you plant one crop with it" 
Larry brings up a point that is repeated diroughout both studies. Conventional farmers are 
moving to two equipment systems to plant soybeans on 1.5 inch rows, but diey perceive two planting 
systems needed for ridge tillage as too expensive. 
Steve in Shelby County is using eight-row equipment Steve's viewpoint was much the same 
as Larry's concerning the cost of equipment: 
Steve: "We bought a cultivator and modified our pUmter, it cost us $30,000 over ten years. Some of 
our cultivator expenses were d^ ayed by banding herbicicks, we figured we would take half our broadcast 
money aruiput it towards a cultivator. We had a big tractor, we sold thaL...I think it is attituek, because guys 
never blink an ^  to go out and buy a bean drilL " 
Nells has records of the money he invested in ridge till. Nells big expense was $15,000 for a 
new twelve-row cultivator that he bought in 1983 and still uses todiQr. Nells bought a Hiniker ridge 
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cleaner system on a toolbar that cost S8,000, Aat did not work so he sold it Nells now tuns Suknp 
cleaners on his planter, die cleaners cost S200 per row or S2,400. Nells demonstrates that you can poll 
twelve row ridging equipmem without a lot of power. He said this about big tractors and horsepower 
Nells: "If ihey conventionaifyfarm they have the horsepower. I use less powernaw than I eSdb^ ore. 
A fifteen foot or a thirteen foot chisel takes more power than a titirty foot cultivator....! haven't traded tnwtors 
since 1986. Before I traded every three years. I just don't put hours on tractors yvith ridgfi tillage. I don't 
chisel in the fall, I tkjn't (Bsc in the spring, and I don't run the field cultivator on that g^ mmd. hdy hours on the 
tractor are a^matically lower. So I'm not buying a $70,000 tractor every three years. So a 515,000 investment 
is kiml of smalL " 
Lany, Steve, and Nells talked about the chemical savings of ridge tillage. Steve has 
mentioned that die chemical savings on his farm helped purchase a new cultivator. When Lany, 
Steve, and Nells filled out the questionnaire about herbicide costs per acre for com, aU three gave a 
range below die mean average of the focus group's S23 per acre. Steve was spending SIS per acre for 
herbicide plus S8 an acre to cultivate twice. Steve reported that his narrow rowed beans this year cost 
him $30 per acre in herbicide costs. Nells' herbicide cost ranged from S12-$17, and it cost Nells S6 
per acre to cultivate. Lany's herbicide cost for com of S10-S20 per acre, and bean herbicide costs 
were $15-$25 per acre. 
When asked to comment on the chemical savings and ridge tillage, Nells responded: 
Mells: "Chemicals don't fail on ridges, chemicals fail on conventional tillage. In a wet year the 
chemical is on top and it is activated, in a dry year you clean the ridge down to moisture and the chemical is 
activated " 
Nells stated the reason that banding chemicals does not work in conventionally planted fields 
is; 
Nells: "Ifyou work the grotatd a couple of times the ground is dry, and your chemical doesn't work. I 
don't think I would have nerve enough to conventionally farm and band chemicals." 
Larry realized that diere was a tradeofif between chemicals and machineiy, Lany said: 
Larry: "Oh yes, there is definitely a herbicide savings, but there is a trade off. We run cultivators, 
there is a trade off....But, did you ever see a chemical company give a rebate or a refimd At least we own a 
couple of nice cultivators. I've got an asset there." 
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The focus group fenneis clainied diat you could not cot herbicide costs with ridge tillage if 
you had woolly cup grass. Steve has woolly ciq) grass cm his finn. Steve had die following to say on 
the subject of woolly cup grass: 
Steve: "Woolly cup grass is very aggressive, but as far as Ulhngifwith chemicals being the only 
tocontrolit. I don't totally buy that The simple fact is when M/e have woolly cup grass we (km't use a pre^ lant 
because nothing holds thaL Like you have Accent or Exceed but there is no residual for that, so the adttvalion 
will do the same thing. You go out and cultivtOe when it is up. When the com comes up, the worst thing with 
woolly cup grass is there are three germinations. Mc^ beyou can get the first one with a bum down, and get the 
other flushes with the cultivator." 
The diree case study fanners' statements are consistoit with die focus group ridge tillers 
statements. All were reporting there is a capital cost savings with die practice of ridge tillage. 
Anodier aspect of the ridge tillage's advantage in capital costs was alluded to by two cousins 
that ridge tilled in Northern Iowa, but their situation was not clearly understood until the case study 
was completed. The two cousins claimed they switched back and forth between no-till and ridge till 
as dictated by landlords, the need to harvest silage, or problems of fields with point rows. The 
indication is that ridge tillage is a more flexible system dian perceived by conventional farmers. The 
three focus group farmers confirmed diis aspect of ridge till. Lany started to ridge till because he tried 
cultivating his no-till crops. Larry still owns a chisel plow and a field cultivator. He uses the tillage 
equipment when he opens a sod field. Additionally, due to the late wet springs, the year this research 
was done and last year, Larry basically was no-tilling on the previous years crop rows because die 
extreme wet conditions prevented him from building ridges. Larry simply shrugged the situation off 
as business-as-usual. Larry's operation supports die flexibility of die ridge tillage system. 
The flexibility of ridge tillage and its compatibility widi other tillage systems was evident by 
die time Steve was interviewed. Recall Steve had some acres of narrow row soybeans. Additionally, 
Steve wanted to incorporate a rotation system that includes small grains in the near future. When 
Steve was asked about ridge tillage's flexibility he stated; 
Steve: "I guess we went into this with the same impression. We thougltt once we set our riches up, we 
were never going to change it as Itmg as we farmed, end that is not true. That is one thing we have learned is 
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you can't control nature, you just can't refy on one set way ofdoing things. You have to go with the wave...how 
nature dictates it" 
Nells was die most flexible of the three fanners. He kq>t his conventional equipment over the 
years because he has landlords, local capital restrictions, that do not like ridge tillage. Additionally, 
Nells tills the soil whm conditions dictate the need. After the floods of 1993 Nells chiseled 
everything because the water caused soil compaction, and he planned to diisel everything the year of 
the study because of the cold wet spring. When Nells was asked about die flexibility of ridge tillage, 
he replied: 
"You can do whatever. In a wet year when the ground is too wet to till, we can pull our cutters up so 
we only knock dawn the stubble, so the planter is really running on dry <trt...cmd it will get you a stand in a wet 
year. You get a dry year, I had a neighbors fields that looked like a c^kerboard, one spot came and another 
wouldn't That year we put Ota-cutters down and moved about 3 or 4 inches of dii^  off the raw. Werealfyhad 
a reverse situation because we were planting in a valley. Our beans were in moist dirt so we got a stand Then 
there are years when you can't dry the field out I can field condition those fields real quick at a 45 degree 
angle and go in and conventionalfy plant Its flexible." 
Nells' neighbor in the original study told this same story. Nells' neighbor across the fence-
row with the poor stand of beans, remember the checkerboard pattern of soybean emergence, 
mentioned this example in explaining that ridge tillage works some place else but not here. 
One of the problems in the adoption of ridge tillage was the apparent information conflict, 
such as ridge tillage's flexibility. What was the source of die information conflict? When discussing 
capital costs and buying a ridge till planter with Larry, the information conflict came to the forefixmt 
Larry: "I did price the Deere and the ordy problem I had with the E>eere, in fact I almost bou^ t the 
Deere. What I really wanted was a John Deere, but the damn dealer I went to, he wouldn 7 sell me what I 
warned, he threw in some other extras, he said you need this and you need that, and I got a little discouraged 
And to top it all off he scad "I am not a believer in no-till, you 're going to have more weeds and bugs, I don 7 
know why you are doing it" No lie! That'sjust what he said Then I went and priced the Buffalo, and of course 
anything I was wanting to try, they were willing to help me with." 
The supply dealer in this case is promoting his conventional line of equipment as opposed to 
die equipment tlie customer, Lany, was seeking. The connection diat implicates die supply dealer m 
the information OHiflict is now evident The supply dealer, in diis case a John Deere dealer, die 
conventional &rmers' number one source of information, is disseminating information diat is 
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contradictoiy to ridge tillers and die MAX data The statement is repeated because of critical concept 
tt illustrates: 
Larry's Jc^  Deere Dealer: "I am not a believer in no-till, you 're going to have more weds and 
bugs, I don't knew why you are doing it" 
The John Deere dealer is in the business of selling equipment. No-till systems and ridge till 
systems are a threat to die John Deere dealer's income. The dealer's response to that threat is to pass 
on negative information about the system. 
Nells had a siTnilar experience widi die agronomist at die local cooperative, the same 
cooperative where Nells hires his crop consultant This story was told while I was riding with Nells 
cultivating soybeans. Nells is proud of the fact that he knows five ISU Extension Agronomists by 
name and often visits the college to talk with than. He also cooperates with ISU if they need help 
with crop studies, or studies like diis one. He says information flows both ways. NeUs uses these 
information channels to decide for himself what inputs his crop needs. Given this quick background, 
Nells related a story about die cooperative's agronomist's frustration with Nells' knowledge of crops 
and chemical needs. The coopoative agronomist finally gave iq> trying to sell product to Nells by 
s^dng; 
Agronomist: "The trouble with you Nells is you get your itrfamation from too many sources." 
The supply dealer is trying to sell a product to a fomer that is not needed. This time the 
supply dealer leaves in fi ustialion, but criticizes Nells' wealth of information. Both of diese examples 
emerged in die stu^ without the investigator's probing. 
The capital cost of ridge tillage and the savings that the case study farmers have realized with 
die system have been presented. Additionally, die barrier diat ridge tillage is not compatible with 
otho- farming practices has been exposed. It is becoming clear that ridge till^e is a flexible system 
and can be readily adapted to many changing situations. This does, however, require more 
management on die part of die ridge tiller. It is becoming clearer diat Lany, Steve, and Nells are very 
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much aware of farm management Nells has extremely detailed production records, Lany's 
immaculate hog operation is evidence of his management philosophy, while Steve's Practical Fanners 
of Iowa attitude reflects his on management Perhaps this is the reason Lany, Steve, and 
Nells can ridge till despite the previously moitioned concept that farmers do not have the management 
skills to adopt ridge tillage. Larry, Steve, and Nells have found in the ridge tillage system a means to 
minifiiirft the tecimical-industrial dependency in the dependency system that Dos Santos described. By 
minimizing an area of dependency through management and reduced capital expenditures Larry, 
Steve, and Nells have regained some of their ability to make rational choices in a dependent situation. 
A second barrier to the adoption of ridge tillage to be examined is its environmental 
effectiveness. All three farmers faced erosion problems. Larry and Steve farmed hills that are highly 
erodible land. Steve's neighbors in the original focus groups commented on how Steve is managing 
the problem by utilizing grass strips and ridge tillage. Nells farms flat land so water erosion was not a 
serious problem. On the other hand, Larry was unsure how well ridge tillage by itself stopped erosion. 
Larry faced die problem of not having control over the adoption of permanent vegetative strips, 
mainly waterways, on his rented land. The barrier is local capital control over the means of 
production. According to Larry, landlords are not concemed about erosion, but they are very 
concerned about farming fence-row to fence-row. Timmons' study of landlords' short planning 
horizon is once again supported (1980). When discussing gullies and the channeling of water Lany 
saiddiis: 
"Most of it (erosion and gullies) is on rented ground and they (landlords) are not much interested in 
doing anything. I just go in andfcam aver it We just kind cffilltlKm in (gullies) with a t^ sk and farm over 
It.... Well if I don'tfarm it the neighbors will, and we have use for the com, so we put up with it. I think we 
could argue that all day, no-till has the same problem." 
Local capital, as part of Ae triple alliance, is hindering die adoption of permanent v^etative 
strips Aat could help reduce erosion. This example of Lany's is evidence that farmers are not fiee to 
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make adoption dedsions, or fiee firom the dqwndenQr shnadon fband dnooghout the agristnicture 
system. 
Steve is proud of die erosion control in his ridge tilled fields. Steve's fields have numerous 
grass waterwi^ and the ridges always nm into diem to eliminate the gullies left by ninning water. A 
conventional timing neighbor to Steve had commmted on Steve's conservation advantage. Steve put 
it simply. 
"We have had less erosion with ridges. When you have ridges on the contour it is like having a bunch 
of little terraces around the MIL Also, you have less compaction so the water will enter the soil and not run 
off." 
Nells faced a dififerent erosion problem on his flat &nnland. Nells told a stoiy about a diy, 
wincfy spring several years ago when the sIq  ^turned brown fi'om all the soil moving in die atmosphere. 
Nells said a Russian famier visited his farm widi a neighbor, a focus group farmer, in the midst of die 
windstorm. Apparendy the Russian was very impressed that the soil was not moving on Nells' farm 
and openly chastised Nells' neighbor for not ridge tilling. Nells had diis to say about the wind: 
"Wind erosion in "87 " or "88 this whole county was black. We weren't blowing, the dirt wasn't 
coming up off the ground Your trash is there and it breaks the wind It works and needs to work in flat land " 
The diird barrier to die adoption of ridge tillage was the increased production risk. This 
concept of production risk translates directly into yields and the need to export raw materials. This 
concept is similar to Dos Santos' financial-industrial dependency concept Farmers need to export 
ever-increasing amounts of raw materials to p^ for the imports of manufactured products. Production 
risks are a direat to the farmers export of raw materials. 
Ridge tillage was associated widi production risks in terms of management loss, a income 
loss due to a lack of management skills (not knowing how to band herbicide), to production and 
cultivation problons. The presoitation at die focus group meetings promoted diis concept and 
conventional laimeis agreed that diere would be a management loss in ri(^e tillage usage. None of the 
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case study fanners experiaice this loss. Nells, based on tus knowlec^e of his costs of prodoctioii and 
his record keeping system, said this when asked about the phenomenon: 
"No management loss the first year. If you are going to switch you need good weed control and good 
fertility. My weed problem is less on my ridges than on my catventionaL " 
The odio" production risk identified by ccmventional Cuiueis was cultivation. According to 
the focus group discussions, the focus &tmers were trying to move awsy fi'om cultivating. The 
reasons were the loss of moisture, cut roots, and a reduction of final crop population when cultivating. 
Conventional farmers also felt that cultivating was time consuming, e^)ecially if diere was h^ to be 
made for livestock at cultivating time. The case study ric^e tillers, along widi die focus group ridge 
tillers, simply dismissed the cutting of roots and die reducing of the final population count arguments. 
However, all three case stucfy ridge tiUers did experience problems of timeliness at cultivating. Steve 
referred to the flexibility issue when he said: 
"There are years when you only cultivate cmce, and you build ridges at the same time, it happens, 
especially m a year like this one." 
Concerning the loss of moisture, Steve felt cultivating saved moisture: 
"I dm't know, when you insulate the soil by cultivating and spreading the mulch, you save moisture 
because you close the cracks and that seals in the moisture." 
Bodi Larry and Steve solved Ae hay making conflict by hiring a neighbor to bale the hay. 
Steve does not feed much hay, instead Steve sells the hay as baled silage to dairy farmers. Nells does 
not have livestock but still feels die time constraint in June. Nells said what ridge tillage does is lessen 
the pressure in the fell and spring to do field work, but it adds another pressure season in June. 
£>ispite die added pressure, Nells still defends his cultivator 
"I'll put my cultivator up agcanst their chisel arty dc^  of the weekfor the cost. I can cultivate a lot 
cheaper than they can chisel. I 've got every year's yield records since I started and there has never been a 
yield loss. You don't loose that much moisture when you cultivate. I can show you were my yields haven 'tgone 
down." 
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The impoitance in Nells' statonent is that it is not a perception ofwhat happens in his fields, 
the statement is and can be seen in Nells' yield and financial records. The conventional faimeis in 
the focus groups voiced perceptions. 
A pattern similar to the focus groiq> meetings has emerged fixnn the case study farmers. The 
similarity is die case study ridge tillers are not experiencing the barriers to adoption of ridge tillage the 
focus group fanners identified. Aldiough all die specific barriers to adoption of ridge tillage have not 
been discussed in order, as in die original study, ail die barriers to die adoption of ridge tillage have 
been mentioned in the discussion of die first four barriers to adoption. In the original study analysis 
the barriers of cultivation as a practice, no-tiU's relative advantage, landlords, and ridge till's 
appropriateness for the landscape were all discussed as separate barriers. In contrast the case study 
farmers discussed these barriers in conjunction with the baniers of capital costs, environmentally 
effectiveness, compatibility widi conventional agriculture, and die production risks involved. The 
three case study farmers talked ^ ut cultivating under the barrier heading of production risks. When 
discussing no-till, Larry and Steve bodi attacked the economics of a no-till drill. Nells said he tried 
no-till on his land and he saw production decreases. Larry mentioned his landlord problem along with 
his erosion problem. Additionally, Nells mentioned that he has some conventional tilled fields 
because of landlords. Finally, the barrier of ridge tillage's appropriateness for different landscapes is 
a non-issue because both hill fkmers and a flat land famier are represented in the case study. 
One barrier to die adoption of ridge tillage systems identified in the original study has not yet 
been mentioned. The barrier is government r^julations that dictate farming practices. Although 
govemmoit regulations are more related to die adoption of permanent vegetative strips, it is also an 
issue widi ridge tillage adoption. Whoi asked about government regulations and soil conservation 
plans, the case study farmers had little to say. One interesting comment came from Nells whoi he 
talked about the new "Freedom to Farm" act Nells said diat it was just a return to the Earl Butz days 
of farming fence-row to fence-row. Nells could see anodier 
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over-pioducdon problem in fenning's near fnture. Nells, as did Lany and Steve, survived the &rm 
crisis of die 80s. NdOs put it this way: 
"It scares me. I've been there, I've done that" 
Summary 
The data fix>m the MSEA Case Study confirm that the original objectives of diis study were 
met to the satisfaction of die investigator. The objectives of die study wm: 
1. To verify or refute the ideas presented by the focus group ridge tillers, making the ridge 
tillage conclusions more persuasive and generalizable to die population. 
2. To determine die basis and extent of die information conflict suggested firom focus group 
conversations in the original study. 
3. To profile ridge tiUers and determine the validity of the focus groups' stereotype diat 
ridge tillers are marginal farmers, and determine the extent diat ridge tillers have average 
farms and participate in the market system much as do die conventional farmers. 
First, it was evident diat the case study fanners did in &ct support die comments of die ridge 
tillers in the original focus group study. In die case study, fanners reinforced every point made by 
dieir ridge tillage counterparts, and even clarified points concerning the flexibility of ridge tillage that 
the original study overiooked. Secondly, in the conversations with the ridge tillers, supply dealers 
were a source of die information conflict diat has been exposed in die study. Nells and Lany related 
stories about company representatives trying to seU inputs that were not wanted or not needed. The 
case stucfy was not an in-deptii investigation about information sources, but the ease in which Nells 
and Lany discussed problems concerning local input dealers indicates a subject that deserves further 
attention. Third, Larry, Steve, and Nells had two distinguishing characteristics that set diem apart fix)m 
their conventional farming counterparts; namely, their preference for ridge tillage and diey devoted 
more attention to management concerns. Larry, Steve, and Nells showed an increased interest in 
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record keeping, and odier fkm managemoit skills over dieir focus group &imer countapaits. Anodier 
feature diat set these &imers apart from the focus groi  ^ftnners was dieir commitment to band 
herbicides and cultivate. 
The results of die MSEA Case Stucfy ^ en combined widi the qualitative analysis of die 
MSEA Focus Group Study leave one problem to be resolved. That problem is the inconsistency 
between the combined results of the two qualitative analyses of die MSEA studies and the quantitative 
analysis from the original attempt to summarize die data. The original reported results of the MSEA 
Focus Group Stu(fy were an attempt to match data to the adoption and difiusion model by identifying 
attributes needed for conservation technologies to be adopted. The report concluded the following 
design attnbutes were necessary for the adoption of conservation technology, attributes that ridge 
tillage and permanent vegetative filter strips did not have. 
1. Conservation technologies must be more profitable than competing practices. 
2. Conservation technologies must be unambiguously effective in improving environmental 
quality. 
3. Conservation technologies must be simple, predictable, and easily understood. 
4. Conservation technologies must be flexible, incremental, adaptable, and compatible with 
odier practices. 
5. Conservation technology could not be associated with counter cultures (MSEA 1996). 
The results of die MSEA Follow-up Study ^ow diat in die case of ridge tillage all five of the 
conclusions are wrong. Ridge tillage has been found to be more profitable dian conventional tillage or 
no-till not only by the MAX data, but also by ridge tillers in the original study and the follow-up 
study. The advantage that ridge tillage has in conserving soil and reducing chemical usage was clear. 
The technology is simple enough diat at least one farmer adopted the technology by accident The 
fourdi attribute of flexibility and compatibility widi other fanning practices, was veiy clearly an 
attribute of ridge tillage in the follow-up stucty. Finally, die farmers in die follow-up study were not 
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seen as counter culture fermos by me, as I viated their ftims, or by their neighbors ^ o in turn 
complemented Lany, Steve, and Nells in the original focus groups. 
Given the conclusions of the two qualitative analyses of die MSEA studies, it is safe to assert 
that the conclusions found in die original MSEA rqxirt are incomplete and imprecise. This does not 
mean that die data or the descriptive statisdcs are wrong. Convraidonal farmers do perceive ridge 
tillage to be expensive, environmentally unsound, rigid, complex, and a system used only by unusual 
farmers. But, die original MSEA report is wrong in its conclusioiis, especially in relation to ridge 
tillage and in part to vegetative filter strips, because the conclusions ignore large areas of the data that 
do not fit die model of adoption employed. 
Widi die elimination of die original MSEA report one question remains, why is ridge tillage 
with its many positive attributes not adopted by farmers? The answer lies in understanding the modem 
agristmcture system. The system of agristracture in the modem era of Arming is a system where 
perhaps farmers no longer need to be managers or decision-makers. The modem agristmcture system 
now provides fkmiers a recipe to crop production that takes neither management abilities nor rational 
thought on the part of the farmer. A recent study has ^ own diat less than half of modem farmers 
know dieir cost of production or the three major soil types of the land diey farm (Imerman 199S). In 
diis focus group study, 33% of die farmers could not identify their dominant soil type. The Iowa 
Farm Poll also indicates diat record keeping is the least favorite activity for most farmers (Lasley 
1992), and having farmers keep records is one of the most difficult tasks facing extension (Petrezelka 
et al. 1995). All of these studies indicate that farmers do not have the information necessary to make a 
rational choice to adopt a technology. Farmers do not have and do not need production information 
fix>m their opoations to survive in the agristmcture system today. Farmers today are provided with a 
recipe for production by supply dealers that will guarantee an income, subsidized by the government, 
and supported by the Land Grant Extension System. When diese ideas are combined with die concept 
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that there is no free market, the whole premise of the rational choice of adopters in the adoption and 
dijSusion model is no longer relevant A point that van Es made in 1983 (1983). 
Since the adoption and difiiision model of technology adoption no longer fits the modem 
agristracture system, another dieoiy of development must be used to explain the adoption of 
technology on modem farms. The qualitative data in the two MSEA studies of Iowa farmers clearly 
indicates there is a dependency situation of local farmers on the agristracture system diat includes 
transnational corporations, local capital, and die government; in other words die triple alliance. The 
dependency of local famiers on the agristructure system explains why farmers do not need to be aware 
of critical production information. The case scaiy farmers had distanced themselves from the 
conventional ^ stem through management practices that allowed them some degree of autonomy from 
the system. Dependency explains die information conflict seen throughout the MSEA studies. 
Dependency shows how governments and transnational corporations work together to regulate 
agriculture, and support pricing for the benefit of the triple alliance and not the benefit of die local 
fanners. Finally, dependency explains the problem of &rmers not having control over die adoption 
process because landlords own a very large percentage of the means of production, land. These 
concepts were expressed repeatedly by conventional farmers as well as ridge tillage farmers 
throughout both studies. 
The themes of farmer dependency on an agristracture system in die MSEA smdies can not be 
ignored. As a result a new dieory to explain adoption of modem farm technology is needed. The local 
dependency theory of farmers' dependence on die agristracture system was fonnulated to fit this need. 
The local dependency theory is based on die dependency theory of international development By 
changing die unit of analysis to die local level of abstraction the theory has been ^ own to fit the local 
farming situation. These concepts, although loosely linked, need to be permanently fused in order diat 
researchers and practitioners can gain a better understanding of die adoption process. The final chapter 
will fiise diese concepts and clarify die finHings of diese studies. 
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CHAPTER? 
RECOVERY STARTS WITH A SINGLE STEP 
The purpose of Iowa State University's Management Systems Evaluation Area (MSEA) Focus 
Group Study was not to be the instrument to expose the major flaws of the current agristructure 
system of die United States. The investigators were searching for a unique forum to identify design 
attributes of conservation technologies that would make them acceptable to the average Iowa farmer. 
Because of the original goals of die study and its design, the investigators overlooked the 
unanticipated findings that emerged in the focus groups. This does not mean that the design was 
incorrect, but Aat die qualitative study did not allow flexibility for the investigators to adjust to 
unanticipated results. Had the investigators followed a more flexible format, better information might 
have come fi-om the focus groups, and the following issues might have been investigated further. 
First, the concept of an information conflict was not anticipated, but was clearly evident when 
four ridge tillers attended the second focus group meeting. Had participants of the remaining four 
focus groups been asked about the possibility of a conflict, or at least their information sources, the 
data collected m  ^have been much richer. Second, the concept of farmers' lack of control over the 
adoption process emerged early in the study, but was not pursued. In this area the roles of landlords 
and bankers could have been probed in much greater detail. The idea that retired farmers have few 
stewardship values is especially interesting. Third, die conflicting information that the fanners 
themselves were giving could have been followed more closely. The ideas of no-till soybean drills and 
two equipment systems are examples. Finally, there were the two farmers who did not know the cost 
to cultivate a crop. In die future, studies of Iowa farmers should address die lack of managemoit 
exhibited by &rmers, or the study will miss a major area of explanatory information. These problems 
are indeed short-comings of the focus group study and the data the study produced. In die future 
researchers doing qualitative studies should attended to die study design to minimize these problems. 
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A more serious short-coming of this stucfy and analysis of the MSEA focus group data is the 
study was conceptualized widi a theoretical approach diat did not explain the data. Namely the study 
began by seddng design attributes needed by conservation technoloQr to be adopted by farmers. In 
short this approach was utilising the adoption and difiusion model and die modernization theory of 
development for its theoretical foundation. However, the resulting data fixjm die focus groups revealed 
infonnadon that supported the concept of a dependency situation. This is a concept adverse to 
modemizadon theory. As a result the analysis in this dissertation used the international dependency 
theory and, changed its unit of analsrsis to the local community to fit die data available. In the study, 
dependency almost emerged from the data as grounded dieory. With further formulation and testing, 
investigators could produce a grounded local dependency theory that fits the Iowa farmers unique 
socio-economic history. 
Even though the MSEA Focus Group Smdy was not designed to examine the characteristics 
of dependency, information conflict, or the effects of die triple alliance on local farmers, the study did 
reveal a strong relationship between the organization and operation of modem conventional 
agriculture and dependency theory. Much more woilc is needed in die area of local farm dependency. 
The study suggests several hypotheses concerning the dependency situation for fiuther study. Two 
examples are: I) Fanners only adopt conservation technologies that are supported by agribusiness, or 
2) Farmers would voluntarily adopt permanent veg&ativc filter strips if the government completely 
stopped promoting hsy and grazing restrictions. Future research will need to address these problems. 
Although the MSEA studies had limitations, dependency was uncovered. This discovery led 
to the formulation of a theory that better explains adoption of technolo  ^than does die currently 
accepted model. The focus groiq> design of the original MSEA study exposed problems with the 
agristructure system that would have been difiScult to reveal widi a survey instrument The "thick 
description" (Geertz 1973) of the fatmers' perceptions of ridge tillage and permanent v^etative filter 
strip usage revealed answers to a very frustrating problon; namely, conservation technology adoption. 
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Obviously, enough infonnation was generated so that the local dependency dieoiy could be 
fonnulated. It was Ae farmers themselves that exposed the dq)endency. Despite die problems in the 
study design, the dependency was evident in almost every &rmer's voice. 
Given the dependency indicators evident in the data, the adoption and difEusion model's 
reliance on the concept of rational choice is no longer sufScient to explain the adoption process in the 
modem era A lack of firee choice in the decision making process was exposed by the focus group 
farmers who repeatedly mentioned how dieir choices were restricted by die modem agriculture 
system. In the case of permanent vegetative filter strips, farmers said their choice was restricted to the 
extent that the only choice they had was too not adopt, or adopt depending on government programs at 
the time, or go out of business. Some people claim this is a choice, but in reality this is dependency on 
the agristructure system. 
In early adoption studies the results showed an indication that stmctural elements influenced 
adoption of technologies. Ryan and Gross claimed that the adoption process was centered in a social 
system and its information channels (1943). The local dependency theory supports this concept The 
difference is that die social system and the informadon ghanneU are changing in modem agriculture 
and radonal choice no longer applies as many scholars believe. Coleman and Marsh stated that 
neighborhood norms would effect the adoption process of conservation technologies such as filter 
strips (1946). The local dependency theory also supports this concept The norms of die farming 
communiQr reflect the economic system in which the farmers find themselves. The norms found today 
in agriculture are die norms of the conventional agristructure system. These norms translated to 
concepts of chemical usage, erosion attitudes, and reliance on yield information are seen diroughout 
these studies. The total concept of the adoption process is not in question, but fanners making 
adoption decisions using rational choice is now very questionable. 
The second and third goals of die USDA's Water Quality Initiative were to help farmers alter 
current farming practices and make die farmers responsible for die dianges. The goals are admirable 
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yet impossible to accGnq)listi if the farmer has little or no dioice in the adoption process. It is cntical 
that fanners, scholars, politicians, extoision posonnel, enviioumentalists, and developers of all types 
understand diis concept if the euviromuental problems of die industry are to be solved. 
The lack of understanding of this dependency concq}t led die original investigation to come to 
conciiisions that the qualitative data refuted. When the original conctuaons were reported to die 
MSEA regional meeting, the presentation omitted major findings fiom die data in order to give a 
politically acceptable presentation. Those findings were: 
1. Conservation technologies must be more profitable than competing practices. 
2. Conservation technologies must be unambiguously effective in improving environmental 
quality. 
3. Conservation technologies must be simple, predictable, and easily understood. 
4. Conservation technologies must be flexible, incremental, adaptable, and compatible widi 
other practices. 
5. Conservation technology could not be associated widi countercultures. 
Technically the findings were correct because they repeat what conventional farmers were 
saying, but the findings ignore the information conflict and die dependency indicators exposed by die 
smdy. The findings ignored die &ct that ridge tillage had all of these attributes, but was not being 
widely adopted. At the end of the qualitative analysis the original quantitative findings were in 
question. At the end of die case study the original quantitative findings were completely rejected. The 
case study fmmers and the focus group ridge tillers showed that die ridge tillage system embodied all 
of these attributes, yet ridge tillage is not widely adopted. 
Research Questions 
The research questions concerning ridge tillage in the first MSEA study were; 
I. Do farmers feel they have a choice m die adoption decision to adopt ridge tillage? 
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2. Is the increased donand for management die reason ridge tillage is not adopted? 
3. Is there an infimnation conflict between what proponents of ridge tillage communicate 
about ridge tillage; and what die input agriculture market system is communicating about 
ridge tillage? 
4. Can the dependency of fanners on the agristructure system be seen in the answers to 
questions one, two, and three? 
5. farmers identify constraints originating widiin the agristructure market system as a 
barrier to adoption of ridge tillage? 
All of these questions were answered by the qualitative data, First, farmers do not feel diey 
have a choice in adopting ridge tillage. The reasons ranged fiom economic constraints to government 
regulations. In a consensus opinion conventional farmers felt diese constraints to be true. Secondly, 
although it was found diat die better managers in the study were ridge tillers, ridge tillers revealed that 
ridge tillage is not the high management system some believe it to be. Larry adopted the system by 
accident and simply worked with it Most farmers tod  ^farm by recipes provided by the agristructure 
system and management is not a quality of die modem farmer. Third, clearly diere is an information 
conflict in die information channels of farm technology in die modem fanning system widi respect to 
conservation practices such as ridge tillage. Environmental concerns are simply not in the interest of 
agribusiness, consequently they select information to disseminate that will help agribusiness. Fourth, 
dependency can be seen in die answers of die first three questions. The dependency takes the 
following forms: 
1. Fanners are dependent on landlords and governments to the point diat diey no longer 
are fiee to make independent choices of technology use. 
2. Farmers' dependence on recipes of production has eliminated the need to manage the 
farm. 
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3. Fanners are dqjendent on an infonnatioii system for adoption decisioiis that is flawed in 
its presentation of information. 
Finally, farmers do not make the ^lift from seeing die government as the regulator to seeing 
the role of agribusiness in farm r^^lation. 
Permanent vegetative filter strips is the forgotten tecbnolo  ^in diis study, but the results 
concerning v^etative filter strips are central to the findings. Permanent vegetative filter strips raised 
these research questions: 
1. Do farmers feel diey have a choice in die adoption decision to adopt permanent vegetative 
filter strips? 
2. Are current government regulations promoting die adoption of permanent vegetative filter 
strips? 
3. If there were no government regulations (western grazing permits for beef production, 
release of CRP ground for h  ^production, etc.) would there be voluntary filter strip 
adoption? 
4. Can the dependency of farmers on the agristructure system be seen in the answers to 
questions one, two, and three? 
5. Will formers identify constraints originating within the agristructure market system as a 
barrier to adoption of vegetative filter strips, or will they simply identify the government 
as the problem? 
Again, the qualitative study has su£Sciently answered these research questions. First, farmers 
felt diey had no choice in die adoption of die filter strips. E)epending on the direction of the 
government programs, farmers felt that they either could not adopt without a government program, or 
when the government offered a program they could not refuse it Limited choice is evident in bodi 
cases. Second, current government regulations are hindering the adoption of filter strips. Fanners 
identified govennnent h^ policies, subsides for terraces, and com bases that all point to this problem. 
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Third, the farmos woe saying if the goveniment exited the regulation business entirely Aere would be 
more vegetative strips in Iowa. Fourdi, die dependency of famms on die agristructure ^^stem is 
evident in the first diree questions. Farmers do not have adoption choices >^en it comes to pemianent 
vegetative filter strips, and they see competii  ^regulations to strips in ahnost every other program 
offered by the govemmoit Finally, &rmers &iled to identify agribusiness as a beneficiary to most 
feed grain regulations promoted by the government 
These researdi questions were all answoed by examination of four key indicators throughout 
the study. These indicators were: I) the profit margin squeeze found mainly in die filter strip adoption, 
2) the information conflict found mainly in the ridge tillage, 3) local capital restrictions, and 4) 
government regulations. These indicators were never quantified, except for die descriptive data in die 
diird chapter, but these indicators were seen in the ^ rmers' own words. 
The information conflict seemed to be diie most striking contradiction in the entire study. The 
contradiction led to the follow-up case study that enlightened the investigators by providing answers to 
the unanswered questions fix)m the first stucty. The MSEA case study presented the following concepts 
to be verified: 
1. Verify or refiite the ideas presented by the focus group ridge tillers, making die ridge 
tillage conclusions more persuasive and generalizable to the population. 
2. Determine the basis and extent of the information conflict suggested fi'om focus group 
conversations in the original study. 
3. I*rofile ri<^e tillers and determine the validity of die assertions fiom the focus groups 
stereotype diat ridge tillers are unusual farmers, and determine die extent that they have 
average &rms and participate in the market sj^em much as do die conventional farmers. 
As with the research questions, the case study solved many of the riddles left by the original 
focus group data. First, it is clear that the case study farmers did reinforce the claims of the MAX 
figures and the focus group ridge tillers. These groups all gave the same responses; consequendy, it is 
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felt that ridge tillage proponents' argumoits are credible. Second, at least one source of Ae 
information conflict was identified by two of tibe three case stody (aimers. Both Larry and Nells told 
stories of supply dealers trying to sell diem products that they did not want, did not need, or had not 
requested. Finally, Larry, Steve, and Nells were not seen as counterculture &tmers by the 
investigators, or the neighbors diat identified diem in the original study. 
Local Dependency Theory 
Answering all of these quesdons by using the qualitative data led to the formulation of the 
local dependen^r theory. Many scholars have written on die subject of dependency and die modem 
farming ^stem, but few have gone so far as to apply a theory to the ^rstem Because of the reference 
to dependency by authors such as Bues and Dunlap 1990, Mooney 1982, Heffeman 1996, Cochrane 
1993, and odiers, a dependency theory was formulated that exposed the dependency found in die 
focus group data, 
The theoretical approach was first contemplated when the data were analyzed. The approach 
became possible once die concepts of the international dependency theory were seen to be compatible 
with a local level dependency theory. Farmers mentioned govemmem regulations and local capital 
restrictions that were influencing the adoption process. Additionally, there was an information conflict 
that did not fit the accepted paradigm of adoption that led to the inclusion of the tran-national 
corporations in the triad of control institutions that held power over the local farmers. It is not simply a 
coincidence that diese members of the triple alliance that dominate diird world countries, are present 
in the farming community. Opportunities to exploit a profit are seldom ignored by the modem 
business community. Unfortunately, die farming community has not been ignored. After the level of 
analysis was changed to die local level, die concepts of the dependency theory fit the local farming 
community remarkably well. The triple alliance is present in Iowa. There is associated-dependent 
development The unequal terms-of-trade controlled by oligopolies is the same as in die developing 
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worid. Iowa fanners have the same need for outside financing of debt Finally, people are leavii  ^the 
rural areas to work in factories at low vrag/es in Iowa just as it happens in developing nations. 
The use of this theory to explain technology adoption dien becomes simple. Farmers in 
general adopt tiie technologies that the state and TNCs offer diem. In some cases the farmer has a 
choice in the process but that choice is severely limited. An Iowa fanner can choose between Pioneer 
hybrid seed com and Asgro hybrid seed com, but the &rmer cannot choose an open pollinated variety 
of com because the system does not offer that choice. This example demonstrates how farmers must 
develop in the direction the agristructure system dictates, b a market dominated by oligopolies 
farmers have litde choice but to adopt technologies that are ofifered them by the oligopolies. 
The easy part of the dependency tiieory is to explain how it affects fanners. The complicated 
part of the theory is when members of research universities, as members of the triple alliance, accept 
their role in perpetuating the dependency system. When Dr. Robert Jolly presented the original 
quantitative MSEA findings and ignored the dependency indicators and the information conflict in the 
data he was perpetuating the problem of conservation technolo  ^adoption and not helping to solve it 
The research community cannot accept the status quo concerning technolo  ^adoption, adoption 
models, or the structure of agriculture if they are to help solve the problems the system has created. 
Members of tibe triple alliance must recognize their role in promoting technologies that benefit TNCs 
over the local farmer. Land Grant Universities must realize diey can promote conservation over die 
interests of TNCs. Governments must realize that dieir regulations and policies are almost alw^s 
geared towards big business. Environmentalist must see that the voluntary individual adoption policies 
are not the basis to build a better environment 
Structural change is not easy. The results of diis analysis are that the problems of 
conservation technology adoption on die farm are not micro level problems. The original goals of the 
USDA's Water Quality hiitiative will never be attained if the structure of agriculture is not changed. 
Sustainable agriculture can be attained under the present ^ ^stem by regulating the famiing community 
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into a sustainable system. However, &mier5 as a group should not be esqiected to voluntarily adopt 
sustainable agriculture practices or conservation technologies as long as the current system is in place. 
Thatisaveiy sad commentary on our current agriculture system, but given the results of this study, it 
is hard to come to any odier conclusions. 
To put it bluntly, the implications of the dependency system found in agriculture tod^ are 
that conservation and environmental technologies Aat are introduced cannot be expected to difiiise on 
their attributes alone. The reason is that the information channels used by farmers and regulations 
imposed on farmers will prevent the technology's adoption. 
Researchers, politicians, extensionists, and practitioners at all levels need to realize that the 
current system is based on dependency. As William Hefifeman put it in his address to die Leopold 
Conference on Sustainable Agriculture, "Farmers must understand the global system and how diey can 
unhook from it," (Heffeman 1994:18). I conclude that not only farmers, but people interested in 
agriculture at all levels must understand the system of dependen<y in the agristructure system today. 
Only then can we all unhook from it 
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Banding herbicides 
Chisel plowing 
Cleaner system 
Conventional planter 
Conventional tillage 
Cultivator 
End rows 
Field cultivator 
Filter strips 
Headlands 
No-till 
No-till drill 
Planter 
A method of applying herbicide thaf limits die chemical exposure of the soil 
to a narrow band, usually directly over the crop row. 
A type of deep tillage that utilizes a machine equipped widi long chisel like 
shffliks that penetrate the soil firom 12 to 24 inches deep. 
(row cleaners) A mechanical method of removing crop residue fiom the row 
before anodier operation is performed. Usually row cleaners are attached to a 
planter just ahead of die planting units. 
A machine that plants seeds in a conventionally tilled seedbed. 
A mediod of preparing a seedbed Aat would include plowing and/or several 
mechanical passes over the seedbed widi diiTerent tillage implements to 
prepare the soil for planting of the desired crop. 
A machine used to mechanically remove weeds from a crop after the crop is 6 
to 24 inches tall. 
Rows at the end of a field used for turning farm equipment around. End rows 
serve the same purpose as headlands. 
A machine used to prepare a seedbed for a crop. The field cultivator has 
numerous shanks that penetrate the soil from 2 to 6 inches, leaving a smooth 
level seedbed. 
Narrow strips of vegetation that are planted on the contour to help 
minimize erosion. 
A narrow strip of land at either end of a crop field used for turning 
tillage equipment around so another pass may be made in a field. 
A method of planting crops into the soil without any previous tillage 
operations being performed. 
A machine that is used to plant crops on 7.5 inch rows that plants 
directly into an old seedbed without a previous tillage operation. 
A machine used to place seeds in the ground so they will grow in a 
uniform manner. 
Point rows Short rows in a field that result from an irregularly shaped field. 
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Ridge tillage 
Terrace 
Waterways 
A method for planting crops on the ridge left on the row of the 
previous years crop. The ridge is produced during cultivation of the 
crop in the middle of the growing season. 
A ridge of soil that is pushed up along the contour of a field to stop or 
slow down the flow of water down the slope of the field. 
Narrow strips of grass that run down between slopes on the field. 
Water naturally flows to these locations so farmers plant waterways to 
prevent erosion. 
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